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FOREWORD
This report is the fifth revision of the document Observation Model and Parameter Partials/or
the JPL VLB! ParameCer Estimation So/tware "MODEST _ - iggl, dated August 1, 1991, which it
supersedes. A number of model revisions and improvements were made from 1991 to 1994. They
are briefly enumerated in the abstract. The present document corresponds to MODEST version 278,
which has been in use since June, 1994. The authors hope to publish revisions of this document in
the future, as modeling improvements warrant.
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ABSTRACT
This report isa revisionof the document Obsereation Model and Parameter Partial8for tke JPL
VLBI Parameter Estimation Software aMODEST" - Iggl, dated August 1,1991. Itsupersedes that
document and itsfour previous versions (1983, 1985, 1986, and 1987). A number of upects of the
very long baselineinterferometry(VLBI) model were improved from 1991 to 1994. Treatment oftidal
effectsisextended to model the effectsof ocean tideson universaltime and polar motion {UTPM),
includinga defaultmodel for nearlydiurnaland semidiurnalocean tidalUTPM variations,and partial
derivativesfor all{solidand ocean) tidalUTPM amplitudes. The time-honored _KI correction"for
solidEarth tideshas been extended to includeanalogous frequency-dependent response of fivetidal
components. Partialsof ocean loading amplitudes axe now supplied. The Zhu-Mathews-Oceans-
Anisotropy (ZMOA) 1990-2 and Kinoshita-Souchay models of nutation are now two ofthe modeling
choicesto replacethe increasinglyinadequate 1980 InternationalAstronomical Union (IAU) nutation
series. A rudimentary model of antenna thermal expansion isprovided. Two more troposphere
mapping functions have been added to the repertoire.Finally,correlationsamong VLBI observations
via the model of Treuhaft and Lanyi improve modeling of the dynamic troposphere. A number of
minor misprints in Rev. 4 have been corrected.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
In applications of radio interferometry to geodynamics and astrometry, observed values of group
delay and phase delay rate obtained from observations of many different radio sources must be passed
simultaneously through a multiparameter estimation routine to extract the significant model param-
eters. As the accuracy of radio interferometry has improved, increasingly complete models for the
delay and delay rate observables have been developed. This report describes the current status of the
delay model used in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory multiparameter estimation program aMODEST_,
which is the successor to the UMASTERFIT _ code developed at JPL in the 1970s. It is assumed
that the reader has at least a cursory knowledge of the principles of very long baseline interferome-
try (VLBI). Some references which provide an introduction are the book by Thompson, Moran, and
Swenson (1986), and two reports by Thomas (1981, 1987).
The delay model is the sum of four major model components: geometry, clock, troposphere,
and ionosphere. Sections 2 through 5 present our current models for these components, as well as
their partial derivatives with respect to parameters that are to be adjusted by multiparameter fits
to the data. The longest section (2) deals with the purely geometric portion of the delay and covers
the topics of time definitions, tidal and source structure effects, coordinate frames, Earth orientation
(universal time and polar motion), nutation, precession, Earth orbital motion, wave front curvature,
gravitational bending, and antenna offsets. Section 6 describes the technique used to obtain the delay
rate model from the delay model. Section 7 gives the values of physical constants used in MODEST,
while Section 8 outlines model improvements that may be required by more accurate data in the
future.
SECTION 2
GEOMETRIC DELAY
The geometric delay is that interferometer delay which would be measured by perfect instrumen-
tation, perfectly synchronized, if there were a perfect vacuum between the observed extragalactic or
Solar-System sources and the Earth-based instrumentation. For Earth-fixed baselines, this delay can
be as large as 20 milliseconds, changing rapidly (by up to 3.1 I_s per second) as the Earth rotates. In
general the geometric component is by far the largest component of the observed delay. The main
complexity of this portion of the model arises from the numerous coordinate transformations necessary
to relate the reference frame used for locating the radio sources to the Earth-fixed reference frame in
which station locations are represented.
In the following we will assume, unless otherwise stated, that "celestial reference frame" means
a reference frame in which there is no net proper motion of the extragalactic radio objects which
are observed by the intefferometer. This is only an approximation to some truly "inertial" frame.
Currently, this celestial frame implies a geocentric, equatorial frame with the equator and equinox of
2000 3anuary 1.5 (32000) as defined by the 1976 International Astronomical Union (IAU) conventions,
including the 1980 nutation series (Seidelmann, 1982; Kaplan, 1981).
In this equatorial frame, some definition of the origin of right ascension must be made. We will
not discuss that in this report, since one definition is at most a rotation from some other definition,
and can be applied at any time. The important point is that consistent definitions must be used
throughout the model development. The need for this consistency will, in all probability, eventually
lead to our defining the origin of right ascension by means of the JPL planetary ephemerides, followed
by our using interferometric observations of both natural radio sources and spacecraft at planetary
encounters as a means of connecting the planetary and the radio reference frames (Folkner et _I.,
1994; Dewey, 1991; Newhall et al., 1986).
Also, unless otherwke stated, we will mean by "terrestrial reference frame" some reference frame
tied to the mean surface features of the Earth. Currently, we are using a right-handed version of
the Conventional International Origin (CIO) reference system with the pole defined by the 1903.0
pole. In practice, this is accomplished by defining the position of one of the intefferometric observing
stations (generally Deep Space Station (DSS) 15 at the Goldstone deep space tracking complex), and
then by measuring the positions of the other stations under a constraint. This constraint is that the
determinations of Earth orientation agree on the average with the International Earth Rotation Service
(IERS) (1993) [and its predecessor, Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) (1983)] measurements of
the Earth's orientation over some substantial time interval (_ years). This procedure, or its functional
equivalent, is necessary since the intefferometer is sensitive only to the baseline vector. The VLBI
technique does not have any preferred origin relative to the structure of the Earth. The rotation of
the Earth does, however, provide a preferred direction in space which can be associated indirectly
with the surface features of the Earth.
In contrast, geodetic techniques which involve the use of artificial satellites, or the Moon, are
sensitive to the center of mass of the Earth as well as the spin axis. Thus, those techniques require
only a definition of the origin of longitude. Laser ranging to the retroreftectors on the Moon allows a
realizable practical definition of a terrestrial frame, accurately positioned relative to a celestial frame
which is tied to the planetary ephemerides (Folkner et al., 1994). The required collocation of the laser
and VLBI stations is being provided by Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) measurements of baselines
between VLBI and laser sites starting in the late 1980s (e.9., Ray et al., 1991). Careful definitions
and experiments of this sort are required to realize a coordinate system of centimeter accuracy.
The relativistic delay formulation presented in this report is essentially identical to that in the
original 1983 version (Fanselow, 1983). Special relativistic terms in the model delay have not been
changed, but a small revision was made in the default gravitational correction starting with Rev.
3 (Sovers and Fanselow, 1987), when TDT (Temps Dynamique Terrestre) spatial coordinates were
introduced (see Sec. 2.1.3). Among the estimated parameters, only baseline lengths were affected by
this change, in that all distances were increased by the same factor of _ 2 parts in 10 s.
Except for subcentimeter relativistic complications caused by the locally varying Earth potential
(as discussed below), calculation of the VLBI model for the observed delay can be summarized as:
1. Specify the proper locations of the two stations as measured in an Earth-fixed frame at the time
that the wave frontintersectsstation_1. Let thistime be the proper time t_ as measured by a
clockin the Earth-fixedframe.
2. Modify the stationlocationsfor Earth-fixedeffectssuch as solidEarth tides,tectonicmotion,
and other localstationmotion.
3. Transform these proper stationlocationsto a geocentriccelestialcoordinate system with its
originat the centerof the Earth, but moving with the Earth. This isa composite of 12 separate
rotations,represented by a rotationmatrix Q(t).
4. Perform a Lorentz transformation of these proper stationlocationsfrom the geocentriccelestial
frame to a frame at restrelativeto the center of mass of the Solar System, and rotationally
alignedwith the celestialgeocentricframe.
5. In thisSolar-System-barycentric(SSB) frame, compute the proper time delay for the passage of
the specifiedwave front from station@1 to station_2. Correct for source structure.Add the
effectivechange in proper delay caused by the differentialgravitationalretardationofthe signal.
6. Perform a Lorentz transformation of this SSB geometric delay back to the celestialgeocentric
frame moving with the Earth. This produces the adopted model for the geometric portion ofthe
observed delay.
7. To thisgeometric delay,add the contributionsdue to clock offsets,to troposphericdelays,and
to the effectsof the ionosphere on the signal(seeSections3 through 5).
As indicated instep 5,the initialcalculationof delay iscarriedout in a frame at restrelativeto
the centerof mass ofthe Solar System (SSB frame.) First,however, steps i through 4 are carriedout
in order to relateproper locationsin the Earth-fixedframe to corresponding proper locationsin the
SSB frame. Step 4 in thisprocess transforms stationlocationsfrom the geocentriccelestialframe to
the SSB frame. This step incorporatesspecial-relativlsticeffectsto allordersofthe velocityratiov/c.
In the presence of gravity,thistransformation can be viewed as a specialrelativistictransformation
between proper coordinates of two localframes (geocentricand SSB) in relativemotion. For both
frames, the underlying gravitationalpotentialcan be viewed approximately as the sum of locally
constant potentialscaused by allmasses inthe Solar System. The complications caused by small local
variationsinthe Earth'spotentialare discussedbelow. Initialproper delay isthen computed (step5)
in the SSB frame on the basisof these SSB stationlocationsand an a priori SSB source location.A
small proper-delay correctionisthen appliedto account for the differentialgravitationalretardation
introduced along the two ray paths through the Solar System, including retardationby the Earth's
gravity.A finalLorentz transformation includingallordersof v/c then transforms the correctedSSB
proper delay to a model for the observed delay.
Since the Earth's potentialvariesslightlyacross the Earth (AUE//c_ _- 4 × 10-I° from center
to surface),the specificationof proper distanceisnot as straightforwardwith respect to the Earth's
potentialas itiswith respectto the essentiallyconstant potentialsofdistantmasses. To overcome this
difficulty,output stationlocationsare specifiedin terms of the "TDT spatialcoordinates" (Shahid-
Salesset al.,1991) used in Earth-orbitermodels. Baselinesmodeled on the basis of thisconvention
deviate slightlyin length (<: 2 ram) from the proper values. A proper length that corresponds to a
modeled baselinecan be obtained through appropriate integrationof the localmetric (Shahid-Saless
etal.,1991). In practice,such a conversionisnot necessarysincecomparison ofbaselinemeasurements
obtained by differentgroups would be carriedout in terms of TDT spatialcoordinates.
The current model has been compared (Thomas, 1991; Treuhaft, 1991) with the al-picosecond_
relativisticmodel forVLBI delaysdeveloped by Shahid-Salessetal.(1991).When reduced tothe same
form, the model presented here isidenticalto that model at the picosecond level,term by term, with
one exception. Treuhaft and Thomas (1991) show that a correctionisneeded to the Shahid-Saless
etal.SSB system modeling of the atmospheric delay.This correctionchanges the Shahid-Saless etal.
resultby as much as 10 picoseconds. The remainder of thissectionprovides the detailsfor the first
six steps of the genera]outlineabove.
2.1 TIME INTERVAL FOR THE PASSAGE OF A WAVE FRONT
BETWEEN TWO STATIONS
The fundamental part of the geometric model isthe calculation(step #5 above) of the time
intervalfor the passage of a wave frontfrom station#1 to station#2. This calculationisactually
performed in a coordinate frame at restrelativeto the centerofmass of the Solar System. This part
ofthe model ispresented firstto provide a context forthe subsequent sections,allofwhich are heavily
involved with the detailsof time definitionsand coordinate transformations. We will use the same
subscriptand superscriptnotation which isused in Section2.7 toreferto the stationlocationsas seen
by an observer at restrelativeto the center ofmass of the Solar System.
First,we calculatethe proper time delay that would be observed ifthe wave frontwere planar.
Next, we generalizethis calculationto a curved wave front,and finally,we take into account the
incremental effectwhich resultsfrom the fact that we must consider wave fronts that propagate
through the variousgravitationalpotentialwellsin the Solar System.
2.1.1 PLANE WAVE FRONT
POSITION OF STATION #2
WHEN WAVE FRONT CROSSES _
ITATTIMEt; /. %.
PosrrlONor I \
STATION #2 /
AT TIME t 1
POSITION OF"STATION #1
WHEN WAVE FRONT CROSSES
IT AT TIME t 1
Figure I. Geometry for calculating the transit time of a plane wave front
Consider the case of a plane wave moving in the direction,_, with station2 having a mean
velocity,82, as shown in Figure 1. As mentioned above, distance and time are to be represented as
proper coordinatesin the SSB frame. The speed oflightc issetequal to I inthe followingformulation.
The proper time delay isthe time ittakes the wave front to move the distance I at speed c. This
distance isthe sum of the two solidlinesperpendicular to the wave frontin Figure 1:
t; - t_ = f_. It2(.) - r_(q)] + _. _[t; - q] (2.1)
where the superscript * serves to emphasize that station #2 has moved since Q. This leads to the
following expression for the geometric delay:
k-[r2(t_) - rl(tl)] (2.2)t_- tl=
The baseline vector, r2(t2) -r2 (tl), is computed on the basis of proper station locations calculated
according to Eq. (2.183) in Sec. 2.7.
2.1.2 CURVED WAVE FRONT
In the case of a signalgenerated by a radio source within the Solar System itisnecessary to
include the effectofthe curvature ofthe wave front.As depicted inFigure 2,leta sourceirradiatetwo
Earth-fixedstationswhose positionsare given by r_(t)relativeto the Earth'scenter.The positionof
the Earth'scenter,Rc (tl),as a function ofsignalreceptiontime,tl,at station#1 ismeasured relative
to the positionofthe emitter at the time, re,ofemission ofthe signalreceivedat time tl.While this
calculationisactuallyclonein the SolarSystem barycentriccoordinate system, the development that
followsisby no means restrictedin applicabilityto that frame.
[_2(t.2).t.2 StAr,ON#2
Re(t1)
EARTH SOURCE
CENTER [tl(tl)'tl] R1(t,)
STATION #I
Figure 2. Geometry for calculating the transit time of a curved wave front
Suppose that a wave front emitted by the source at time te reaches station#1 at time tl and
arrivesat station#2 at time t_. The geometric delay in thisframe willbe given by:
T= t_- tl= IR2(tl)I-IR1(tl)I (._.3)
where alldistances are again measured inunits oflighttraveltime. Ifwe approximate the velocityof
station#2 by
_ = R.o(t_)- R2(tl) (2.4)
and use the relation
P_(_,): R_(t_)÷r,(tl) (_._)
we obtain:
= Re(t_)[IRo+,_I- IRe+'_l] (2.0)
where
and
e2= Re(tl) (2.7)
r,(t,)
•i= Re(t_) (2.S)
For el and _2 -< 10-4, we need to keep only terms of order ¢3 in a sixteen-placemachinein order to
expand the expressionfor _"in equation (2.6).This givesus:
Ro l,'=(td-,,_(t,)] RoAe(,)
"= [1 Re_] + (2.9)
- 2 [1- Ro._]
where to order ¢3
_e(,)= [d - e_]- [(Ro-,_)_+ CRo.,_)+ (Re.,2)3- (Re-,_)d- CRo.,,)_+ (Re.,_),?](2.10)
The firstterm in (2.9)isjust the plane wave approximation, i.e.,as R_ ---*oo, R-c -'*k, with the
second term in brackets in (2.10)approaching zero as r_/Re. Given that the ratioof the firstterm
to the second term is_ r/Rc, wave frontcurvature isnot calculablein a sixteen-placemachine for
R > 10I_ × r. For Earth-fixed b_selinesthat are as long as an Earth diameter, requiring that the
effectsof curvature be lessthan 0.01 cm impliesthat the above formulation (2.10)must be used for
R < 1.4x 10Is kin,or approximately 150 lightyears.
The procedure for the solutionof (2.9)isiterativefor • < 10 -4, using the following:
rn = r04-211- R._2] (2.11)
where
_'o= 1"planewa,,e
For E > 10-4, directlyiterateon the equation (2.6)itself,using the procedure:
(2.12)
,', -- RelR_4-c_(_',,-_)l- RolRo+ t_l (2.13)
where again r0isthe plane wave approximation.
2.1.3 GRAVITATIONAL DELAY
Because a lightsignalpropagating ina gravitationalpotentialisretarded relativeto itsmotion
in field-freespace, the computed value for the differentialtime of arrivalof the signalsat r_(tl)and
r_(t_) must be corrected for gravitationaleffects.Gravitational potentialeffectsand curved wave
front effectsare calculated independently of each other since the former are a small perturbation
(_ 8.5 microradians or < I."75),even for Sun-grazing rays.
For the geometry illustratedinFigure 3,the requiredcorrectionto coordinate time delay isgiven
by Moyer (1971) as:
6
where r._ is defined as:
,., = Ir,(t ) - r.(t.)l (2.1S)
Here "_J-rw is the "7 factor in the parametrized post-Newtonian gravitational theory (e.g. Misner et al.,
1973). In the Bra_s-Dicke theory,
1 + (2.16)
_,rH = 2÷w
where w is the coupling constant of the scalar field. For general relativity, "7,.,.,_ -- I, i.e., w --* oo.
However, we allow _Pr,, to be an estimated parameter so that by setting _J.r,_ -- -1, we also have
the option of "turning off" the effects of general relativity on the estimate of the delay. This proves
useful for software development. The gravitational constant, _p, is
_p = Grr_ (2.17)
where G is the universal gravitational constant, and ,w_ is the mass of the pth gravitating body.
SOURCE
Figure 3. A schematic representation of the geodesic connecting two points in the
presence of a gravitational mass
Depending on the particular source-receiver geometry in a VLBI experiment, a number of ap-
proximations are possible for the correction Acp of (2.14). Dropping the time arguments in (2.14),
we have:
(I+'7"P'_);_P .ln[[r_+r2+r_l [r_'+'l--"l]] (2.18)&Gp = c3 +rl +r.lj +r_ ro2jj
This formulation is fine for ro _ ,I _ ro_, but can be put in a computationally better form for the
case of distant sources with closely spaced VLBI receivers, {.e., Jr2 - rl [/ri --. O, rl/r_ -. 0. For these
sources, expand Acp in terms of ,i/r,, r,i/r,, and make use of the relationship
1/-_
r.,. = it,_ -- 2r, -r, + r, _ r, - r, •_, (°..19)
This leads to
AGp (1 "1" "/PPN)_&PC 3 "l_[ T1_ "Jr--I"1"1F2 '_e 1r_
for f'_tre _ O.
It" we further require that Ir2 - rll/rl -* O, and make use of
(2.20)
1'2 = rl "t- Ar (2.21)
then:
r2 + r2"r. = rl [1 + 2 _1" Ar/rl + (Ar/rl) 2] 1/2 + rl.r. + Ar._.
+,.1 +"r (2.22)
In the limit of Ar/rl -. 0:
r_(l +r2-_,) ---ri(l + ri -_,) + Ar. (ri ÷r,) (2.23)
Substituting into (2.20) and expanding the logarithm, we obtain:
(1 + fl,,,)/_p (r2 -- rl)" (_I +_,) (2.24)
AGp = c3 rl(1 + r'i ' r.)
Using whichever of these three formulations (2.18, 2.20 or 2.24) is computationally appropriate,
the model calculates a correction Acp for each of the major bodies in the Solar System (Sun, planets,
Earth, and Moon).
Before the correction Aup can be applied to a proper delay computed according to Eq. (2.2), it
must be converted from a coordinate-delay correction to a proper-delay correction appropriate to a
near-Earth frame. For such proper delays, the gravitational correction is given to good approximation
by
A' = Aup -- (1 +"l...)Ur (2.25)Gp
where _" is the proper delay given by Eq. (2.2), and where U is the negative of the gravitational
potential of the given mass divided by c 2, as observed in the vicinity of the Earth (U is a positive
quantity). The Ur term is a consequence of the relationship of coordinate time to proper time, and
the "_r,N Ur term is a consequence of the relationship of coordinate distance to proper distance.
The total gravitational correction used is:
N
A_ = B A_p (2.26)
p=l
where the summation to N is over the major bodies in the Solar System. For the Earth, the
(I + %'PN )Ur term in Eq. (2.25) is omitted if one wishes to conform with the _TDT spatial coordi-
nates" used to reduce Earth-orbiter data. The scale factor (1 +'TprN)U is approximately 1.97 × 10 -s
for the Sun. A number of other conventions are possible. One of these, which does not omit the
(i ÷ "Trr_ )Ur term for the Earth, but evaluates it at the Earth's surface, yields an additional scale
factor of 0.14 × 10 -s. In either case, the model delay is decreased. Consequently, all inferred _mea-
sured" lengths increase by the same fraction relative to previous lengths (e.g.by 19.7 parts per billion
or 21.1 ppb).
Some care must be taken in defining the positions given by r,, r2(t_), and rz_tz). We have chosen
as the origin the position of the gravitational mass at the time of closest approach of the received
signal to that object. The position, r,, of the source relative to this origin is the position of that
source at the time, re, of the emission of the received signal. Likewise, the position, r_(t,), of the ith
receiver is its position in this coordinate system at the time of reception of the signal. Even with
this care in the definition of the relative positions, we are making an approximation, and implicitly
assuming that such an approximation is no worse than the approximations used by Moyer (1971) to
obtain (2.14).
Some considerations follow, regarding the use of appropriate times to obtain the positions of the
emitter, the gravitational object, and the receivers. For a grazing ray emitted by a source at infinity,
using the position of the gravitating body G at the time of reception of the signal at station _1 rather
than at the time of closest approach of the signal to G can cause a 15-cm error on baselines with
a length of one Earth radius as shown by the following calculation. From Figure 4, the calculated
distance of closest approach, R, changes during the light transit time, tl,oh_ t,a,,,_t, of a signal from a
gravitational object at a distance REG by:
AR _ REc6 .t,_gh, ,,.,,,,i, = 6. R_G/C (2.27)
VELOCITY -- 0 REG
RECEIVER
EMITI'ER
REO
Figure 4. A schematic representation of the motion of a gravitating object during the
transit time of a signal from the point of closest approach to reception by
an Antenna
Since the deflection is:
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(2.28)
8(zxe) = -zxe = zxe t- -J (2.29)
We consider the two bodies of largest mass in the Solar System: the Sun and Jupiter. For grazing
rays, their respective deflections L_@ are 8480 and 73 nanoradians. The barycentric angular velocities
_-_t are estimated to be 0.06 and 17 nrad/s for the Sun and Jupiter. Note that Eq. (2.27) does not
apply to the Sun. The Sun's motion in the barycentric frame has a period of 11 years with a radius
on the order of the Sun's radius. Using approximate radii and distances from Earth to estimate RBG
and @, Eq. (2.29) gives 25 nrad for Jupiter; the corresponding value for the Sun is 0.07 nrad. For
a baseline whose length equals the radius of the Earth, 6(L_@)RE is thus approximately 0.05 and
15 cm for the Sun and Jupiter, respectively. The effect is much smaller for the Sun in spite of its
much larger mass, due to its extremely slow motion in the barycentric frame.
Im view of the rapid decrease of gravitational deflection with increasing distance of closest ap-
proach, it is extremely unlikely that a routine VLBI observation would involve rays passing close
enough to a gravitating body for this correction to be of importance. Exceptions are experiments
specifically designed to measure planetary gravitational bending (Treuhaft and Lowe, 1991). In order
to guard against such an unlikely situation in routine work, and to provide analysis capability for spe-
cial experiments, the MODEST code always performs the transit-time correction for all planets. To
obtain the positions of the gravitational objects, we employ an iterative procedure, using the positions
and velocities of the objects at signal reception time. If R(t,) is the position of the gravitational object
at signal reception time, t,, then that object's position, R(ta), at the time, ta, Of closest approach of
the ray path to the object was:
R(t°) = RCt,) - Vlt, - ta] (2.30)
IR I
tr - t° = _ (2,31)
C
We do this correction iteratively,using the velocity, 37(t,), as an approximation of the mean velocity,
V. Because v/e _ 10 -4, an iterative solution,
][_(ta)=R(t,)-[-_] IR,_x(ta)[ (2.32)
rapidly converges to the required accuracy.
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2.2 TIME INFORAIAT]ON
Before continuing the description of the geometric model, a few words must be said about
time-tag information and the time units which will appear as arguments below. A general reference
for time definitions is the Ezpla,_atory Supplement, 1992. The epoch timing information in the data
is taken from the UTC (Universal Coordinated Time) time tags in the data stream at station _1,
UTC1. This time is converted to Terrestrial Dynamic Time (TDT) and is also used as an argument to
obtain an a p_/ori estimate of Earth orientation. The conversion consists of the following components:
TDT = (TDT - TAI) + (TAI- UTCIERS) + (UTCI£R$ - UTCsTD)
+ (UTCsrD - UTC_) ÷ UTC_ {2.33)
The four offsetsin (2.33)thus serveto convertthe stationI time tags to TDT. In turn,theirmeaning
isthe following:
1. TDT- TAI is32.184 seconds by definition;TAI (Temps Atomique International)isatomic time.
2. TAI- UTCI£Rs isthe offsetbetween atomic and coordinated time. The InternationalEarth
Rotation Service {IERS), itspredecessor,Bureau Internationalde l'Heure {BIH), and Bureau
Internationaldes Poids et Mesures (BIPM) are the coordinatingbodies responsiblefor upkeep
and publicationofstandard time and Earth rotationquantities.TAI- UTCIERS isa published
integersecond offset(leapseconds) for any epoch after1 January, 1972. Prior to that time, itis
a more complicated function,which need not be discussedhere sinceMODEST isonly intended
to model observationsstartingin the mid-19703.
3. UTCzEtts - UTCsTD isthe offsetin UTC between the coordinated time scalesmaintained by
the IERS (BIPM) and secondary standards maintained by numerous nationalorganizations.For
VLBI stationsin the U.S. thissecondary standard isthat of the National Instituteof Standards
and Technology (NIST} inBoulder, Colorado. These offsetscan be obtained from BIPM Circular
T (e.g. BIPM, 1990).
4. UTC- UTC1 is the (unknown) offset between UTC kept by station 1 and the secondary na-
tional standard. This normally amounts to several /_s, but may not be precisely known for
each experiment. It is a source of modeling error: an error 6t in epoch time causes an error of
BwEAt = 7.3 x 10 -6 cm per km baseline per/_8 of clock error, where wE is the rotation rate
of the Earth (Section 7). For the extreme case of a 10,000 km baseline, however, this amounts to
only 0.07 cm per #s clock offset.
A priori UT1-UTC and pole positions are normally obtained by interpolation of the IERS
Bulletin A smoothed values. However, any other source of UT1-UTC and pole position could be
used provided it is a function of UTC, and is expressed in a left-handed coordinate system {see
Section 2.6.1). Part of the documentation for any particular set of results should clearly state what
were the values of UT1-UTC and pole position used in the data reduction process.
For the Earth model based on the new IAU conventions, the following definitions are employed
throughout (Kaplan, lgS1}:
1. Julian date at epoch 32000 = 2451545.0.
2. All time arguments denoted by T below are measured in Julian centuries of 36525 days of the
appropriate time relative to the epoch 32000, i.e., T _- (JD - 2451545.0)/36525.
3. For the time arguments used to obtain precession, nutation, or to reference the ephemeris,
Barycentric Dynamic Time (TDB, Temps Dynamique Barycentrique) is used. This is related
to Terrestrial Dynamic Time (TDT, Temps Dynamique Terrestre) by the following:
where
TDB = TDT + 0.'001658 sin(g + 0.0167sin(g)) (2.34)
(357.°528÷ 359992050 TDT) × 2_
g = 3600 (2.35)
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2.3 STATION LOCATIONS
Coordinates of the observing stations are expressed in the Conventional International Origin
(CIO) 1903.0 reference system, with the reference point for each antenna defined as in Sec. 2.8.
The pre-1984 model considered the three coordinates of station _: r,p,, A_, z_ (radius off spin axis,
longitude, and height above the equator, respectively) to be time-invariant. At the present accuracy
level of space geodesy, it is imperative to account for tectonic motion. This is most simply done by
estimating a new set of coordinates in the least-squares process for each VLB] session. Post-processing
software then makes linear fits to these results to infer the time rate of change of the station location.
Care must be taken that the correlations of coordinates estimated at different epochs are accounted
for properly. The advantage of this approach is that the contribution of each session to the overall
slope may be independently evaluated, since it is clearly isolated. An alternative second approach is
to model tectonic motion directly, and to introduce time rates of change of the station coordinates as
parameters in MODEST. The model is linear, with the cylindrical coordinates at time t expressed as
o + _:p,(t_ to) (2.36)$"#lo_ _ T'@pt
A, ---- A° + A,(t -- to) (2.37)
=_= =o+ _ (t - to) (2.38)
0 0
Here to is a reference epoch, at which the station coordinates are (r,p,, A,, z°). If modeling is done
in Cartesian coordinates, the analogous expressions are
o :i:, (t to) (2.39)Xi ----X= ÷
y, = go ÷ y,(t -- to) (2.40)
= =o+ _(t- to} (2.41)
with (x°, _/0 zo) being the station coordinates at the reference epoch to.
2.3.1 MODELS OF TECTONIC PLATE MOTION
As alternatives to estimating linear time dependence of the station coordinates, several
standard models of tectonic plate motion are optionally available in MODEST. They all describe the
motion as a rotation of a given plate about its rotation pole on the surface of a spherical Earth. Time
dependence of the Cartesian station coordinates of station i which resides on plate ] is expressed as
0 3' 0
=,= =_÷ (_,_z,-,,,i_°)(t- to)
= j 0y, N° + (_.=, J==°)(t- =o)
,,, = ,,f + (,,,_yo_ =,;=o)(t _ to)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
where _._.= are the angular velocities.
Although these models are based on paleomagnetic data spanning millions of years, they have
been found to provide a good quantitative characterization of present-day plate motions. The model
due to Minster and Jordan (1978) was the firstto be used in VLB] analyses. It is denoted AM0-2 in
the original paper, and is also described in an addition to the MERIT standards document (Melbourne
et al., 1983, 1985). Table I gives a listof the rotation rates for the 11 plates in the AM0-2 model.
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Table I
Plate Rotation Velocities: Minster-Jordan AMO-2 Model_
Plate w=
AFRC 0.988
ANTA -0.923
ARAB 4.867
CARB -0.486
C0C0 -11.122
EURA -0.536
INDI 8.443
NAZC -1.586
NOAI_ 0.576
PCFC -2.143
SOAH -0.978
w i,
-3.360
-1.657
-2.g22
-0.988
-23.238
-2.769
4.365
-9.299
-3.984
5.439
-1.863
units are nrad/year
{A) z
4.192
3.765
6.520
1.881
12.663
3.422
7.528
11.006
-0.249
-11.438
-1.508
Note that the velocitiesare expressed in nanoradians per year rather than the microdegrees per year
used inthe originalpaper.
More recent models, denoted NUVEL-1 and NNR-NUVELI, are due to DeMets et al. (1990)
and Argus and Gordon (1991), respectively. In NUVEL-1, the Pacificplate isstationary,while
NNR-NUVEL1 isbased on the imposition ofa no-net-rotation(NNR) condition.With some notable
exceptions,the NUVEL models give rates that are very closeto those of the AM0-2 model. The
AM0-2 INDI platehas been splitintoAUST and INDI, and there are two additionalplates:JDEF (Juan
de Fuca) and PHIL (Philippine).The NUVEL-1 rotationratesare given in Tables IIand Ill.
Table II
Plate Rotation Velocities: NUVEL-1 Model?
Plate
AFRC
ANTA
ARAB
AUST
CARB
(&]X
2.511
0.721
8.570
9.777
1.393
wy
-8.303
-6.841
-5.607
0.297
-8.602
COCO
EURA
INDI
JDEF
NAZC
NOAH
PCFC
PHIL
SOAM
-9.323
0.553
8.555
6.81
-0.023
1.849
0.000
11.9
0.494
-27.657
-7.567
-5.020
3.32
-14.032
-8.826
0.000
12.8
-6.646
_L} Z
14.529
14.302
17.496
16.997
12.080
21.853
13.724
17.528
5.31
20.476
10.267
0.000
0.000
9.517
units are nrad/year
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Table III
Plate Rotation Velocities: NNR-NUVEL1 Model t
Plate wx
A_RC 0.929
ANTA -0.862
ARAB 6.987
AUST 8.194
CARB -0.190
COCD -10.907
Eb'_ -1.030
INDT 6.973
JDEF 5.227
NAZC -1.607
NOA}4 0.265
PCFC -1.583
PHIL 10.320
90A_ -1.089
w_
-3.239
-1.777
-0.543
5.362
-3.538
-22.592
-2.503
0.045
8.386
-8.968
-3.761
5.065
-7.700
-1.581
t units are nrad/year
Wz
4.098
3.871
7.067
6.566
1.649
11.420
3.293
7.097
-5.124
10.046
-0.164
-10.430
-10.430
-0.913
A recent revision of the paleomagnetic time scale has led to a rescaling of the NUVEL rates. These
"NUVEL-1A _ and "NNR-NUVEL1A _ model rates are equal to the NUVEL-1 and NNR-NUVEL1
rates of Tables II and III, respectively, multiplied by a factor of 0.9562 (DeMets et al., 1994). Partial
derivatives with respect to the plate velocities are given in Sec. 2.9.2.
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2.4 TIDAL EFFECTS
As an initialstep incalculatingthe geometric delay,we need to consider the effectsof crustal
motions on stationlocations.Among these deformations are solidEarth tides,tectonicmotions, and
alterationsof the Earth's surface due to localgeological,hydrological,and atmospheric processes.
If only the crustalmovement due to solidEarth tides and tectonic motion is modeled, then the
remaining effectswill manifest themselves as temporal changes of the Earth-fixed baseline. It is
therefore important to model all crustalmotions as completely as possible. The current levelof
mismodeling of these motions isprobably one of the two biggestsources of systematic error (along
with the troposphere) in analyses of VLBI data.
In the standard terrestrialcoordinate system, tidaleffectsmodify the stationlocationr0 by an
amount
A = A,ol + Apo_ + Aoc. + Aatm (2.45)
where the four terms are due to solidEarth tides,pole tide,ocean loading,and atmosphere loading,
respectively.Other Earth-fixedeffectswould be incorporated by augmenting the definitionof A.
All four tidalen,ects are most easilycalculatedin some variantof the VEN (vertical,East, North)
local geocentric coordinate system. To transform them to the Earth-fixed coordinate frame, the
transformation VW, given inthe next section,isapplied.
2.4.1 SOLID EARTH TIDES
Calculatingthe alterationofthe positionsofthe stationscaused by solidEarth tidesisrather
complicated due to the solidtides'coupling with the ocean tides,and the effectsof localgeology.
We have chosen to glossover these complications initially,and to incorporate the simple multipole
response model described by Williams (1970),who used Melchior (1966) as a reference.Let Rp be
the position of a perturbing source in the terrestrialreferencesystem, and r0 the stationposition in
the same coordinate system. To allowfor a phase shift(¢) ofthe tidaleffectsfrom itsnominal value
of 0, the phase-shiftedstationvector r, iscalculatedfrom ro by applying a matrix L, describinga
right-handed rotation through an angle ¢ about the Z axisof date,r, = Lr0. This lag matrix, L, is:
I cone sine 01
L= -sine cone 0 (2.46)
0 0 1
By a positivevalue of ¢ we mean that the peak response on an Earth meridian occurs at a time
6t = e/wE afterthat meridian containing r0 crossesthe tide-producing object,where wE isthe
angular rotation rate of the Earth. In the verticalcomponent, the peak response occurs when the
meridian containing ro alsoincludes Rp.
The tidalpotentialatr, due to the perturbing source at Rp isexpressed as
",Rp /
= V=+U3 (2.47)
where only the quadrupole and octupole terms have been retained. Here, G is the gravitational
constant, mp isthe mass of the perturbing source,P2 and P3 are Legendre polynomials, and _ isthe
angle between ro and R_. While the quadrupole displacements are on the order of 50 crn,the mass
and distanceratiosof the Earth, Moon, and Sun limitthe octupole terms to a few ram. The octupole
terms are optionallyincluded in the MODEST code, but partialswith respectto the Love numbers
are availableonly for the quadrupole terms. An estimate of the retardation correction(employing
the position of the tide-producing mass at a time earlier than that of the observation by an amount
equal to the light-travel time) shows that this correction is well below 1 mm, and can therefore be
neglected.
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In a localgeocentricVEN coordinate system on a sphericalEarth, the tidaldisplacement vector
6is
6= _( gl'), g(;I,g_,_}"
'i
where the g_}(i = 2,3) are the quadrupole and octupole displacements.
obtained from the tidalpotentialas
(2.48)
The components of 6 are
g_) = h_U,_/g (2.49)
9_'_= l,cos_.t_.)/9 (2so)
laU_',
where h_({ = 2,3) axe the vertical(quadrupole _nd octupole) Love numbers, l_({= 2,3) the corre-
sponding horizontalLove numbers, and A, and _= are the stationlongitude and latitude,and g the
accelerationdue to gravity,
g = GmE/r 2, (2.52)
Using the relationbetween terrestrialand celestialcoordinates,
cos e = sin@° sin6p-Fcos @. cos6pcos(Ao+ aG - av) (2.53)
with ap, 5p the right ascension and declinationof the perturbing body, and aC the right ascension
of Greenwich, some algebraproduces the followingexpressionsfor the quadrupole and octupole com-
ponents of 6 in terms of the coordinates of the station (z°,y,,z,) and the tide-producing bodies
(Xv, Yp, Zz,):
3#pr2 "_ _,
__ r._Rv]
g_} = Z] R_ [("" r_)_ (2.54)
p 2 6 J
3p.pr_ .
g(2) = _ --_ps (r.- R.)(z°Y. - !#.Xp)/X/_-_.+ y_ (2.55)
P
= + +
P
-y_-, (,.. _) s(_.. R_) _ - 3_,_R,_
P
g(3)=Z 2R_ 5(r,.R,) _-r.R,
P
v 2R_
+ v._
"' ]+ _,,_z, _---_(=,x_ + _,Yp) (:.sp)
where /_pisthe ratioof the mass of the disturbingobject,p,to the mass of the Earth, and
R, = [X_,Yp, Z_I T (2.60)
isthe vector from the center of the Earth to that body. The summations are over tide-producing
bodies,of which we include only the Sun and the Moon.
The above formulation implicitlyassumes that the Love numbers h, and iiare independent of
the frequency of the tide-generatingpotential. Proper treatment entailsa harmonic expansion of
Eqs. (2.54)-(2.59)and using a differentset of h,, I,for each frequency component. Presently,only
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the firstsix largestnearlydiurnalcomponents axe allowedto have Love numbers that differfrom the
standard values given inSec. 7. Each harmonic term isdenoted by itshistoricalname, ifitexists,and
the Doodson code (TERS, 1992) (e.g.,K1 and Doodson number = 165555). The Doodson notation
classifiesthe tidalcomponents according to increasingspeed. The correctionto the solidtidalradial
displacement for the kth harmonic term at stations isgiven by
6h__ = 6A_Hk(vff124, 0 •3sin¢.cos ¢. sin(_,.+ e_) [2.61)
where 6h_ isthe differencebetween the nominal quadrupole (h2) Love number (0.609)and the fre-
quency dependent Love number (Wahr, 1979),Hk isthe amplitude of the ]cthharmonic term in the
tidegenerating expansion from Cartwright and Edden {1973),@j isthe geocentriclatitudeof the the
station,A, isthe East longitude of the stationand ek isthe kth harmonic tideargument. The Love
numbers and tidalamplitudes are listedin Table IV.
Table IV
Frequency Dependent SolidEarth Tide Parameters
Component (k)
_i (166554)
(165565)
KI (165555)
(165545)
PI (163555)
01 (145555)
hl
0.937
0.514
0.520
0.526
0.581
0.603
Hk (mm)
3
50
369
-7
-122
-262
These optional correctionsyield (Naudet, 1994) additionalpurely verticalstationdisplacements
(inram) of:
_bl(166554) 691 = 0.37sin2@, sin(A,+ aG + /') (2.62)
(165565) 6gi --- -1.84 sin2_, sin(Ao + C_C-- f2) (2.63)
KI (165555) _gl = -12.685in2_6°sin(A°+"_G) (2.64)
(165545) 691 = 0.24sin2@, sin(A,+ aG + f_) (2.65)
PI (163555) 691 ---- 1.32sin2_° sin[A,+ _G --2(f_+ F - m)] (2.66)
O1 (145555) 691 ---- 0.62sin2_, sin[A,+ aG --2(n + F)] (2.67)
where @,, A,, aa are the stationlatitudeand longitude and Greenwich RA, respectively.The astro-
nomical arguments l',F, D, f_(mean anomaly ofthe Sun, mean argument ofthe latitudeof the Moon,
mean elongation of the Moon from the Sun, and the mean longitude ofthe ascending lunar node) are
defined in Sec. 2.6.2. These displacements are then summed and used as the firstorder correction
to each station'sverticaldisplacement. Horizontal correctionsare presently ignored. Note that the
largestcorrection,the KI term, is identicalto that already recommended in 1985 by the MERIT
standards (Melbourne et al.,1985).
To convert the locallyreferenceddisplacement, 6, which isexpressed in the VEN system, to
the Earth-fixed frame, two rotations must be performed. The first,W, rotates by an angle, 4_
(stationgeodetic latitude),about the y axis to an equatorialsystem. The second, V, rotatesabout
the resultantz axis by angle,-A, (stationlongitude),to bring the displacements into the standard
geocentriccoordinate system. The resultis
= vw5
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where
(oo:.o /W = 1 (2.69)
\sine, 0 cos¢.]
and
COSA. --sin)t, !IV = sin A, cos A, (2.70)0 0
Actually,the product of these two matrices iscoded:
/cosA, cos@, -sinAo - cos A° sin ¢.VW = sinA° cos¢° cosA, -- sin A° sin¢° J (2.71)sin¢, 0 cos ¢°
MODEST code uses geodetic latitudes
[ z. ]
_' ----tan-1 rop.{l----11f)2 (2.72)
where f isthe geoid flatteningfactor.The differencebetween geodetic and geocentriclatitudecan
affectthismodel on the order of (tidalelTect)/(flatteningfactor)_ 0.1 cm.
2.4.2 POLE TIDE
One of the secondary tidaleffectsisthe displacement of a stationby the elasticresponse of
the Earth's crust to shiftsin the spin axisorientation.The spin axisisknown to describe a circleof
20-rn diameter at the north pole. Depending on where the spin axispiercesthe crustat the instant
of a VLBI measurement, the "pole tide" displacement willvary from time to time. This effectmust
be included ifcentimeter accuracy isdesired.
Yoder (1984) and Wahr (1985)derived an expressionforthe displacement of a point at geocentric
latitude¢,, longitude A, due to the pole tide:
6 = _w}R [sin¢° cos_o(ZCOSA, + ysinA°) h
g
+ cos2_, (zcos A° + ysinA°) l
+ sin¢,(-z sinA° + ycosa,) I A] (2.7s}
Here wE is the rotation rate of the Earth, R the radius of the (spherical} Earth, g the acceleration
due to gravity at the Earth's surface, and h and l the customary Love numbers. Displacements of the
instantaneous spin axis from the current average spin axis along the x and y axes are given by x and
y. Eq. (2.73) shows how these map into station displacements along the unit vectors in the radial
(F), latitude (_), and longitude (A) directions. With the standard values wE = 7.292 x 10 -5 rad/sec,
R = 6378 km, and g = 980.665 cm/sec 2, the factor w_R/g = 3.459 × 10 -3. Since the maximum values
of x and y are on the order of 10 meters, and h _ 0.6, l _ 0.08, the maximum displacement due to
the pole tide is 1 to 2 cm, depending on the location of the station (¢°, A°).
The locally referenced displacement 6 is transformed via the suitably modified transformation
(2.71) to give the displacement Apoj in the standard geocentric coordinate system. The pole tide
effect has been coded as an optional part of the MODEST model. It is only applied if specifically
requested, i.e., the default model contains no pole tide contributions to the station locations.
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2.4.3 OCEAN LOAD]ZNG
This section is concerned with another of the secondary tidal effects, i.e., the elastic response
of the Earth's crust to ocean tides,which move the observing stationsto the extent of a few cm.
Such effectsare commonly labeled %cean loadingY A model of ocean loading is incorporated in
the MODEST code. Itisgeneralenough to accommodate a varietyofexternallyderivedparameters
describingthe tide phases and amplitudes at a number of frequencies.The present model entails
deriving an expression for the locallyreferenceddisplacement 6 due to ocean loading. In a local
Cartesian coordinate system (the computer code accepts inputs relatedto unit vectors in the Up,
North, and West directions)at time t,
N
6,= co,( ,t+ -6/) (274)
t=l
The quantitiesw_ (frequency of tidalconstituenti) and V_ (astronomicalargument of constituenti}
depend only on the ephemeris information {positionsof the Sun and Moon). The algorithm of Goad
(IERS, 1989) is used to calculatethese two quantities. On the other hand the amplitude _ and
Greenwich phase lag 6/ of each tidalcomponent ] are determined by the particularmodel assumed
for the deformation of the Earth. The localdisplacement vector istransformed via Eqs. (2.71}and
(2.68)to the displacement Aoc, in the standard geocentricframe.
Input to MODEST providesforspecificationofup to 11 frequenciesand astronomical arguments
_i and V#, followed by tablesofthe localdistortionsand theirphases, _ and 6/,calculatedfrom the
ocean tidalloading model of choice.The eleven components are denoted, in standard notation: K2,
S=, M2, and N2 (allwith approximately 12-hour periods),Kx, P,, Of, QI (24 h), _4fl (14 day), M,,
(monthly), and S,a {semiannual).
Three choicesof ocean loading models have been used with MODEST. They differin the dis-
placements calculatedand components considered,as well as in the numerical valuesthat they yield
for the _s and 6_s. Scherneck's results(1983, 1990, 1991) are the most complete in the sense of
considering both verticaland horizontaldisplacements and alleleven tidalcomponents. They have
now been adopted for the IERS standards (1992), and compose the default ocean loading model.
Goad's model (1983)was adopted inthe MERIT and earlyIERS standards {1989),but only considers
verticaldisplacements. Pagiatakis'(1982, 1990) model, based on Pagiatakis,Langley, and Vanicek
(1982),considersonly six tidalcomponents ($2, A4_, N_, KI, PI, and O1).
An extension of the 1991 Scherneck model isalsoavailablein MODEST (Scherneck, 1993). The
eleven tidalfrequenciesare modulated to an appreciableextent by multiplesof N', the lunar nodal
period (18.6years). On the assumption that these additionalterms yieldocean loading amplitudes
which are in the same ratioto each main loadingterm as the companion tidesare to the main tides,
the additional station displacements can be written as
AT
6;= + + v, + 6:)] (2.7s)
i=1 k
where the k summation extends over all integer multiples nk_ of the lunar node /V',and rk, is the
ratio of the tidal amplitude of each companion k to the tidal amplitude of the parent i. Of 26 such
components listed by Cartwright and Edden (1973), 20 are estimated to be significant in contributing
to the largest ocean loading displacements at the 0.01 mm level. Table V shows the multiples nki and
amplitude ratios rk, for these 20 components.
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Table V
Lunar Node Companions to Ocean Tides
i
Component
K2 (275555)
nki
Companion
-I
+I
+2
rh_: Relative
Amplitude
--0.0128
+0.2980
+0.0324
52 (273555)
M2 (255555)
N2 (245655)
K_ (165555)
PI (163555)
(145555)
QI (135655)
Mf (075555)
(065455)
s.o (057555)
-I
-2
-1
-I
-I
+1
+2
-1
-2
-1
-2
-1
+1
+2
-1
+I
+I
+0.0022
+0.0005
-0.0373
-0.0373
-0.0198
+0.1356
-0.0029
-0.0112
-0.0058
+0.1885
+0.0057
+0.1884
+0.4143
+0.0387
-0.0657
-0.0649
-0.0247
In pushing the limits of Earth modeling to below 1 cm accuracy in the mid-1990s, ocean loading
station displacements are one aspect of the models that are undergoing close scrutiny. Initial trials
indicate that ocean loading amplitudes can be derived from VLBI experiments at an approximate
accuracy level of 1-2 mm (Sovers, 1994). Partial derivatives of the VLBI observables with respect to
eight diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes are considered in Sec. 2.9.2.1. When estimating parameters,
however, great care must be used in order to avoid singularities due to the identity of components of
station displacements (%onfounding of parameters"). Since some components of ocean loading, solid
Earth tides, and ocean tidally induced UTPM variations have the same frequencies, certain linear
combinations of their station displacements are identical (see Sections 2.4.1 and 2.6.1.1.2).
2.4.4 ATMOSPHERE LOADING
By analogy with the ocean tides that were considered in the previous section, a time-varying
atmospheric pressure distribution can induce crustal deformation. A paper by Rabbel and Schuh
(1986) estimates the effects of atmospheric loading on VLBI baseline determinations, and concludes
that they may amount to many millimeters of seasonal variation. In contrast to ocean tidal effects,
analysis of the situation in the atmospheric case does not benefit from the presence of a well-understood
periodic driving force. Otherwise, estimation of atmospheric loading via Green's function techniques
is analogous to methods used to calculate ocean loading effects. Rabbel and Schuh recommend a
simplified form of the dependence of the vertical crust displacement on pressure distribution. It
involves only the instantaneous pressure at the site in question, and an average pressure over a circular
2O
regionC of radius R = 2000 km surrounding the site. The expression for the vertical displacement
(ram) is:
Ar = --0.35po -- 0.55_ (2.76)
where po is the local pressure anomaly (relative to the standard pressure of 1013.25 mbar), and
is the pressure anomaly within the 2000-kin circular region mentioned above (both quantities are in
mbar). Note that the reference point for this displacement is the site location at standard (sea level)
pressure. The locally referenced Ar is transformed to the standard geocentric coordinate system via
the transformation (2.71).
It was decided to incorporate this rudimentary model into MODEST as an optional part of the
model, with an additional mechanism for characterizing _. The two-dimensional surface pressure
distribution (relative to 1013.25 mbar) surrounding a site is described by
p(z,y) = P0 + AIz+ A2y+ Asx 2 + A4xy+ As_ (2.77)
where z and y are the localEast and North distancesof the point in question from the VLBI site.
The pressure anomaly _ may then be evaluated by the simple integration
= //cdxdy p(x,y) / //cdzdy (2.78)
giving
= po + (As + As)R2 4 (2.79)
It remains the task of the data analyst to perform a quadratic fit to any available area weather data
to determine the coefficients AI-s. Future advances in understanding the atmosphere-crust elastic
interaction can probably be accommodated by adjusting the coefficients in Eq. (2.76). As an initial
step along these lines, a station-dependent factor is introduced to scale the second coefficient in Eq.
(2.76):
Ar ---0.S5p0 - 0.55(1 ÷/)_ (2.80)
This may account for differing eographicalfeaturessurrounding differentsites.In particular,/ may
depend on the fractionofocean within the 2000 km radius.
In summary, models have been presented that describe the four tidaleffectson the stations
(solid,pole, ocean, and atmosphere). Each of the locallyreferenced tidaldisplacement vectors is
then transformed to the standard geocentriccoordinate system via rotationslike(2.68).After this
transformation,the finalstationlocationis
r¢ = r0 ÷ _Jol ÷ Apot ÷ A'oc,_ ÷ Aatm (2.81)
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2.5 SOURCE STRUCTURE EFFECTS
Numerous astrophysicalstudiesduring the past decade have shown that compact extragalactic
radio sources exhibitstructureon a milliarcsecondscale (e.g.,Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth, 1981}.
Such studies are important for developing models of the originof radio emission of these objects.
Many radio source structuresare found to be quite variablewith frequency and time (Zensus and
Pearson, 1987). Ifextragalacticsourcesare to serve as referencepointsin a stablereferenceframe, it
isimportant to correctfor the effectsoftheirstructuresin astrometricVLBI observations.
MODEST modeling allowsoptionalcorrectionsfor the effectsofsource internalstructures,based
on work by Thomas (1980),Ulvestad (1988),and Charlot (1989,1990a). A non-point-likedistribution
of the intensityof a source yields time dependent correctionsto the group delay and delay rate
observables,Aro and A÷o, that may be writtenin terms of the intensitydistributionI(s,w,t)as
z_,..= a¢./a,,,. _÷.= a¢./at (2.82)
with
and
¢° = arctan(-Z,/Zc) (2.83)
Here ¢, isthe correctionto the phase of the incoming signal,s isa vector from the adopted reference
point to a point within the source intensitydistributionin the plane of the sky, w and A axe the
observing frequency and wavelength, B the baselinevector,and the integrationisover solidanglesfl.
Source intensitydistributionmaps are most convenientlyparametrized in terms of one of two models:
superpositions of delta functions or Gaussians. At a given frequency, the corresponding intensity
distributionsare written as
Z(.) = _ S_6(_ - z_, y - y_) (2.85)
k
or
Sk exp[-[(_- =_)cosek + (y- yk)sinek]2/2ak 2
k
- l-(= - =_)sine_ + (y - _) cos0_]2/2b_=] (_.86)
where Sk isthe fluxof component /c,and sk (with components "_k,yk in the plane of the sky) isits
positionrelativeto the referencepoint. For Gaussian distributions,8_ isthe angle between the major
axis of component ]cand the u axis (to be defined below), and (ak,bk) are the fullwidths at half
maximum of the (major, minor) axes ofcomponent /cnormalized by 2_. The quantitiesZ{, }
entering the structurephase ¢, [Eq. (2.83}]are
= s, { sin (2.87)
COS
k
for delta functions, and
Z(:} = CSkexp[-2r2(a_U_ + b_V_)]{ sin }(2rB. sk/A)
COS
k
(2.s8)
for Gaussians. Here
Uk = ucos_k +vsin6k
Vk = -usinSk + vcos 8k
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with u, v being the projections of the baseline vector B on the plane of the sky in the E-W, N-S
directions, respectively.
MODEST accepts maps specified in terms of an arbitrary number of Gaussian or delta function
components. At most, six parameters must be specified for each component: its polar coordinates
and flux, and, for a Gaussian, its major and minor axes and the position angle of the major axis. The
structural correction for phase is computed via F-_ls. (2.83), (2.87), and (2.88). For the bandwidth
synthesis (BWS) delay observable, the structure correction is the slope of a straight line fitted to
the individual structure phases calculated for each frequency channel used during the observation.
For example, for Mark III data there are typically S channels spanning _8.2 to 8.6 GHs at X band,
and 6 channels spanning _2.2 to 2.3 GHz at S band. Delay rate structure corrections are calculated
by differencing the structure phases at :1:2 seconds (see Section 6). In the case of dual-band (S-X)
experiments, a linear combination of the structure corrections calculated independently for each band
is applied to the dual-band observables.
The practical question to be resolved is whether such structural corrections based on maps yield
significant and detectable corrections to the observables at the present levels of experimental and
modeling uncertainty. Maps are available for only a few of the hundreds of sources currently observed
by VLBI. Some of the extended sources show time variability on a scale of months; since the corrections
_ro and A÷o are quite sensitive to fine details of the structure, in such cases new maps may be required
on short time scales. Depending on the relative orientation of the source and baseline, the delay
correction can be as large as _1 ns, which is equivalent to tens of cm. Nevertheless, the prognosis
appears to be good. Chariot (1990b) found that data from a multiple baseline geodynamics experiment
are adequate to map source structures with high angular resolution. More recently Charlot (1993)
has also shown that use of maps for the structure of the source 3C 273 improves the fit in analyses of
geodetic experiments.
Empirical evaluation of the effects of unknown source structure on VLBI measurements could be
made via the time rates of change of the source right ascension a and declination 6. A linear model
of the motion of source coordinates
c_ = _o @ &(t -- to) (2.91)
6 ----6o + _(t - to) (2.92)
is implemented in MODEST. Non-zero estimates of the rate parameters & and _ could arise either
from genuine proper motion or from motion of the effective source centroid sampled by VLBI mea-
surements. Proper interpretation of such results is problematic, but non-zero rates can be used as a
crude diagnosticfor the presence of structureeffects.
MODEST code alsoprovides the option of modeling source structureas a superpositionof two
6 functions centered at points Px(zl,yl) and P2(z2,y2) respectively,as in Eq. (2.85)above. The
parameters describingthe two components are: 1) fluxratioK = S2/SI, where S_ isthe fluxof the
]¢thcomponent, 2) component separations - isI= IP-_2[,and 3)positionangle 8. The positionangle
ist_= 0° when P_'--_isin the directionof increasingdeclination6, and 8 = 90° when P_-_2 isin the
directionof increasingright ascension &. From Charlot (1990b), the group delay has the following
dependence on the structuralparameters:
2rK (1 - K) R[1 - cos(2rR)}
= • (2.93)
w (1 + K) [K s + 2Kcos(2rR) + 1]
where
R = ]3. s/A (2.94)
For evaluating partial derivatives of r, the component separation s and baseline B are most conve-
nientlywritten in terms of theircomponents inthe celestialsystem, as
s=&s sin8 + _s cos8
B=&uA + _vA
Then R becomes
R=s (u sin8 + v cos 8) / A (2.97)
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2.6 TRANSFORMATION FROM TERRESTRIAL TO CELESTIAL
CO ORDINATE SYSTEMS
The Earth is approximately an oblate spheroid, spinning in the presence of two massive moving
objects (the Sun and the Moon) which are positioned such that their time-varying gravitational effects
not only produce tides on the Earth, but also subject it to torques. In addition, the Earth is covered
by a complicated fluid layer, and also is not perfectly rigid internally. As a result, the orientation
of the Earth is a very complicated function of time, which to first order can be represented as the
composite of a time-varying rotation rate, a wobble, a nutation, and a precession. The exchange of
angular momentum between the solid Earth and the fluids on its surface is not readily predictable,
and thus must be continually determined experimentally. Nutation and precession are well modeled
theoretically. However, at the accuracy with which VLBI can determine baseline vectors, even these
models are not completely adequate.
Currently, the rotational transformation, Q, of coordinate frames from the terrestrial frame to
the celestial geocentric frame is composed of 6 separate rotations (actually 12, since the nutation,
precession, and "perturbation" transformations, N, P, and f_, consist of 3 transformations each)
applied to a vector in the terrestrial system:
Q = flPNUXY (2.98)
In order of appearance in (2.98), the transformations are: the perturbation rotation, precession,
nutation, UT1, and the x and y components of polar motion. All are discussed in detailin the
followingfour sections.With thisdefinitionofQ, ifr, isa stationlocationexpressed inthe terrestrial
system, e.g.,the resultof (2.81),that location,re, expressed inthe celestialsystem is
rc = Qr¢ (2.99)
This particularformulation followsthe historicalpath of astrometry, and iscouched in that
language. While estheticallyunsatisfactorywith modern measurement techniques,such a formulation
is currently practicalfor intercomparison of techniques and for effectinga smooth inclusionof the
interferometerdata intothe long historicalrecord ofastrometricdata. Much more pleasingesthetically
would be the separation of Q into two rotationmatrices:
Q = (2.1oo)
where Q_ are those rotations to which the Earth would be subjected ifallexternal torques were
removed (approximately UXY above),and where QI are thoserotationsarisingfrom external torques
(approximately flPN above). Even then, the tidalresponse of the Earth prevents such a separation
from being perfectlyrealized.Eventually,the entireproblem ofobtaining the matrix Q, and the tidal
effectson stationlocationsshould be done numerically. Note that the six rotations operating on a
vector yielditscomponents in a new coordinatesystem, and, sincewe rotatethe Earth rather than the
celestialsphere, the matrices f_,P, and AT willbe the transposesof those used to rotate the celestial
system of J2000 to a celestialsystem ofdate.
2.6.1 UT1 AND POLAR MOTION
The firstransformation,Y, isa right-handedrotationabout the x axisofthe terrestrialframe
by an angle e2. Currently, the terrestrialframe isthe 1903.0 CIO frame, except that the positivey
axis isat 90 degrees east (Moscow). The x axisiscoincidentwith the 1903.0 meridian ofGreenwich,
and the z axis isthe 1903.0 standard pole.
I!0 0)Y= cose_ sines (2.101)
-sine._ cose2
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where O2 is the y pole position published by IERS.
The next rotation in sequence is the right-handed rotation (throUgh an angle el about the y
axis) obtained after the previous rotation has been applied:
cosel 0 -sine1/
X -- 0 1 0 (2.102)
sin @1 0 cosO1
In this rotation, O1 is the IERS z pole position. Note that we have incorporated in the matrix
definitions the transformation from the left-handed system used by IERS to the right-handed system
we use. Note also that instead of IERS data used as a pole definition, we could instead use any other
source of polar motion data provided it was represented in a left-handed system. The only effect
would be a change in the definition of the terrestrial reference system.
The application of "XY" to a vector in the terrestrial system of coordinates expresses that vector
as it would be observed in a coordinate frame whose z axis was along the Earth's ephemeris pole.
The third rotation, U, is about the resultant z axis obtained by applying "XY". It is a rotation
through the angle, -H, where H is the hour angle of the true equinox of date (i.e., the dihedral angle
measured westward between the xz plane defined above and the meridian plane containing the true
equinox of date). The equinox of date is the point defined on the celestial equator by the intersection
of the mean ecliptic with that equator. It is that intersection where the mean ecliptic rises from below
the equator to above it (ascending node).
_, 0[c°sH -sinH !/U= [sinH cosH (2.103)0
This angle H is composed of two pa_ts:
/'/= h_ + _£ (2.104)
where h_ is the hour angle of the mean equinox of date, and RE (equation of equinoxes] is the difference
in hour angle of the true equinox of date and the mean equinox of date, a difference which is due
to the nutation of the Earth. This set of definitions is cumbersome and couples the nutation and
precession effects into Earth rotation measurements. However, in order to provide a direct estimate
of conventional UT1 (universal time) it is convenient to endure this historical approach, at least for
the near future.
UT1 is defined to be such that the hour angle of the mean equinox of date is given by the following
expression (Aoki et al., 1982; Kaplan, 1981}:
h. r = UTI + 6 h 41 '_ 50°.54841 + 8640184'.812866 T,,
+ 0'.093104 T_ - 6'.2 x 10 -o T_ (2.105)
where the dimensionless quantity
T_ = (2ulian UT1 date} - 2451545.03e525 ( .ioo)
The actual equivalent expression which is coded is:
h_ =2r(UT1 Julian day fraction) + 67310".54841
+ 8640184".812866 T_ + 0°.093104 T_ - 6'.2 x 10 -c T_ (2.1o7)
This expression produces a time, UT1, which tracks the Greenwich hour angle of the real Sun to
within 16m. However, it really is sidereal time, modified to fit our intuitive desire to have the Sun
directly overhead at noon on the Greenwich meridian. Historically, differences of UT1 from a uniform
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measureof time, such as atomic time, have been used in specifying the orientation of the Earth. Note
that this definition has buried in it the precession constant since it refers to the mean equinox of date.
By the very definition of amean of date _ and Utrue of date D, nutation-causes a difference in the
hour angles of the mean equinox of date and the true equinox of date. This difference, called the
aequation of equinoxes z, is denoted by RE and is obtained as follows:
where the vector
y; ----NO.' (2.109)
I
is the unit vector, in true equatorial coordinates of date, toward the mean equinox of date. In mean
equatorial coordinates of date, this same unit vector is just (1, 0, 0) T. The matrix N_ _ is the inverse
(or equally, the transpose) of the transformation matrix N, which will be defined below in Eq. (2.120),
to effect the transformation from true equatorial coordinates of date to mean equatorial coordinates
of date.
It is convenient to apply "UXY" as a group. To parts in 1012, XY = YX. However, with the
same accuracy UXY # XYU. Neglecting terms of 0 (O _) {which produce station location errors of
approximately 6 x 10 -4 cm):
cosH -sinH - sin 01 cos H - sin O_ sin H)UXY= sinH cosH - sin O1 sinH + sin O2 cos H (2.110)
sin01 -sinO2 1
As for station coordinates, a time-linear model is also available for UTPM. If PM and UTI are
symbolized by Oi-3, and the reference time is to, then the model is
e, = 6 0 + 6,(t - to) (2.111)
where O ° are the values of UTPM at the reference epoch.
2.6.1.1 Tidal ]STPM Variations
Tidal shiftsof mass in the solidEarth, oceans, and atmosphere produce angular momenta
which must be redistributedto satisfyconservationof totalangular momentum. The consequences
are variationsin the orientationand rotation rate of the Earth: modification of polar motion and
UT1. Such small effectsemerged above the detection threshold in space geodesy in the early 1990s.
Modeling them isimportant ifcentimeter-levelaccuracy isto be obtained in interpretationof VLBI
measurements.
Just as various tidalforcesaffectthe stationlocations(Secs.2.4.1- 2.4.4),they alsoaffectpolar
motion and UTI (@i-3). Equations similarto (2.45)may be written foreach of the threecomponents
of Earth orientation:
e, = 0_0 + A®,,ot + AO, ocn + Ae,at,n (2.112)
where Oi (i=1,3) symbolizes each of the three components of UTPM, Oi0 is its value in the absence of
tidal effects, and the three A terms are the respective contributions of solid Earth, ocean, and atmo-
spheric tides. The next two sections describe the current models of solid and ocean tide contributions
that are implemented in MODEST. At present, not enough is known about atmospheric tidal effects.
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2.6.1.1.1 Solid Earth Tide UTPh4 Variations
The pioneering work in tidal effects on Earth orientation was that of Yoder et al. (1981).
It was limited to UT1, but included some ocean effects. Their calculated AUTI can be represented
as
AUrl = _ Ai sin _yay (2.113)
where N (=41) ischosen to includeallterms with periods from 5 to 35 days. There are no other
contributionsuntila period of 90 days isreached. However, these long-periodterms are included by
the measurements of the current Earth-orientationmeasurement services.The values for _j. and A_,
along with the period involved,are givenin Table VL The a_ fori = 1,5 are justthe fivefundamental
arguments definedin Eqs. (2.123-2.127)as l,l',F, D, and n, respectively.In Table VI, the sign of
the 14.73 day term has been changed [Yoder (1982)]to correcta sign error in ¥oder et al. (1981).
The BIH Annual Report for 1982 [BIH (1983)]isthe firstreferenceto give the correcttable.
2.6.1.1.2 Ocean Tide UTPM Variations
Redistributionof the angular momentum produced by ocean tidesaffectsthe Earth's
rotation pole position and velocity.This effectwas firstquantifiedby Brosche et al. {1989, 1991).
The dominant effectson polar motion and UT1 are at diurnal, semidiurnal,fortnightly,monthly,
and semiannual frequencies. Assuming that the frequenciesslower than fortnightlyare adequately
accounted for eitherin modeling combined solidand ocean tidaleffects(not strictlytrue with the
¥oder model), or are already present inthe a pr{or_UTPM series,only the diurnal and semidiurnal
frequencies need to be modeled. Further limitingthe model to tidalcomponents with apparent
amplitudes largerthan l_s giveseightcomponents.
For unifiednotation,defineO1-3 = x, y polar motion and UT1, respectively.Then the ocean
tidaleffectsAO can be written as
z_e_ = _ A, cos N_.,,_.+ ,_(h_ + _) + B_j sin kO.,:,_.+ n_(h._ + _r) (2.114)
A,_ and B,t are the cosineand sine amplitudes that may be calculatedfrom theoreticaltidalmodels
(asin the work of Brosche) or determined from data (Herring and Dong, 1991; Herring, 1992; Sovers,
Jacobs and Gross, 1993). Theoreticalcalculationsof polar motion ocean effectshave only very re-
cently appeared: Gross (1993) used Seller's(1989-1991) ocean model "to estimate A_.x-2 and Bi,x-2
(i----2 to7). Table VII liststhe eightterms currentlyincluded in the model. The numerical coefficients
are taken from the resultsofSovers etal. (1993);thisisknown in MODEST code as the JPL92 fast
UTPM model.
The ocean tidalUTPM effectsare also modulated by the 18.6-yearlunar node variation (NW).
As in the case of ocean loading stationdisplacements (Sec. 2.4.3),the contributionsACt' of the
companion tidesto A®_ can be written as
rk, A,tcos k,;o, ÷ +  k,Nw÷
i_-I k
15 ]]Bit sin k,.ic_j + ni(h_ + _r) + nkiw_c,)t + n,iN' (2.115)
_.7=1
where the strengths of the companion tides rki are found in Table V. These corrections are optionally
available in MODEST.
Since a rotational frequency of 1 (0) cycles per sidereal day (cpsd) in the celestial frame (S)
is identical to a frequency of 0 (-1) cpsd in the Earth-fixed frame (B), nutations with space-fixed
frequencies tas coincide with polar motions with body-fixed frequencies wB = -1 + ws. The polar
motion terms with coefficients A,1.2 and B,x._ corresponding to the diurnal tidal components listed in
Table VIII (i = 5 to 8) are thus equivalent to components of the nutation model, and due care must
be taken when both classes of parameters are estimated.
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Table Vl
Periodic TidallyInduced Vaxiationsin UT1
with Periods Less than 35 Days
Index
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
Period
(days)
5.64
6.85
6.86
7.09
7.10
9.11
9.12
9.13
9.18
9.54
9.56
9.61
12.81
13.17
13.61
13.63
13.66
13.75
13.78
13.81
14.19
14.73
14.77
14.80
15.39
23.86
23.94
25.62
26.88
26.98
27.09
27.44
27.56
27.67
29.53
29.80
31.66
31.81
31.96
32.61
34.85
Argument coe_icient
1 0 2 2 2
2 0 2 0 1
2 0 2 0 2
0 0 2 2 1
0 0 2 2 2
1 0 2 0 0
1 0 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 2
3 0 0 0 0
-1 0 2 2 1
-1 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 -2 2
0 1 2 0 2
0 0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 0 2
2 0 0 0 -1
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1
0 -1 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 -I
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 2 1
0 -I 0 2 0
1 0 2 -2 1
1 0 2 -2 2
1 1 0 0 0
-I 0 2 0 0
-1 0 2 0 1
-1 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0 -I
Ai
(o'.oool)
-0.02
-0.04
-0.10
-0.05
-0.12
-0.04
-0.41
-0.99
-0.02
-0.08
-O.2O
-0.08
0.02
0.03
-0.30
-3.21
-7.76
0.02
-0.34
0.02
-O.O2
0.05
-0.73
-0.05
-0.05
0.05
0.10
0.04
0.05
0.18
0.44
0.53
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
1 -1 0 0 0
-1 0 0 2 -1
-1 0 0 2 0
-1 0 0 2 1
1 0 -2 2 -1
-i -I 0 2 0
-8.26
0.54
0.05
-0.06
0.12
-1.82
0.13
0.02
-0.09
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Table VII
Ocean Tidally Induced Periodic Variations in Polar Motion (JPL92 Model)
Index
i
Tide, period
(hours)
K2 11.967
$2 12.000
M2 12.421
N_ 12.658
N1 23.934
Pl 24.066
O1 25.819
QI 26.868
Argument coemcient
k_l k_2 k_z /_4 k_s n_.
A_I B_I Ai2 Bi2
(_as)
0 0 0 0 0 -2
0 0 2 -2 2 -2
0 0 2 0 2 -2
1 0 2 0 2 -2
0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 2 -2 2 -1
0 0 2 0 2 -1
] 0 2 0 2 -I
-2 65 44 -57
I01 166 126 -89
26 283 247 -2
-15 56 19 -II
-583 -2780 -2950 376
154 46 42 -17
242 -152 2 -30
72 -32 26 7
Table VIII
Ocean TidallyInduced Periodic Variationsin UTI (JPL92 Model)
Index
i
Tide, period
{hours)
1 K2 11.967
2 S_ 12.000
3 M2 12.421
4 N2 12.658
5 Kx 23.934
6 Pl 24.066
7 O1 25.819
8 Qi 26.868
Argument coefficient
kil ki_ ki3 k_4 kis n_.
0 0 0 0 0 -2
0 0 2 -2 2 -2
0 0 2 0 2 -2
1 0 2 0 2 -2
0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 2 -2 2 -I
0 0 2 0 2 -1
1 0 2 0 2 -1
-9 26
-4 52
-I04 149
-23 20
35 151
-32 -64
-135 -166
-40 -53
2.6.1.1.3 Interpolation of UTPM Values
Depending on the smoothing used to produce the a priori UTI - UTC series,the short-
period (t< 35 days) fluctuationsin UT1 due to changes in the latitudeand sizeof the mean tidal
bulge may or may not be smoothed out. Since we want as accurate an a priorias possible,itmay be
necessary to add this effectto the UTI a pr{or_obtained from the seriesUYl,moothed. Ifthisoption
isselected,then the desireda prioriUT1 isgiven by
UTIa p,io,_ = UTl.rnooth,d q-AUTI (2.116)
UTl,,,oothea represents an appropriatelysmoothed a priorimeasurement of the orientationof the
Earth (i.e.,typicallyIERS BulletinA smoothed or, even better,UTIR),/or which the short period
(t < 35 days) tidaleffectshave eitherbeen averaged to zero,or, as in the case of UTIR, removed
beforesmoothing.
It might be appropriate at this point to describe the interpolationmethod used in MODEST
to obtain a priori polar motion and UTI values.These are normally availableas tablesat 5-day or
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1-day intervals, from either IERS (e.g. IERS, 1993) or the International Radio lnterferometric Sur-
veying (IRIS) project of the International Association for Geodesy (IAG) (e.g. IAG, 1993). Linear
interpolation is performed for all three quantities. If the short-period tidal terms AUTI are present
in the tabular values, they are subtracted before interpolation, and added back to the final value.
With the present accuracy of determinations of pole position and UT1 (<1 mas and 0.05 ms respec-
tively), linear interpolation over a 5-day interval may be inadequate, possibly giving rise to 0.I ms
errors in UT1. Quadratic spline interpolation is a possible alternative. Even with the present code,
however, the highest possible accuracy may be achieved by performing the interpolation externally
to MODEST, and supplying it with tables of values more closely spaced in time for the final internal
linear interpolation. The Kalman-filtered UTPM values of Gross (1992), with values given at l-day
intervals, are ideaJ]y suited for this purpose.
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2.6.2 NUTATION
With thecompletionof theUT1 and polar motion transformations, we are left with a station
location vector, rdate. This is the station location relative to true equatorial celestial coordinates of
date. The last set of transformations are nutation, N, precession, P, and the perturbation rotation,
_, applied in that order. These transformations give the station location, re, in celestial equatorial
coordinates:
rc = f)PNr,iate (2.117)
The transformation matrix N is a composite of three separate rotations (Melbourne et al., 1968):
1. A(¢): true equatorial coordinates of date to ecliptic coordinates of date.
( 0 o)A(d= 0 cos sine (2.118)
0 -sine cosE
2. C7"(6¢): nutation in longitude from ecliptic coordinates of date to mean ecliptic coordinates of
date.
cos6¢ sinb¢ 0)
Cr(6¢)- - -sinb¢ cos5¢ 0
0 0 1
where 6¢ is the nutation in ecliptic longitude.
(2.119)
3. A T(_): ecliptic coordinates of date to mean equatorial coordinates.
In ecliptic coordinates of date, the mean equinox is at an angle 6¢ = tan-l(y_-/zT). The angle
6c -- • - _ is the nutation in obliquity, and _ is the mean obliquity (the dihedral angle between the
plane of the ecliptic and the mean plane of the equator). UMean_ as used in this section implies that
the short-period (T _< 18.6 years) effects of nutation have been removed. Actually, the separation
between nutation and precession is rather arbitrary, but historical. The composite rotation is:
N = A T (E)C r (6¢)A(e) (2.120)
= -cos_sin6¢ cos_cosecos6¢ + sin_sine cos_sinecos6¢ - singcos
sin_sin6¢ sin_cosecos6¢ - cos_sine sin _ sin e cos 6¢ + cos_cos
The 1980 IAU nutation model (Seidelmann, 1982; Kaplan, 1981) is used to obtain the values for
6¢ and • - _. The mean obliquity is obtained from Lieske et al. (1977} or from Kaplan (1981):
= 23 ° 26' 21."448 - 46."8150 T - 5."9 x 10-aT 2 + I."813 x 10-3T 3 (2.121]
T = {Julian TDB date) - 2451545.0
s6s2s (2.122)
This nutation in longitude (6¢) and in obliquity ( 6e = E-_ ) can be represented by a series expansion
of the sines and cosines of linear combinations of five fundamental arguments. These are (Kaplan,
1981; Cannon, 1981):
1. the mean anomaly of the Moon:
al--l = 485866".733 ÷ (1325 r -t- 715922".633)T
+ 31".310 T _ -i- 0".064 T 3 {2.123)
2. the mean anomaly of the Sun:
a, = l' = 1287099".804 -F (99" + 1292581".224) T
- 0".577 T _ - 0."012 T 3 (2.124)
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3. the mean argument of latitudeof the Moon:
Or3-----F = 335778".877 ÷ (1342" + 295263".137) T
- 13".257 T 2 + 0".011 T 3
4. the mean elongation of the Moon from the Sun:
"*4= D = 1072261".307 + (1236r ÷ 1105601".328) T
-- 6".891 T 2 + 0".019 T 3
5. the mean longitude ofthe ascending lunar node:
as --fl= 450160".280 -- (5" -+ 482890".539) T
÷ 7".455 T 2 + 0".008 T 3
where 1" = 360 ° = 1296000".
With these fundamental arguments, the nutation quantitiescan then be representedby
and
_¢= _ (A0_÷ &_T) sin k_,(T)
Y=I
6t= _ (B0_+ B.-T)cos k_,_,(r)
where the various values of a,, k_._, Aj, and B_. are tabulated in Table A.I.
2.6.2.1 Corrections to the 1980 IAU Model
(2.125)
(2.126)
(2.127)
(2.128)
(2.129)
6r! = (Boo + BloT)cos(w/T) + (B20 + B3oT)sin(wfT) (2.133)
Ifthe free-corenutation isto be retrograde,asexpected on theoreticalgrounds, w I should be negative.
The nutation model thus contains a totalof 856 parameters: A O ({=0,3;3=I,106) and B,j ({:0,3;
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(2.130)
(2Izi)
(2.132)
and
and
6¢° = E (B2j + B3jT) sin k,,'ai (T)
.q 1"-- _i=1 "
Expressions similar to these are adopted for the free-core nutations:
5¢ I = (Aoo + AloT)sin(w/T) + (A2o + A3oT)cos(w/T)
6_b°= E A2j + A3iT) cos k)ia_(T
Y=I
Additional terms can be optionallyadded to the nutations 6_b and 6¢ in Eqs. (2.128)
and (2.129). These include the out-of-phasenutations, the free-corenutations (Yoder, 1983) with
period w/ (nominally 430 days},and the _nutation tweaks_ A_b and At, which are arbitraryconstant
increments of the nutation angles/_b and 6e. Unlike the usual nutation expressions,the tweaks have
no time dependence. The out-of-phasenutations,which are not included in the IAU 1980 nutation
series,are identicalto Eqs. (2.128)and (2.129),with the replacements sin ,-,cos:
3----1,106) plus the free-nutation amplitudes A_o ({----0,3), B_0 ({=0,3). The only nonzero a pr/or_
amplitudes are the Ao_, Aly, Boy, 231y (j=l,106) given in Table A.I.
The nutation tweaks are just constant additive factors to the angles 5_ and _e:
6_ -- 5_ + _ (2.134)
_nd
6e --+ 6e + _e {2.135)
Several alternatives are available as MODEST options to correct deficiencies in the IAU nutation
model. The first possibility is to use empirically determined values of A_b, Ae as part of the polar
motion and UT1 input which was described in Section 2.6.1.1.3. If this option is selected, the user is
relying on nutation angles that are determined from other VLBI experiments near the date of interest,
and performing linear interpolation.
Other options are available to select one of the recently published repl_cements of the 1980 IAU
series. Zhu et al. (1989, 1990) have refined the 1980 IAU theory of nutation both by reexamining the
underlying Earth model and by incorporating recent experimental results. The Zhu etal. results are
tabulated here in three parts: a) the original 106 terms of the 1980 IAU series with revised amplitudes
in Table A.II, b) four sets of out of phase terms in Table A.III, and c) an additional 156 terms in
Table A.IV. Herring (1991) has extended the work of Zhu etal. and used geophysical parameters from
Mathews et al. (1991) to generate the ZMOA 1990-2 (Zhu, Mathews, Oceans, Anelasticity) nutation
series. Tables A.V to A.VII list the coefficients of this series. Kinoshita and Souchay (1990) have
reexamined the rigid-Earth nutation theory, and calculated all terms larger than 0.005 mas, including
planetary terms not included in any previous theories. The 263 lunisolar terms listed in Table A.VIII
have been corrected for Earth non-rigidity (Souchay, 1993); Table A.IX lists the 117 planetary terms.
Note that the paper of Kinoshita and Souchay gives expressions for the lunisolar tidal arguments
that are at variance with the IAU formulas presented above in Eqs. (2.123-2.127). Their expressions
for the five usual arguments 1, U, F, 13, and l'l, as well as five additional planetary arguments Iv, IE,
1M, I j, and Is are given below (all in units of radians):
I. the mean anomaly ofthe Moon:
c_ ----1---- 2.35555590 + 8328.691427 T (2.136)
2. the mean anomaly of the Sun:
a_ ----l' ---- 6.24006013 + 628.301955 T (2.137)
3. the mean argument of latitudeof the Moon:
_3 = F = 1.62790523 + 8433.466158 T (2.138)
4. the mean elongation ofthe Moon from the Sun:
a4 -----D = 5.19846674 + 7771.377147 T (2.139)
5. the mean longitude ofthe ascending lunar node:
as = fl= 2.18243920 - 33.757045 T (2.140)
The Kinoshita-Souchay planetary contributions to 6_b and 6_ are
(2 141)
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and
5_= _ s._.in k_,B,(:r)+ c._cos k;,_,(r) (2.142)
j=1
where the astronomical arguments are symbolized by _; the lastfour _s are identicalwith the as
definedabove (_7 = D = a4, Bs = F = as, _0 = l = al, _I0 = £/= as), while the firstsix are
1. the mean anomaly of Venus:
_I ----iv ---- 3.176146697 + 1021.3285546 T (2.143)
2. the mean anomaly of Earth:
,82 = [E = 1.753470314 q- 628.30758492 T (2.144)
3. the mean anomaly of Mars:
Bs = IM = 6.203480913 + 334.06124315 T (2.145)
4. the mean anomaly of Jupiter:
_ _ Ij = 0.599546497 q- 52.96909651 T (2.146)
5. the mean anomaly of Saturn:
_s --Is = 0.874016757 q- 21.32990954 T
6. general precession:
#e =PG= 0.02438175T + 5.38691x 10 -e T 2
(2.147)
(2.148)
For simulation purposes, the older Woolard nutation model isalso availablein MODEST. With
the exception of the number, amplitudes, and arguments of the te_ms, the older seriesis exactly
analogous to the 1980 IAU theory,i.¢.,of the form of Eqs. (2.128)and (2.129).For completeness of
documentation, the coef_cientsare listedin Table A.X.
No partialderivativeswith respect to the Woolard or Zhu et al.amplitudes are currently calcu-
lated. Itisemphasized that,for the present,the defaultnutation model in MODEST remains asjust
the 1980 IAU nutation model given in Table A.I.
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2.6.3 PRECESSION
The next transformation in going from the terrestrial flame to the celestial frame is the rotation
P. This isthe precessiontransformationfrom mean equatorialcoordinatesofdate to the equatorial
coordinatesof the referenceepoch (e.g.,92000). Itisa composite ofthreerotationsdiscussedindetail
by Melbourne eta/. (1968) and Lieskeetal. (1977):
I cosZ sinZ ilR(-Z)= -sinZ cosZ0 0
cose o si°e/Q(e) = o 1
-sine 0 coseJ
I cosf sinf !I
R(-_) = -sin_ cos_
0 0
P =
I cos _cos e cos Z - sin_sinZ cos_cos O sinZ + sin_cos Z
== - sin_cosG cosZ - cosfsinZ - sin_cos@ sinZ + cos fcos Z
- sin O cos Z - sin 0 sin Z
The auxiliaryangles _,e, Z depend on precessionconstants,obliquity,and time as
-- 0".5rnT + 0".30188 T 2 + 0".017998 T s
Z -- 0".SrnT + 1".09468 T 2 + 0".018203 T 3
O ---- nT - 0".42665 T 2 - 0".041833 T 3
cos fsinG
-sin fsinO Jcos O
(2.149)
(2.1so)
(2.151)
(2.152)
(2.153)
(2.154)
(2.155)
where the speeds ofprecessionin rightascensionand declinationare,respectively,
rn : Ivr.scoseo -per. (2.156)
n = pr.ssineo (2.157)
and Pr.s = the luni-solarprecessionconstant,PPL = planetary precessionconstant,e0 = the obliquity
at 32000, and T [Eq. (2.122)]isthe time in centuriespast 32000. Nominal values at 32000 are pr.s
-- 5038".7784/cy, PPL ----1011.5526/cy;these yieldthe expressionsgiven by Lieske et al. (1977) and
Kaplan (1981):
= 2306".2181 T + 0".30188 T 2 + 01'.017998 T 3 (2.158)
e = 20041'.3109 T - 0".42665 T 2 - 0".041833 T 3 (2.159)
Z = 2306".2181 T d- 1".09468 7`2 -4- 0".018203 7 `3 (2.160)
Partialderivativesofthe VLBI observableswith respectto luni-solarand planetary precessionare
derived from the expressions(2.152-2.157)and given in Section2.9.The precessionmatrix completes
the standard model for the orientationof the Earth. Numerical checks of directestimates of preces-
sion correctionsagainst similarestimates based on the perturbation rotation (next section)ensure
consistency.
2.6.4 PERTURBATION ROTATION
This standard model for the rotationof the Earth as a whole may need a small incremental
rotation about any one of the resultingaxes. Define thisperturbationrotation matrix as
= A=/_,j_, (2.161)
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where
I 0 0 )
L_= = 0 i 6(_= (2.162)
0 -6e= 1
with 6e= being a small angle rotationabout the x axis,in the sense ofcarrying y into z;
A_ = 1 0 (2.163)
6e v 0 I
with 6e v being a small angle rotationabout the y axis,in the sense ofcarrying z into x; and
I 1 6e, o)A, = --6e, 1 0 (2.164}0 0 1
with 6e, being a small angle rotation about the z axis,in the sense of carrying x into y. For angles
on the order of I arc second we can neglectterms on the order 6e2RE as they give effectson the
order of0.015 cm. Thus, in that approximation
I 1 6e. -6evl
n = -6e, 1 6e= (2.16s)
6e_ -6e= 1
In general,
6e, = 6e,(t)= 6e,o+6e, T+ I,(T) (2.166)
which isthe sum ofan offset,a time-linearrate,and some higherorder or oscillatory.terms.Currently,
only the offsetand linearrate are implemented. In particuiar,a non-zero value of6e_ isequivalentto
a change in the precessionconstant,and 6_= isequivalentto the time rate ofchange ofthe obliquity
e. Setting
6e= = 6e_ = 6e, = 0 (2.167)
gives the effectof applying only the standard rotationmatrices.
Starting with the Earth-fixedvector,r0, we have in Sections 2.3 through 2.6 above shown how
we obtain the same vector,re, expressed in the celestialframe:
rc = [IPNUXY(ro + _) (2.16s)
2.7 EARTH ORBITAL MOTION
We now wish to transform these stationlocationsfrom a geocentricreferenceframe moving
with the Earth to a celestialreferenceframe which isat rest relativeto the center of mass of the
Solar System. In this Solar System barycentric (SSB) frame we will use these stationlocationsto
calculatethe geometric delay (seeSection2.1).We willtransform the resultingtime intervalback to
the frame in which the time delay isactually measured by the interferometer- the frame moving
with the Earth.
Let _' be a geocentric frame moving with vector velocity = _c relative to a frame, _, at rest
relative to the Solar System center of mass. Further, let r(t) be the position of a point (e.g., station
location) in space as a function of time, t, as measured in the _ (SSB) frame. In the _' (geocentric)
frame, there isa corresponding position r'(t')as a function of time, t'. We normally observe and
model r'(t')as shown in Sections 2.3 through 2.6.However, in order to calculatethe geometric delay
in the SSB frame (_), we will need the transformations of r(t} and r'(t'), as well as of t and t', as
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we shift frames of reference.
{1975):
• '(t') = _(t) + ('7- 1),(t) -_- - -l#t
t' = -fit - r{t). _]
and for the inverse transformation:
Measuring positionsinunits oflighttraveltime, we have from 3ackson
(2.169)
(2.170)
je/9
,-(t) = ,-'(t') + (._- 1)_.'(e)•_ + '7pc (2.171)
t -- wit' -+-r'(t')- ,8] (2.172)
where
'7 = (1 - _)-i/2 (2.173)
Let tl representthe time measured inthe SSB frame (E), at which a wave frontcrossesantenna
1 at position r1(tl). Let r2(t_)be the position of antenna 2 at thissame time, as measured in the
SSB frame. Also, lett_ be the time measured in thisframe at which that same wave front intersects
station2. This occurs.at the positionr2(t_).Following Section 2.1,we can calculatethe geometric
delay t_- tl. Transforming thistime intervalback to the geocentric(E*) frame, we obtain
(2.174}
Assume furtherthat the motion of station_2 isrectilinearover thistime interval.This assumption
isnot strictlytrue but, as discussedbelow, the resultingerrorismuch lessthan I mm in calculated
delay.Thus,
which gives:
r2(t,_) - ra (tl) = r2(t_) - rl (tl) + _(t_ - tl) (2.176)
and
t_' - t_ = '7(t_ - t_) - "/[r2(tz) - r_ (&)}-/9 - _//_2' _[t_ - t_}
= '7(1 - _2'_)(t_ - tx) - _[r_(tx) - rl.(tl)].)8 (2.177)
This isthe expressionfor the geometric delay that would be observed inthe geocentric(E') frame in
terms of the geometric delay and stationpositionsmeasured in the SSB system (_.).
Since our calculationstartswith stationlocationsgiven in the geocentricframe, itisconvenient
to obtain an expressionfor [r2(tl)-r1(tl)] in terms ofquantitiesexpressed in the geocentricframe.
I I ; !
To obtain such an expression considertwo events [r 1(tl), r2(tI)]that are geometricallyseparate,but
simultaneous, in the geocentricframe, and occurring at time t_. These two events appear in the SSB
frame as:
_B
r_(Q) = r'l (t_) + ('r - 1)r_(t_) . -_- + 'Tflt_ (2.178)
P
and as:
where
_B
(2.179)
(2.18o)
With these three equations and the expression
r2(t2) = r.,2(q) + fl2lt2 - t_} {2._8_)
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we may obtain the vector r2(tz):
r2(tl) = r2(t_)'' + ('t- 1)r2(tl)" , _-BP+.t_St_ -"t#S2lr2(tl)'' - rl(tl)]"' /9 (2.182)
This is the position of station #2 at the time tl as observed in E. From this we obtain:
PP
r2(t,) - r,(t,) = r_(t_) - r_(t_) + (_t - 1)[r_(t_) - r_(t_}] • _-
- "tP2lr;(t_) - r_(t;)], p (2.183)
As shown in Section 2.1,the vectors[r_(tl)-rl (ti)]and _2 are allthat isneeded to obtain t_- tlfor
the case ofplane waves. For curved wave frontswe willneed to know the individualstationlocations
in the baxycentricframe as we11.These we obtain from (2.178)and (2.182)with t_set equal to zero.
Setting t_ = 0 isjustifiedsince the originof time is arbitrarywhen we are trying to obtain time
differences.
In the actualcoding ofthese transformations,the relationshipforthe transformation ofvelocities
is also needed. Taking differentials of (2.171) and (2.172) we have:
_S_S+ _pdt'
= dr' + - 1)dr' • (2.184)
dt = "l(dt' + dr'. _)
Dividing to obtain dr dr we obtain for station#2 in the SSB (E) frame:
(2.185)
_=_" "7(i+ _" _) (2.186)
For station#2 relativeto the geocentricorigin,we have from (2.98)and (2.99):
, dU
f12 _ flPN _-_XYr2,wE (2.187)
where
w_ = 7.2921151467 x I0-s rad/s (2.188)
isthe inertialrotation rate of the Earth as specifiedin Kaplan (1981),p.12. This isnot a critical
number since itisused only for stationvelocities,or to extrapolateEarth rotation forward for very
small fractionsof a day (i.e.,typicallylessthan 1000 seconds). Actually,thisexpression isa better
dH
approximation than itmight seem from the form since the errorsin the approximation, -_- --WE,
are very nearly offsetby the effectof ignoringthe time dependence of PN.
The assumption ofrectilinearmotion can be shown to resultinnegligibleerrors.Using the plane
wave front approximation (2.2),we can estimate the error 6r in the calculateddelay due to an error
A_2 in the above value of _2:
tAB 2 (2.189)
Further, from (2.186) above, (2.19o)
since
"t _ 1 -+- 10 -8 (2.191)
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Forthevector_ in a frame rotating with angular velocity w, the error /_ that accumulates in the
time interval _ due to neglecting the rotation of that frame is
(2.192)
Thus for typical Earth-fixed baselines, where r _< 0.02 s, neglect of the curvilinear motion of station
_2 due to the rotation of the Earth causes an error of < 4 x 10 -14 s, or 0.0012 cm, in the calculation
of r. Similarly, neglect of the orbital character of the Earth's motion causes an error on the order of
0.00024 crn maximum.
The position,RE, and velocity,#8_,of the Earth's centerabout the centerof mass of the Solar
System are:
RE = _ _P_ (2.193)
E n'_.B_ (2.194)
where the index i indicatesthe Sun, MoAn, and allnine Solar System planets,m_ isthe mass ofthe
body indexed by i,while P_ and fl_are that body's center-of-masspositionand velocityrelativeto
the center of the Earth in the barycentricframe. In a strictsense,the summation should be over
allobjectsin the Solar System. Except for the Earth-Moon system, each planet mass representsnot
only that planet'smass, but alsothat of allitssatellites.The P_ and _ are obtained from the 3PL
planetary ephemeris (DE200 as ofMay, 1982) forthe 52000 frame.
Working in a frame at restwith respect to the center of mass of the Solar System causes rel-
ativisticeffectsdue to the motion of the Solar System in a "fixedframe _ to be included in the
mean position of the sources and in their proper motion. The e_ects of galactic rotation can
be easilyestimated. In the vicinityof the Sun, the period for galacticrotation is approximately
2.2 xl0 s years. Thus our angular velocityabout the galacticcenteris_ 2r/2.2 × 10s --3 × 10-s ra-
dians/year. For sourceswithin the Galaxy, at distancesapproximately equal to our distance from the
galacticcenter,therefore,the apparent positionscould change by _ 30 nrad/yr. An intercontinental
baseline{10,000kin) could thus be in errorby as much as 30 cm/yr (Inrad _ 1 cm) ifmeasurements
were based on sources within the Galaxy. Since our distancefrom the galacticcenteris_ 2.7 × 104
lightyears, and most extragalacticradio sources are believed to be _ 10g lightyears distant,the
potentialbaselineerrorisscaledby the ratioof thesetwo distances,_ 3 x 10-s, and becomes _ 0.001
cm/year. Even with the present 15-yearhistoryofVLBI data, the purely geometric systematic error
due to galacticrotationisprobably negligible,and only exceeds the millimeterlevelforsources closer
than 100 millionlightyears.
A second contributionto time variabilityisaberration due to specialrelativisticeflrectsfor ob-
serverson a moving platform. Both the galacticiatitude and longitude of the Solar System vary
sinusoidallywith the galacticrotation period T -- 2.2 × 10s years, amplitudes ranging over :i:v/c
(French, 1968),and the latitudevariationisalsoproportionalto the sineof the latitude.The ampli-
tude range is7.5 × I0-4; thus over half the rotationalperiod at zero galacticlatitude,the longitude
variesby
/X_ = (2v/c)/(O.5T) = 1.4 x 10-11rad/y (2.195)
Over the present 15-year span of VLBI data, the systematic errors induced by aberration are thus
0.2 nrad (40 /_as) in angular measurements, and 2 mm in distance measurements for a 10,000 km
baseline. Both are in the range that is currently starting to be detectable, and serious consideration
will be given to model enhancements in the near future.
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2.8 ANTENNA GEOMETRY
The above work indicates how the time delay model would be calculated for two points fixed
with respect to the Earth's crust. In practice, however, an antenna system does not behave as an
Earth-Fixed point. Not only are there instrumental delays in the system, but portions of the antenna
move relative to the Earth. To the extent that instrumental delays are independent of the antenna
orientation, they are indistinguishable to the interferometer from clock offsets and secular changes
in these offsets. If necessary, these instrumental delays can be separated from clock properties by
a careful calibration of each antenna system. That is a separate problem, treated as a calibration
correction (e.g., Thomas, 1981), and will not be addressed here.
However, the motions of the antennas relative to the Earth's surface must be considered since
they are part of the geometric model. A fairly general antenna pointing system is shown schematically
in Figure 5. The unit vector, 2, to the apparent source position is shown. Usually, a symmetry axis
AD will point parallel to _. The point A on the figure also represents the end view of an axis which
allows rotation in the plane perpendicular to that axis. This axis is offset by some distance H from a
second rotation axis BE. All points on this second rotation axis are fixed relative to the Earth.
Consequently, any point along that axis is a candidate for the fiducial point which terminates this
end of the baseline. The point we actually use is the point P. A plane containing axis A and perpen-
dicular to BE intersects BE at the point P. This is somewhat an arbitrary choice, one of conceptual
convenience.
A
S
EI
\
/ / A_B
EARTH'S SURFACE
Figure 5. A generalized schematic representation of the geometry of a steerable antenna
Consider the plane Q which is perpendicular to the antenna symmetry axis, AD, and contains
the antenna rotation axis A. For plane wave fronts this is an isophase plane (it coincides with the
wave front}. For curved wave fronts this deviates from an isophase surface by _ H_/(2R), where R
is the distance to the source, and H is taken as a typical antenna offset AP. For H _ 10 meters,
4O
.R ---- -P-_oo,_ = 60RE _ 3.6 x 10 s m, and the curvature correction H2/(2R) _ 1.4 x 10 -7 m is
totally negligible. R has to be 5 kin, or 10-SRE, before this deviation approaches 1 cm contribution.
Consequently, for all anticipated applications of radio interferometry using high-gain radio antennas,
the curvature of the wave front may be neglected in obtaining the effect on the time delay of the
antenna orientation.
Provided the instrumental delay of the antenna system is independent of the antenna orientation,
the recorded signal is at a constant phase delay, independent of antenna orientation, at any point on
the Q plane. Since this delay is indistinguishable from a clock offset, it will be totally absorbed by
that portion of our model.
2.8.1 AXIS OFFSET
The advantage of choosing the Q plane rather than some other plane parallel to it is that axis
A is contained in this plane, and axis A is fixed relative to the BE axis by the antenna structure. If /
is the length of a llne from P perpendicular to the Q plane, the wave front will reach the Earth-fixed
point P at a time At _- I/c after the wave front passes through axis A. If r0 is the model delay for a
wave front to pass from P on antenna #1 to a similarly defined point on antenna #2, then the model
for the observed delayshould be amended as:
:-= ro- (at2- Ate)= ro+ - 12)/c (2.196)
where the subscripts refer to antennas #I and #2.
For the inclusion of this effectin the model, we follow a treatment given by Wade (1970). Define
a unit vector I along BE, in the sense of positive away from the Earth. Further, define a vector, I,,
from P to A. Without much loss of generality in this antenna system, we assume that _,L, and I axe
coplanar. Then:
L = i'x{ x I (2.1o7)
where the plus or minus sign is chosen to give L the direction from P to A. The plus sign is used if,
when _ and L are parallel or antiparallel, the antenna comes closer to the source as H increases. Since
where the sign choice above is carried through.
Curvature is always a negligible effect in the determination of _ L. Likewise, gravitational effects
axe sufficiently constant over a dimension ILl so as to enable one to obtain a single Cartesian frame
over these dimensions, to a very good approximation. Consequently, itis somewhat easier to calculate
a proper time At = I/c in the antenna frame and to include it in the model by addling it to r0, taking
into account, in principle at least, the time dilation in going from the antenna frame to the frame in
which r0 is obtained.
2.8.2 REFRACTION
Thus, if _0 is the unit vector to the source from the antenna in a frame at rest with respect to
the Solar System center of mass, perform a Lorentz transformation to obtain g, the apparent source
unit vector in the Earth-fixed celestial frame. Actually, the antenna does not "look" at the apparent
source position _, but rather at the position of the source after the ray path has been refracted
by an angle ¢ in the Earth's atmosphere. This effect is already included in the tropospheric delay
correction (Section 4); however since the antenna model uses the antenna elevation angle Eo, the
correction must be made here as well. For the worst case (elevation angle of 6 °) at average DSN
station altitudes, the deflection can be as large as 2 × 10 -3 radians. Thus, 6l _ HE _ 2 cm for
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H _ 10 meters. A model option permits modification of Bo to take atmospheric refractioninto
account. The laxge-elevation-angleapproximation isthe inversetangent law:
AE = 3.13 x 10-4/tanE0 (2.200)
where E isthe elevationangle,and AE the change inapparent elevationEo induced by refraction.This
model was implemented only for software comparison purposes, sinceitgivesincorrectresultsat low
elevationangles. In the notation of Section 4.2,a singlehomogeneous sphericallayerapproximation
yieldsthe bending correctioninterms ofthe zenithtroposphere delays Pz, refractivitymoment M00i,
scaleheight A, and Earth radius R:
where
Z_E= cos-1{cos(E0+ _0)/(:+ ×0)]- -o (2.201)
xo= (p_,,,+ pz,,,IMoo_)Iz_ (2.2o2)
_0= cos-l[(1+ _')I(i+ _)] (2.203)
a = Z_IR (2.204)
This formula agrees with ray-tracingresultsto within I% at 6° and _15% at 1° elevation,while the
corresponding comparisons for Eq. (2.200)give _25% at 6° and a factorof 3 at I°.
Since we axe given I in terrestrialcoordinates,we firstperform the coordinate transformation
given by Q above:
= QI,,,,..t,¢¢_ (2.206}
With this done, obtain At = l/c , as shown in Figure 6 for each of the major antenna types. Note
that for _neaxby _ sources we also must include parallax {e.g., geographically separate antennas are
not pointing in the same direction). If R0 is the position of the source as seen from the center of the
Earth, and r isthe position ofa stationin the same frame, then the positionofthe source relativeto
that stationis
R = Ro - r (2.207)
and in [2.199)we make the substitution
[s" I_= = L IR° - rl J (2.208)
2.8.3 UNIQUE ANTENNAS
One of the VLBI antennas employed by the IRIS projectof the National Geodetic Survey
does not fallinto any standard category. Itisunique because itisan equatorialmount designed for
the latitudeof Washington, D.C., but was deployed at Richmond, Floridauntilitwas destroyed inthe
hurricane of August 1992. The considerablelatitudedifference,and the axis offsetof severalmeters,
make itimperative that the antenna geometry be properly modeled. In the local VEN coordinate
frame, the vector I is
- cos¢w sine (2.2091
COS _W COS
Upon transformation to the Earth-fixed frame via the matrix VW [Eq {2.71)], it becomes
co__(sin Cw cos¢ - cosCw sin¢ cosc) + sin _ _osCw_in, '_sinA(sinCw cos¢ - cosCw sin¢ cose)- cosA cos Cw sine"| (2.210)
sinCw sin¢ ÷ cos Cw cos ¢ cos e ]
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Here (A, ¢) are the Richmond longitude and latitude, cw is the latitude of Washington (39.06°), and
( = 0.12 ° W of N is the azimuth misalignment.
Two other one-of-a-kind antennas, Arecibo and Nancay, are seldom used in astrometric and
geodetic VLBI work. The Arecibo antenna has hardware features which make it equivalent to an
azimuth-elevation mount. The Nancay array has been treated by Ortega-Molina (1985), but the
model is not presently incorporated in MODEST code.
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Figure 6. Schematic representations of the four major antenna geometries used in VLBI
2.8.4 SITE VECTORS
In the modeling software is the facility to provide a time-invariant offset vector in local
geodetic coordinates (east, north, and local geodetic vertical) from this point (antenna location) to
a point elsewhere, such as a benchmark on the ground. This is particularly useful in work involving
transportable antennas which may be placed in slightly different places relative to an Earth-fixed
benchmark each time a site is reoccupied. In modeling that offset vector, we make the assumption of
a plane tangent to the geoid at the reference benchmark and assume that the local geodetic vertical
for the antenna is parallel to that for the benchmark. With these assumptions there is an identity
in the adjustments of antenna location with changes derived for the benchmark location. The error
introduced by these assumptions in a baseline adjustment is approximately AB x (d/RE), where
AB is the baseline adjustment from its a priori value, d is the separation of the antenna from the
benchmark, and RE is the radius of the Earth. To keep this error smaller than 0.01 cm for baseline
adjustments on the order of 1 meter, d < 600 meters is required.
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More troublesome is that an error in obtaining the localverticalby an angle 6e, when using
an antenna whose intersectionof axes is a distance,H, above the ground, can cause an error of
IIsin6e _ H6e in measuring the baselineto the benchmark (Allen,1982). Unless thiserror isal-
ready absorbed into the actual measurement of the o_set vector,care must be taken in settingup
the antenna so as to make 60 minimal. For a baselineerror < 0.1 cm, and an antenna height of
10 meters, 6(9 < 20 arcseconds isrequired. Often plumb bobs are used to locate the antenna po-
sitionrelativeto a mark on the ground. This mark is,in turn, surveyed to the benchmark. Even
the differencein geodetic verticalfrom the verticaldefined by the plumb bob may be as large as
1 arc minute, thus potentiallycausing an error of 0.3 cm for antennas of height 10 meters. Conse-
quently, great care must be taken in these measurements, particularlyifthe siteisto be repeatedly
occupied by antennas of differentsizes.
2.8.5 FEED ROTATION
Another physical effectrelated to antenna structuresis the diITerentialfeed rotation for
circularlypolarized receivers. Liewer (1985) has calculatedthe phase shift0 for various antenna
types. Itiszero for equatoriallymounted antennas. For altazimuth mounts,
tan 0 = cos _bsinh/(sin_ cos 6 - cos ¢ sin6cos h) (2.211)
with _b= stationlatitude,h = hour angle,and 6 = declinationof the source. For X-Y mounts, two
cases are distinguished:orientationN - S or E - W. The respectiverotation anglesare
tan(--8) = sin ¢ sin hi(cos _bcos 6 + sin ¢ sin 6 cos h) (N - S)
tan(-8) = --cos h/(sin6sinh) (E - W)
(2.212)
(2.213)
The effect cancels for group delay data, but can be significant for phase delay and delay rate data.
The effect on phase delay is
= - e )If (2.214)
where f isthe observing frequency and _ the phase rotationat stationi.The feed rotationcorrection
isan optional part of the MODEST model.
Finally, another small correctionwhich accounts for the effectof orientationof hour angle-
declination (HA-Dec) and X-Y antennas on the troposphericpath delay was considered by Jacobs
(1988). Detailsaxe given in the troposphere Section,4.6.
2.8.6 THERMAL EXPANSION
By analogy with the model for atmospheric loading in Sec. 2.4.4,diurnal variationsof the
temperature cause verticaldisplacements ofthe antenna referencepoint. These can amount to several
ram forordinary day-to-nighttemperature variationsforlargeantennas. ISVLBI data acquired during
a variety of weather conditions are to be processed simultaneously,itmay be important to account
for the verticalmotion of the referencepoint.
A rudimentary model of thiseffectisimplemented in MODEST. h assumes that the vertical
displacement Ar ofthe antenna referencepoint,a distance h above the ground, is
ZXr= a(T - T.f)h (2.215)
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and T,e! is the reference temperature. The height
h may be approximated as one half of the antenna diameter. The reference temperature is taken
to be equal to the global average temperature at each station, or the universal average 292 K (used
in tropospheric mapping in Sec. 4.2) if the former is not available. For steel and concrete, a linear
expansion coefficient of 12 ppm is appropriate. Thus for a 70-m antenna, the vertical motion is 0.42
mm/K.
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2.8.7 ANTEN]WA SUBREFLECTOR FOCUSINC
For some experiments (notably the Time and Earth Motion PrecisionObservation [TEMPO]
project)which use the DSN Cassegr_tinantennas, the subreflectorismoved in order to maintain focus
and to optimize the signal-to-noiser_tio. Such motions introduce systematic errorsin the antenna
positionderived from the measurements. For experiments performed in this %few" mode, the path
delay may change by _8 cm over the 6° - 90° elevationrange. Simulations show that thiseffectis
almost entirelyabsorbed by the clock epoch and localstationverticalcoordinate paxameters. For
baselinesbetween two 79-m antennas, thiscauses a potentialerrorof up to 12 cm in |ength. Th_s
effectismost easilymodeled as a sitevectorrelatingfixedand slewed antenna positions.
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2.9 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF DELAY WITH RESPECT TO
GEOMETRIC MODEL PARAMETERS
With respect to any given parameter, the calculation of the time-delay model must be at least
as accurate as the data is sensitive to that parameter. Consequently, such effects as the curvature of
the wave fronts were considered. However, such detail is not necessary for determining the derivatives
with respect to the relevant model parameters. Here, the plane wave approximation is su_cient.
Iteration on the estimated parameters and the rapid convergence of an expansion of the time delay in
the relevant parameters about some a priori point permit this simplification.
In this plane wave approximation we wish to obtain the parameter derivatives with respect to:
1. the nominal baseline components (actually, station locations),
2. the parameters of the whole Earth orientation matrix Q described in Section 2.6,
3. the solid-Earthtidalparameters,
4. the parameters of source location(rightascension and declination),
5. the antenna axisoffsets,
6. the constant,%.rw, in the retardationof the lightray due to gravitationaleffects.
The expressions for these derivativesare considerably simplifiediftensor notation, with the
Einstein summation convention,isemployed. Before proceeding any further,we make the following
definitionsfor thissection:
_" = time delay modeled in the geocentricframe,
ro = thissame time delay,but modeled inthe Solar System center of mass frame,
----source unit vector (in the celestialsystem at restwith respect to the Solar System
center ofmass),
]_ ---velocityof the geocentricframe as measured in the Solar System center ofmass frame
(remember, alldistances are measured in time; thus,thisquantity isdimensionless),
#82 -- velocityof station#2 in Solar System centerof mass frame,
p = 1 + _. _2. This isa factor_ 1.0001,which arisesfrom the motion ofstation_2 during
the passage of the wave frontfrom station#1 to #2,
= (I- B2)-I12,
/"2 ]
Q -- matrix which transforms from the terrestrialsystem to the celestialsystem,
T.o = the baselinevector in the terrestrialsystem,
I., = thissame baselinevector in the celestialsystem center ofmass frame,
I_ -- thissame baselinevector inthe celestialsystem.
With these definitions(2.177)may be written
For plane waves from (2.2):
Thus,
1¢.[r2-rl] _ L° _ L0
P
For parameters (representedsymbolicallyby '7)associatedwith L°_ only:
a_
Define the vector:
_k = - [_'(1 - D2, DI) _ ÷ "//_]
(2.216}
(2.217)
(2.218)
(2.219)
(2.220)
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Then
8r 8L°_
&? 8n
(2.221)
2.9.1
Since
SOURCE PAP_METERS
For parametersassociatedwiththesourcepositiononly:
= -,_(i-_=,B,) Ia,7 3
p --1+ stY2,
(2.222)
(2.223)
8r L._ task
L..[= --_(1 - e='e_)7 6k,
Define the vector:
Then,
For example:
Then,
and
and
Or, i1 we define the matrices:
and
then:
@=[c°s6c°sa, cos6sina,sin6]
a_
8-_ = I -c°s6sina' cos6cosa, 01= [ .4,,A=,A3 ]
a_
a-_ = [ - sin acosa, - sin 6sin a, cos6 ] = [ F1, F=, F3 ]
aT
-- = M, Ai
aa
aT
--=M,F_86
A1 Fl )G= A2 FaA3 F3
M = (M1,M:,M3 )
ar ar
= MG
a_' a6
(2.224)
(2.225}
(2.226)
(2.227)
(2.228)
(2.229)
(2.230)
(2.231)
(2.232)
(2.233)
(2.234)
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For a linear model of source "proper motion" [Eqs. (2.91)-(2.92)1 , the partials of r with respect to
the time rates of change of right ascension and declination (&, 6) are
a_ (t- to)MG (2.235)
where to isa referencetime.
The partialsof the observableswith respectto the fluxratioK and the baselineprojectionR for
a two-component model are obtained from Chariot's (1990a) expressionfor the group delay:
Or 2rR[1 - cos(21rR)]
aK w(1 + K) 2
ar 2_rK(1- K)
aR _(I+ K)
K 4 - 2K 3 - 2K 2 - 2K + 1- 4K 2 cos(2rR)
[K 2 + 2K cos(2rR) + 1] 2
(2.236)
(I-+K s) ÷ 2rR(1 + K) 2sin(21rR)- [(I- K) 2 ÷ 2Kcos(2r, R)] cos(2rR)
[K 2 + 2Kcos(2_rR)+ 1]2 (2.237)
Finally,the partialswith respectto the remaining two structureparameters s and B are obtained from
ar/aR via
aT
asa-r"r= aROraRas-- (usin 0 + vcose ) _-_
ar Or 8R ar
0"_= 8R a0 =s (ucosa-vsina) _-_
(2.23s)
(2.239)
2.9.2 STATION PARAMETERS
we have:
For stationlocationparameters the algebra issomewhat more complex. Since
L. = r=(t,) - r, (t,)
= r_(t_) - I-,(t,)-/_=[t_- ill
= r=(t=) - ,'1(t,) - "y_S=[r_(t ) - ,-_.(t_)]
=[_(t_) r,(_)]+(,_ ' ' - ' ' ,
- ' - 1)[_=(t,) r_(t_)]_-._&B tr=(t,)-r,(t_)]
or in tensor notation
Define the tensor:
Then
Since
AA
L,= L + ('r- I)L.B_- 7/_2/_.L
L,, = E, yLy
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(2.24o)
(2.241)
(2.242)
(2.243)
(2.244)
(2.24s)
(2.246)
Thus,
r = _ E,_Q_k Lo. (2.247)
For parameters which are involvedwith stationlocationsexpressedinthe terrestrialcoordinatesystem:
ar , aLo_ aLok (2.248)
-- = I_E, iQjk]-_- = Bk a,7an
where the vector element
o (radiusoffspin axis),A° (longitude),z° (heightabove the equator),7:,m,Such parameters are: r,m
A_, _ (the station coordinates'respectivetime rates),h2_ (verticalquadrupole Love number), 12_
(horizontalquadrupole Love number), ¢_ (phase lag of maximum tidalamplitude). The subscript
refersto stationnumber, i.e.,i = 1,2. Define the matrix:
W = [-R,,R_,-A_,A2,-Z,,Z2,-k,,R2,-itI,A2,-2_,22,-VI,V2,-I¢_,I¢2,-¢_,¢_] (2.250)
where each column contains the partialsof the L0 component vectorsx, y, z with respect to the
parameters. For example, for the constant terms in the cylindricalstationcoordinates [seeEqs.
(2.36)through (2.38)]:
/OZo.)
/ Or.°,,
i OLo_
IO,.0,,
| 8Lo.
Ai =
8 L.._._cI
azl
aL_
8 Lc
(2.2sl)
(2.2s2)
(2.253)
For the stationcoordinate rates,
i_, = (t - to)P. A, = (t - to)A, 2, = (t - to)Z_ (2.254)
From Eqs. (2.48) through (2.59), and relying on Williams (1970):
Vt
86,
a5
= (_i (_)S({)V (i)W (i) ) (2.255)
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Hi --
86_=
a6,_
a6i_
Ol2_
0 6,z,
¢,-_ _ = S(i)V(1)W(i)
O&=
0 (2.256)
a,,b_
(2.2s_)
where i = 1 implies station #1, i = 2 implies _2, and S(1) = -1, while $(2) = 1. These partials of
g(2} with respect to ¢ are
(2) 3p,rp_glm (2.2ss)
ag_2.) 3p.r_ Irpl [ ]
_- = _ z _-- tr,-R.]I=_X. + _,Y.t- l=_Y.- _X.] _
V .up T !#p
g3J
0¢ = _ z [y,x. - =,Y.] + y_z. I2r_-R. - -,Z.I
Also, define a vector:
(2.2s9)
(2.26o)
D Ora,.op,
Or
Obi '
Or Or Or Or Or Or Or Or
' or_, oa?' oa_' o=_' o=_' o_.,, o_.p, oil
Or Or Or Or Or Or Or ]
JOh2' Oh21' 0h22' 0121' 0122' 0¢1' 0¢2
Or O_ Or
' OA2' Oz:l' a,i2'
(2.261)
Then
D = BW (2.262)
2.9.2.1 Ocean Loading Parameters
Partials with respect to the amplitudes _[ [Eq. (2.74)] of the ocean loading model are
trivial in the local coordinate system. Transformation to geocentric coordinates via (2.68) yields the
Or
corresponding partials with respect to the amplitudes, ---=.
2.9.2.2 Atmosphere Loading Parameter
factor f, --
Partials of the station vertical displacement with respect to the atmosphere loading scale
OAr aT
Of = -0.55_, are transformed via (2.68) to give the observable partials 0"-7"
5O
2.g.8 EARTH ORIENTATION PARA?vIETERS
Certain parameters such as UTI, polar motion, precession,and nutation affectQ only. For
these parameters, symbolized by q,
(2.263)
Define a vector:
Then
K,: = _kEk_ (2.264)
) ,.o.
for parameters which affectonly the orientationof the Earth as a whole.
2.9.3.1 UT1 and Polar Motion
A number ofparameter partialsare availableforthe orientationofthe Earth. These are for
UT1, X pole,Y pole,and nutation,as well as the angular offsetand angular rate terms in the Earth
orientationperturbation matrix fL From (2.98):
Q = nPNUXY (2.266)
Define the matrix:
0)-- = - sin O_ cose2802 - cos 02 - sin e2
Then, the partialrequired for the Y polar motion parameter is:
(2.267)
aQ -_-nPNUXY' (2.268)
a6)=
8X
An analogous technique isused forthe X pole angle,working with the matrix partials_?. Partials
with respectto UTI involvea slightcomplicationdue to the lastthree terms in Eq. (2.105).On the
assumption that only the term linearin T_,contributessignificantly,
OU
= Lr0"(1-i-1/365.25) (2.269)
O(UT1) 8H
Partialsof time ratesof the UTPM parameters are relatedto those of the parameters themselves:
oQ aQ
= to)
ae---_-,
(2.27o)
2.9.3.1.1 UTPM Tidal Amplitudes
Partialsofr with respectto the amplitudes ofboth the solidand ocean tidecontributions
to UTI and polar motion are alsoeasilyobtained. Again, the required partialsof Q are written as
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and 8Q ___
._ = f_PNU Y
with a similar expression for the Y component. For the solid tide amplitudes Ai (2.113),
(2.272)
and
aU 8U 88s
aA'_'. = a(U'T1) aA, (2.273)
oo, [L ]
_2'----i
For the ocean tidal amplitudes A_ and B_ of (2.114),
(2.274)
@A---_.k = cos _j,_j + r_{h_ + _') (2.275)
2.9.$.2 Nutation
Partial derivatives of the VLBI observables with respect to the nutation angles and amplitudes
appear formidable at first sight, but are relatively easy to evaluate if the calculation is performed in
an organized fashion. Symbolizing the parameters by _, we need to evaluate the partials of the matrix
Q with respect to _7:
= aP _U+ XY (2.276)
aQ ( o,v au ) OSexr (2
3N
Since 6e = e-g, the first partial on the right hand side of Eq. {2.277) is equal to -_e" The derivatives
of N with respect to the angles 6¢ and 5e are easily obtained from the expression for N in Eq. (2.120):
ON / -sin6¢ cosecosS¢ sinecosSCh
= i-c°sgc°sS¢ - cosg cosesin6¢ -cosgsinesin6¢| (2.278)
-sin_cos6¢ - sinecose sin6¢ -sinesinesinS_b]
and
ON (i - sinesin6¢ cosesin 6¢ )= - cos _sin e cos 6¢ + sin gcos • cosgcosecos6¢-+-singsine
- sin esin e cos 6¢ - cos_cos • sin _ cos e cos 6¢ - cos gsin e
From Eq. (2.103), the partials of U with respect to 6¢ and 6¢ are
aovz,oOU (-sinH -cosH O) 06¢,0H,_--,-_¢ = cosH -sinH 0 6e0 0 0
(2.279)
(2.280)
and, from Eq. (2.108),
8H
a6¢
= COS¢ / (COS26¢ + COSgesin 26¢)
OH sinetan6¢ / (1 + cos2etan26¢)
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the U-dependent terms in F.,qs. (2.276) and (2.277) are evaluated.
Partials of 6¢ and 6e with respect to the parameters A_j and B_j are obtained immediately from
Eqs. (2.130-2.133). For the "free nutations",
a6¢ s
-- = sin w/T,
a Aoo
06¢ ! = TsinwlT,
aAlo
06¢----_J = cos_,! T,
aA2o
a6¢1 = TcoswiT,
aAao
and for the 1980 IAU series terms (j = 1 to 106):
5
OAoj ,=1
a6e'f = cos w/T (2.283)
aBoo
O6e----_l= T coswlT (2.284)
aB1o
06e--.-_l= sinwiT (2.285)
aB2o
c36el = T sinwlT (2.286)
a Bao
5
a,. [E ]-- = cos /¢iiai(T) (2.287)
aBo_ i--,
W'T',j = T sin k_'iai(T) , a-_. j = T cos kj_a_ (T)
_=I =
(2.288)
5
a6_b It ( )] 2C96e sin[Z kji,-,iCT)] (2.289)
-- = cos Iciiai'T ' O B2-- =
OA2i i=I _:I
5
It )] a6_ = T sin [Z/¢i,a, (TI]. (2.290)06¢ = T cos k#iai(T , aB3----_.
0Aay i=l i=I
2.9.3.$ Precession
Partial derivatives of the observables with respect to precession parameters are evaluated
in a manner similar to those with respect to nutations. Symbolizing either the luni-solar precession
PLS or the planetary precession PPL by _r, the partial of the rotation matrix Q is
ao [aP u oH]
= n L cgr + PN_-_ XY (2.291)
aP
The partials _- are very complicated, and will be written in terms of the partials of each matrix
element P,f:
1 aP_l
T aPLS
.... cos go sin _ cos e cos Z/2 - sin go cos f sin (9 cos Z
- cos go cos f cos e sin Z/2 - cos go cos f sin 2/2
-- cos go sin _ cos 2/2 (2.292)
1 aP_
T apeL
---- = sin _ cos e cos Z/2 + cos _ cos O sin 2/2
+ cos f sin 2/2 + sin f cos Z/2 {2.293)
1 aP_2
T 8pz.s
.... cos _o sin _ cos e sin Z/2 - sin go cos 9 sin O sin Z
+ cos go cos _ cos e cos Z/2 + cos go cos _ cos Z/2
- cos go sin ; sin Z/2 (2.294)
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1 aP13
T aPLS
= lin _co, e sin Z/2 - cos_ cose cosZ/2
- cosf cosZ/2 + sin_ sinZ/2
---- = - costo ,in _"sin e/2 + ,in zo cos_"cose
aP,3
-- = T sin_sine/2
@PPL
1 aP2_
T aPLS
.... cos_ocosfcose cosZ/2 + singosin_sine cosZ
+ cosgosinfcos8 sinZ/2 + cos_osin_sinZ/2
- cos_ocos_cosZ/2
(2.295)
(2.296)
(2.29 )
1 aP2_
T appL
---- = cosfcose cosZ/2 - sin_cose sin Z/2
- sinfsinZ/2 + cos_cosZ/2 (2.298)
1 aP22
T aPLs
.... cosgocos_cose sinZ/2 + singosin_"sine sinZ
- cos_osinfcose cosz/2 - cosgosinfcosZ/2
- cosgocos_sinZ/2 (2.299}
1 aP2_
T onppL
1 aP23
T @PLS
---- = cosfcose sinZ/2 + sin_cose cosz/2
+ sinfcosZ/2 + cos_sinZ/2
---- = - cos_ocos:sin0/2 - singosin_cose
a,P23
-- = Tcos _sine/2
@PPL
1 aP3_
--- = - sin go cos e cos z + cos go sin e sin Z/2
T aPLS
1 aP32
T apLs
aP31
--= -Tsin esin Z/2
_PPL
.... singocose sinZ - cosgosine cosZ/2
aP3=
-- = T sine cosZ/2
CgppL
aP33
-- = -T sing0sin
8PLS
aPPL
A check on the algebra may be performed by noting that
-- = + /2
(2.300)
(2.3Ol)
(2.302)
(2.303)
(2.3o4)
(2.3o5)
(2.3o6)
(2.307)
(2.3o_)
(2.309)
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and
aP aP aP
ap_.s =-c°sl°O--p-'_'P_ + rsin_o_
The corresponding partialsofthe U matrix are much simpler:
O--s = T cos t0 cos H - sin H
0 0
aU _ ( OU _/cosl °
- - \ op,.,]
(2.310)
[2.311)
(2.312)
2.9.3.4 Rotational Tweaks
Finally, the partials of the nutation matrix with respect to the "tweaks" _¢ and Ae are
aN aN
obtained by making the replacements (2.134) and (2.135) in N. The partials a-_ and _ are
then seen to be identical to Eqs. (2.278) and (2.279), with the same replacements for 6¢ and 6e.
Expressions analogous to Eqs. (2.280-2.282) account for the shift of the equinox by nutation changes
6¢ and 6e. If the a priori tweaks are zero, the partials are exactly equal to the expressions (2.278)
and (2.279).
For the parameters in the perturbationmatrix, f_,from (2.165-2.166):
ao 0 )0a6II@-z° --I
(0 0 O)
an 0 0 t
a--6-_z= 0 --t 0
(2.313)
(2.314)
where t isthe number of years from the referenceepoch (e.g.,32000). Then, by substitutingthese
matrices for flin (2.98),we obtain the appropriatepartialsof Q for perturbations about the x axis.
By analogy, the perturbationparameters about the y and z axes may alsoreadilybe obtained.
2.9.4 ADDITIVE PARAMETERS
Ifwe seek the partialsofparameters that affectonly the "add-on" terms in r = r0+ At, then
from (2.177)we have:
a, a(,xfl (2.315)
a-_= -y(1- _..e_) a_
for terms which were "added on" inthe SolarSystem barycenter.An example isgravitationalbending:
_r
-- = -_(I-/9.#=)
For terms =added on" in the geocentricframe, then:
ar aAr
a_ a_
An example is the antenna offset vector. In this case:
and
/k G
(I + "Y.r,,)
a(offsetstation#2) = - - I -[_._]2
(2.31s)
(._.317)
(2.318)
Dr = -L_/1 -{'_ i"]; (2.319}
c'_(offsets ation#I)
where the choice of sign for each station is determined by the choice of sign for that station in the
model portion.
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SECTION 3
CLOCK MODEL
The frequency standards (_clocks_) at each of the two antennas are normally independent ofeach
other. Attempts are made to synchronize them before an experiment by conventionalsynchronization
techniques,but these techniques are accurate to only a few ps in epoch and _ 10-12 in rate. More
importantly, clocks often exhibit Ujumps_ and instabilitiesat a levelthat would greatly degrade
interferometeraccuracy. To account forthese clockeffects,an additional_delay" rcisincluded in the
model delay,a delay that models the behavior of a stationclockas a piecewise quadratic function of
time throughout an observing session.Usually,however, we use only the linearportion ofthismodel.
For each stationthisclock model isgiven by:
,c = ,ci + ,o (t - t,I) + ,os(t - t,,I) 12 (3.1)
The term, t,el,may be set by the user as a specifictime (Juliandate), or by defaulttaken as the
midpoint of the intervalover which the a p_/or_clockparameters, rcl,rc_,r_3,apply.
In addition to the effectsof the lack of synchronization of clocks between stations,there are
other differentialinstrumental effectswhich may contribute to the observed delay. In general,itis
adequate tomodel these effectsas ifthey were %locklike_. However, the instrumentaleffectson delays
measured using the multifrequency bandwidth synthesistechnique (Thomas, 1981) may be different
from the instrumental effectson delaysobtained from phase measurements at a singlefrequency.
The bandwidth synthesisprocess obtains group delay from the slope of phase versus frequency
(,
----_u acrossmultiple frequency segments spanning the receiverpassband. Thus, any frequency-
independent instrumental contribution to the measured interferometerphase has no effecton the
delay determined by the bandwidth synthesistechnique. However, ifdelay isobtained directlyfrom
( *)the phase measurement, ¢, at a given frequency,_, then thisderived phase delay rpe = _ does
have that instrumental contribution.
Because ofthisdifference,itisnecessary to augment the %lock _ model for phase delay measure-
ments:
_'c,, = "¢ -{- _'c, (t -- t,./) + rcs(t - t,./)2/2 (3.2)
where rc is the clock model for bandwidth synthesis observations and isdefined in (3.1). Since
the present system measures both bandwidth synthesisdelay and phase delay rate,allof the clock
parameters described above must be used. However, in a _perfectly_ calibrated interferometer,
r_4 -- rcs -- 0. This particularmodel implementation allows simultaneous use of delay rate data
derived from phase delay,with delay data derived by means of the bandwidth synthesistechnique.
However, our particularsoftware implementation currentlyisinconsistentwith the simultaneous use
of delay derived from bandwidth synthesisand delay obtained from phase delay measurements.
An optional refinement of the clock model isalsoavailable.For dual-frequency (S/X) delays,an
additional clock offsetmay be estimated. Itoriginatesfrom the differentialinstrumental delay and
fringefittingdelays for S- and X-band data, which may be sizeable.For dual-frequency observables,
the clock model depends on thisdifferentialinstrumental delay and on the frequenciesc0s,cox in the
individualbands as
,'oo ".'._/(,.,'._ - co._) (3.3)
The differentialinstrumental delay rco isnormally highly correlatedwith the usual clock offsetTcl,
but under some circumstances may convey additional information.
To model the interferometer delay on a given baseline, a difference of station clock terms is
formed:
= .-- (.%4)
Specification of a reference clock is unnecessary until the parameter adjustment step, and need not
concern us in the description of the model.
The partial derivatives of model delay with respect to the set of six parameters (re1, r_:, r:3, re4, r:s,
and rco) for each station are so trivial as to need no further explanation.
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SECTION 4
TROPOSPHERE MODEL
In order to reach each antenna, the radio wave frontmust pass through the Earth's atmosphere.
This atmosphere ismade up of two components: the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere. In
turn, the neutral atmosphere iscomposed of two major constituents:the dry and the wet. The dry
portion,primarilyoxygen and nitrogen,isvery nearlyinhydrostaticequilibrium,and itseffectscan be
accuratelyestimated simply by measuring the barometric pressure.Typically,at sea levelinthe local
zenith direction,the additionaldelay that the incoming signalexperiencesdue to the troposphere is
approximately 2 meters. Except for winds aloft,unusually strong leewaves behind mountains (e.g.,
Owens Valley,California),or very high pressure gradients,an azimuthally symmetric model based on
measurements of surfacebarometric pressure isconsidered adequate. We have not yet investigated
where thisassumption breaks down, though "back-of-the-envelope_ calculationsindicatethat,except
in the unusual cases above, the error in such an assumption causes a lessthan 1-cm error in the
baseline.
Unfortunately,the wet component of the atmosphere (both water vapor and condensed water in
the form of clouds) isnot so easilymodeled. The experimental evidence (Reach, 1983) isthat itis
_clumpy _, and not azimuthally symmetric about the localverticalat a levelwhich can cause many
centimeters of errorin a baselinemeasurement. Furthermore, because of incomplete mixing, surface
measurements are inadequate in estimating thiscontributionwhich even at zenith can reach 20 to
30 cm. IdeMly, this tropospheric induced delay should be determined experimentally at each site.
This isparticularlytrue for short and intermediate (B < 1000 kin) baselines,where the elevation
angles of the two antennas are highly correlatedin the observations. For long baselines,both the
independence ofthe elevationanglesatthe two antennas, and the factthat oftenthe mutual visibility
requirements ofVLBI constrainthe antennas to look only incertainazimuthal sectors,allow the use
of the interferometer data itself to estimate the effect of the water vapor as part of the parameter
estimation process. For this reason, and because state-of-the-art water-vapor measurements are not
always available, we also have the capability to model the neutral atmosphere at each station as a
two-component effect, with each component being an asimuthally symmetric function of the local
geodetic elevation angle.
At each station the delay experienced by the incoming signal due to the troposphere can be
modeled using a spherical-shell troposphere consisting of a wet component and a dry component:
'Ttrop 4ration { -----"l'_ef trop _ ?'dry trop
The total troposphere model for a given baseline is then:
(4.1)
r,= rtrop,ratio,2 - r,rop ota_,o,_I (4.2)
IfE, isthe apparent geodetic elevationangle of the observed source at stationi,we have (dropping
the subscript i):
rt,or = Pz_,_Rd,_(E) + pz,, R_e_(E) (4.3)
where Pz isthe additionaldelay at localzenithdue to the presence of the troposphere,and R isan
elevationangle mapping function.
For some geodeticexperiments, the observed delay has been correctedfor the totaltropospheric
delays at the two stations,which are in turn calculatedon the basisofsurfacepressure measurements
for the dry component, and water-vapor radiometer measurements for the wet component. This
correctionisrecorded in the input data stream insuch a way that itcan be replaced by a new model.
In the absence ofsuch external calibrations,itwas found that modeling the zenith delay as a linear
function oftime improves troposphere modeling considerably.The dry and wet zenith parameters are
written as
0pz,. = pz., ,. (t - to) (4.4)
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where to isa referencetime.
Since the model islinearinthe parameters po and _,the partialderivativeswith respectto zenith
delays and rates axe trivial.They are:
_T
ap° =/(i)&,.,. (4.5)
and
_PZ, 4 o,
= (t-
where .f(i)= 1 for station#2, and -I for station#1.
(4.6)
4.1 CHAO MAPPING FUNCTION
The simplestmapping function implemented in MODEST code isthat obtained by C. C. Chao
(1974) through analyticfitsto ray tracing,a function which he claims isaccurate to the levelof 1_
at 6° elevationangle and becomes much more accurate at higher elevationangles.
1
R = A (4.7)
sinE+
tanE+ B
where
Ad,v = 0.00143 (4.8)
Bd,_ ----0.0445 (4.9)
A.,e,= 0.00035 (4.10)
Bw., = 0.017 {4.11)
The user must specifyvalues for the zenithdelays.
The partialderivativesofdelay with respectto the parameters Ad,v and Bdrv are:
_T
= -f(i)pz_,,a_,J(tan E + Ba,-_) (4.12)
8 Aa_u
and
@Bd._
-- = f(i)pz,,, R_,_Ad_v/(tan E + Bdr_) 2
where Ra_ is the Chao mapping function, and E is the elevation angle.
(4.13)
4.2 LANYI MAPPING FUNCTION
Analyses of intercontinental data indicate that the Chao mapping function [Eq. (4.7)] is inade-
quate. To rectify this situation, two modifications have been made to the MODEST code. First, the
dry-troposphere mapping parameters Ad_ and Bd,_ of the Chao mapping function Rd,_ have been
promoted to the status of estimable parameters. Second, the code now permits the use of two more
accurate mapping functions. The first of these is the analytic function developed by Lanyi (1984). In
its simplest form, this mapping function employs average values of atmospheric constants. Provision is
made for specifying surface meteorological data acquired at the time of the VLBI experiments, which
may override the average values. Using numerical fits to ray-tracing results, Davis et al. (1985) have
arrived at another function, designated the CfA-2.2 mapping function. Comparisons indicate that the
Lanyi and CfA functions are in agreement to better than 1 cm over an extreme range of atmospheric
conditions down to 6¢ elevation angles. Finally, an approximate partial derivative is obtained with
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respect to one parameter in the Lanyi mapping function; this permits adjustment even in the absence
of surface data. The Lanyi function was made the default MODEST troposphere model in early 1986.
Motivation for and full details of the development of a new tropospheric mapping function are
given by Lanyi (1984). Here we attempt to give a minimal summary of the final formulas. The
tropospheric delay is written as:
r,,op= F(E)I sinE (4.14)
where
F(E) = pz,,,Fd,_(E) + pz..,F_e,(E)
2 ++ Ip2z,,_; ,(JE)+ 2pZ,,,Pz..,/'b2(E) + PZ. o, {4.15)
The quantities Pz4._ and pz.., have the usual meaning: lenith dry and wet tropospheric delays.
A is the atmospheric scale height, A = kTo/mgc, k = Boltzmann's constant, 2o = average surface
temperature, rn = mean molecular mass of dry air, and g¢ = gravitational acceleration at the center of
gravity of the air column. With the standard values ]c --- 1.38066 x i0 -I0 erg/K, rn = 4.8097 x 10 -23 g,
gc = 978.37 cm/s 2, and the average temperature for DSN stations T0 = 292 K, the scale height
= 8567 m.
The dry, wet, and bending contributions to the delay, Fd,v(E), F,,,¢,(E), and F_,,,b2.bS.b4(E), are
expressed in terms of moments of the refractivity as
Fd.)I(E) = A,o(E)G(AM**o, u) + 3auM2,oGS(M**o, u)/2 (4.16)
F,.., (E) = Ao, (E)G(.kM, o,/Moo*, u)/Moo, (4.17)
Fb, (E) = faG 3 (M**o, u) / sin 2 E - Mo2oG 3 (M_=o/Mo2o, u)]/2 tan 2 E (4.18)
Fb2(E) = -MonGS(M**l/Mon, u)/2M00, tan 2 E (4.19)
Fb3 (E) = -Moo2G 3 (M, o2/Moo2, u)/2M_ol tan 2 E (4.20)
F_(E) = MosoGS(M, so/Moso, u)/ tan 4 E (4.21)
A misprinted sign in the last of Eqs. (5) of Appendix B of Lanyi (1984} has been corrected in
Eq. (4.21). Here G(q,u) is a geometric factor given by
a(q, u) = (I + qu) -*]2 (4.22)
with
u = 2a/tan 2 E (4.23)
where a = A/R is a measure of the curvature of the Earth's surface with standard value 0.001345.
The quantities AI._ (E) and M.., are related to moments of the atmospheric refractivity, and are
defined below. A,o(E) involves the dry refractivity, while Aol(E) is the corresponding wet quantity.
The AI,.n(E) are given by
A,.,(E) = Mo,., + _ (-1)"+k(2n - 1)!!M.-k,,., u ._MI,,_ (4.241
.=, k:o 2--_.('n'Z _ " 1 + AuM,,._/Mo,,.,) [_j
with the scale factor 2 = 3 for E < 10 ° and 2 = 1 for E > I0% Only the two combinations
(l, rn) -- (0,1) and (1,0) are needed for the A_.,(E}. The moments of the dry and wet refractivities
are defined as
OD
hl,i_ / dq q"
.¢4
= fd.nj(q)f_e,¢ (q) (4.25)J
0
where fd.v, ,_.t (q) are the surface-normalized refractivities. Here, n ranges from 0 to 10, i from 0 to
3, and 3' from 0 to 2; not all combinations are needed. Carrying out the integration in Eq. (4.25) for
a three-section temperature profile gives an expression for the general moment M._i:
i=0
+ e-"_'T_+"'+_(q_, q_)/a'+i (4.26}
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Here,
T2(ql, q2) = 1 - (q_ - qi)/a (4.2_)
The quantitiesqt and q_ are the scale-heightnormalized inversionand tropopause altitudes,respec-
tively.For the standard atmospheric model, ql = 0.1459 and q2 = 1.424.The constants a and b are
functions of the dry Ca = 5.0) and wet (_ = 3.5)model parameters, as well as of the powers of the
refractivities(iand 3] in the moment definitions.Table IX givesthe necessary a'sand b's.
Table IX
Dependence of the Constants a and b
on Tropospheric Model Parameters
y
1 0
0 1
2 0
1 1
0 2
3 0
1
2
_+1
2_
3
a-1
aB - 2
2(_- 1)
2(=_ - 2)
3(a- 1)
Note that the normalization issuch that M01o ==1;thl,moment has thereforenot been explicitly
written in Eqs. {4.16)through (4.21).
At present,provision ismade forinput offour meteorologicalparameters to overridethe default
(average) values of the Lanyi model. These are: 1) the surface temperature To, which determines
the atmosphere scale height; 2) the temperature lapse rate W, which determines the dry model
parameter a; 3) the inversionaltitudehl, which determines ql; and 4) the tropopause altitudeh_,
which determines q2. A fifthparameter, the surface pressure p0, isnot used at present. Table
X summarizes the four parameters and derived quantities,and theirdefaultvalues. Approximate
sensitivitiesof the tropospheric delay Cat 6° elevation)to the meteorologicalparameters are given in
the lastcolumn.
Table X
Surface Meteorological Parameters in the Lanyi Mapping Function
Parameter
To
W
hi
h2
Default
292 K
6.8165 K/km
1.25 km
12.2 km
Derived parameter and value
A = kTo/rngc = 8.567 km
a = IOOTo/WZX = 5.0
ql = ht/A = 0.1459
q2 = h2/A = 1.424
Sensitivity(6 °)
-7 mm/K
20 mm/K/km
-20 mm/km
5 ram/kin
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Partials of the delay with respect to the dry and wet senith delays _re obtained from Eqs. (4.14)
and (4.15):
apz_,v
_T
Bpz,,,,
= f(i)[F_,,(E)+ 2pz,,_'_(E)/A]/sinE
= I(0[F_,(E)+ 2pz,.,_'_(E)/,x+ 2pz..,_,_(E)/Z_]/,inZ
(4.28)
(4.29)
In analysis of data for which meteorological parameters are not available, it is convenient to introduce
an approximation into the mapping functiolt [Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15)] which involves a one-parameter
estimate. This parameter p accounts for deviations from standard meteorological conditions. The
tropospheric delay is expressed as
r,,_= (pz,,,+ pz..,)/sinE + p_ (4.30)
where the partial derivative is
(PZ_., + pz..,)uMj.lo
C(M,o, ,,)[1 + G(,V_o, _)] sine
pz..,u(M2_o- M,o,/Mood (4.3I)
+ G(MIIo, u)G(MIol/Mool, u)[G(M11o, u) + G(MIol/Moo,, u)] sin E
4.3 CfA MAPPING FUNCTION
Another approach to improved modeling of tropospheric delay was published by Davis et al.
(1985). Analytic fitsto ray-tracing results yield the CfA-2.2 mapping function
1
R - (4.32)
sine + b
tanE+ sinE+c
where E is the elevation angle. The three parameters a, b, c are expressed in terms of meteorological
data as
a = 0.0002723 ( 1 '+ 2.642 x lO-4pc - 6.400 x lO-'_eo + 1.337 x lO-aTo
-- 8.550 x lO-2a- 2.456 x lO-2h_ )
b = 0.0004703 ( 1 _- 2.832 x 10-Spo + 6.799 x 10-4co d- 7.563 x 10-Syo
- 7.390 x 10-2a- 2.961 x 10-_h2 )
c = - 0.0090
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
Here, po is the surface pressure and eo the surface partial water vapor pressure, both measured in
millibars. The quantities To, a, and h2 have the same meaning and units as in Section 4.2. This
function is one of five optional mapping functions in the MODEST model. In connection with testing
parameter estimation for the Lanyi function, the partial derivative of delay with respect to surface
temperature To in the CfA-2.2 function was also evaluated. It is
a..__T._r= _ Pz,,, R_'d,u,[3.641 x 10-C(sin E + c)Jtan, E + b/(sin E + c)} -- 3.557 × 10-Ca]
aTo (sin *: + c){ta. E _ b/(sinE _ c)I= (4.3C,)
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4.4 HERRI2NG 1992 (MTT) MAPPING FUNCTION
A furtherrefinement ofthe CfA approach by Herring (1992) has yieldedthe followingmapping
functions for the dry and wet troposphericdelays,respectively:
i -4- _tdrY'wc_
bdry,_aea
1+
R_r_,w_ = 1 -t- cd,y,wet (4.37)
sin E + ad'v'_"'t
bdry,_et
sin E + sin E + cd,u,_
The parameters (a,b,c)d,_,we_ depend on the sitelatitude(¢),altitude(H, kin),and surfacetemper-
ature (To, K) via
adry = 0.0006232 ( 1 + 0.02230 cos ¢ - 0.03354H + 0.003450To ) (4.38)
bd,_, ---- 0.0025779 ( 1 - 0.06207 cos_b - 0.01284H + 0.0007997'0 ) (4.39)
cd,_, = 0.071839 ( 1 -- 0.05976 cos ¢ -- 0.00207H - 0.000029T0 ) (4.40)
awct = 0.000187 ( 1- 0.0590cos¢-
bwet = 0.000836( l-0.1221cos¢-
cwet = 0.04160 ( 1 - 0.0459cos_ -
This function isbecoming known in the literatureas the
4.5 NIELL MAPPING FUNCTION
0.2787H + 0.00750To )
0.1209H + 0.00239T0 )
0.0310H + 0.00036T0 )
_MTT" function.
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
Two new mapping functions (wet and dry) which use no surface meteorological data have
recently been introduced by Niell(1994). They take the same continued fractionform as the Herring
functions above (4.37). The parameters (a, b, C)d,_,_et have a more complicated latitude and seasonal
dependence, and there is also a (dry only) altitude correction. For latitudes within 15 ° of the poles,
the parameters are constant, while in mid-latitudes they vary both with latitude and day of year (with
proper adjustments for the reversal of seasons in the Southern Hemisphere). The altitude correction
is proportional to altitude, and has an elevation dependence similar to that of (4.37). Because of the
complicated functional dependences and numerous coefficients, the Niell mapping functions are not
presented here. They axe, however, one of the options in MODEST.
4.6 ANTENNA AXIS OFFSET ALTITUDE CORRECTION
Antennas with non-zero axisoffsets,whose second rotationaxis {A inFigure 5) moves vertically
with changing orientation,have zenithtroposphere delaysthat may vary by I to 2 ram. Equatorial and
X-Y mounts fallinthisclass(seeFigure 6). At low elevationanglesthiszenithvariationismagnified by
the mapping function to 1-2 cm. These variationsmust be modeled in experiments whose accuracies
are at the millimeter level(e.g.short-baselinephase delay measurements). Memoranda by Jacobs
(1988, 1991} derive the correctionsbased on consideringonly the dry troposphere component, and
include allterms necessary to achieve an accuracy of a few millimeters.The correctionto be added
to the zenith dry troposphericdelay is
6_ = -pz,._(H/Z_) ¢ (4.44)
where H is the antenna axis offset, A the dry troposphere scale height (_ 8.6 km), and ¢ is an an_l_lar
factor that varies with the type of mount. For equatorial mounts,
¢ = cos ¢ cos h (4.45)
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where _ is the geodetic latitude and h the local hour angle east of the meridian. The Richmond
antenna correction has this form with _ replaced by _w and h by a pseudo-hour angle hR (see Section
2.8.3), where
hR = arc  [cosEs (e-d/[cos, s E-sin,wc  cos(e÷d]] 14.401
For north-south oriented X-Y mounts,
¢ = sin E/(1 - cos2 8 cos2 E) 1/2 (4.47}
where E is the elevation angle and 8 the azimuth (E of N). Finally, for east-west oriented X-Y mounts,
= sin E/(I -- sin2 8 cos 2 E) I12 (4.48)
4.7 OBSERVATION CORRELATIONS VIA THE TROPOSPHERE
An alternativedescriptionofthe effectsofthe turbulentnon-hydrostaticpart ofthe troposphere
isobtained by introducing correlationsbetween observationsinto the least-squaresformalism. The
mathematical detailsofthismethod willbe described by Branson (1994).Itisbased on the paper of
Treuhaft and Lanyi (1987), as implemented by Edwards (1988). A future revision of this document
will include a summary of the model for tropospheric correlations. For the present, Table XI gives the
default values of the Treuhaft-Lanyi parameters that are used in MODEST. It should be emphasized
that the present MODEST code is only capable of treating single-baseline observing sessions.
Table XI
Troposphere Turbulence Parameters
Parameter
Scale factor
Wind speed
Wind direction
Wet troposphere scaleheight
Decorrelation length
Symbol
C
°..
h
L
Value
1.7 x i0-7 m -I13
8 m/s
East
2 km
3000 km
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SECTION 5
IONOSPHERE MODEL
The second component of the Earth's atmosphere, the ionosphere, is a layer of plasma at about
350 km altitude, created primarily by the ultraviolet portion of the sunlight. In the quasi-longitudinal
approximation (Spitzer, 1962) the refractive index of this medium is
,,=
where the plasma frequency, up, is
up (pc2ro/_r) z12= _ 8.97 x 103p z/; (5.2)
the electron gyrofrequency, u¢, is
eB
ug = 2rmc (5.3)
and O isthe angle between the magnetic fieldB and the directionofpropagation of the wave front.
Here p isthe number density of the electrons,e and m are the electroncharge and mass, ro isthe
classicalelectronradius,and c isthe speed oflight.
Tables XII and XIII givethe plasma, up,and gyro frequencies,u#,forthe three regimes ofa radio
signal'sray path: Earth, interplanetary,and interstellarspace. Given the S-band (us --2.3 GHz} and
X-band (ux --8.4 GHz} frequenciestypicallyused forgeodeticand astrometricVLBI, the importance
ofcorrectingfor plasma and gyrofrequency can be parameterised by the ratiosofup and ug to us and
to ux respectively.
Table XII
Plasma Effects
Plasma
Earth's ionosphere
Interplanetary
Interstellar
p (e/rn 3)
10z2
i0v - l0s
l0s
up (kHz)
8900
28-89
3
(up us)
4 x 10-3
4 X I0-s
1.2 x 10-6
(up/ux)
10 -3
10-s
3 × I0-7
Table XIII
Electron Gyrofrequency Effects
Magnetic field
Earth
Interplanetary
Interstellar
B (gauss)
0.2
10-4
10-c
ug (kHz)
600
0.3
0.003
3× 10 -4
1.5 x 10-7
1.5 x i0-9
7.5 × I0-s
3.2 x i0-s
3.2 x I0-i°
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Relative to vacuum as a reference, the phase delay of a monochromatic signal transiting this
medium of refractive index n is
where ' - 1/2
V
For 8.4 GHz, we may approximate this effect to parts in 10G - l0 T by:
-q -q
/_pd_ 1± cose _7 1- cos
(s.s)
e] (s.6)
where
q= _ f pdl = croI.2,r (5.7)
and where X_ is the totalnumber of electronsper unit area along the integratedlineof sight. The
bar symbolises a geometrical average. Ifwe also neglectthe term (_ocos O)/u, then the expression
for Apd becomes simple and independent of the geometry of the traversalofthe wave front through
the ionosphere:
= -ql ,; (5.8)
This delay isnegative.Thus, a phase advance actuallyoccurs fora monochromatic signal.Sincephase
delay isobtained at a singlefrequency,observablesderivedfrom phase delay (e.g.,phase delay rates)
experience an increment which isnegative (the observablewith the medium presentissmallerthan it
would be without the medium). In contrast,group delaysmeasured by a technique such as bandwidth
synthesis (r 0_)
= _uu experience an additivedelay which can be derived from (5.8)by differentiating
_b--PApd with respectto frequency:
Agd = q/u2 (5.9)
Notice that the sign is now positive, though the group delay is of the same magnitude as the phase
delay advance. For group delay measurements, the measured delay is larger with the medium present
than without the medium.
For a typical ionosphere, r _ 1 to 20 x10 -I° s at local zenith for u = 8.4 GHz. This effect has
a maximum at approximately 1400 hours local time and a broad minimum during local night. For
long baselines, the effects at each station are quite different. Thus, the differential effect may be of
the same order as the maximum.
For the interplanetary medium and at an observing frequency of 8.4 GHz, a single ray path
experiences a delay of approximately 6× 10-_ s in transiting the Solar System. However, the dlfferential
between the ray paths to the two stations on the Earth is considerably less, since the gradient between
the two ray paths should also be inversely proportional to the dimensions of the plasma region (e.g.,
one astronomical unit as opposed to a few thousand kilometers). The ray path from a source at a
distance of 1 megaparsec (3 × 10 v kin) experiences an integrated plasma delay of approximately 5000
seconds for a frequency of 8.4 GHz. In this case, however, the typical dimension is also that much
greater, and so the differential effect on two ray paths separated by one Earth radius is still not as
great as the differentialdelays caused by the Earth'sionosphere.
5.1 DUAL-FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
These plasma effectscan best be removed by the technique of observing the sources at two
frequencies,vl and v2, where ui.2 >> up and where Iv2 - viI/(v2 + vl) _. I. Then at the two
frequenciesvl and uo we obtain
r_,1 = _ + q/v_ (5.10)
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and
,,,2= ,"+ ql,, (s.n)
Multiplying each expression by the square of the frequency involved and subtracting,we obtain
r ----aTu_ + brvl (5.12)
where
and
a= '4 - (5.13)
_ (5.14)
This linearcombination of the observablesat two frequenciesthus removes the charged particlecon-
tributionto the delay.
For uncorrelated errorsin the frequency windows, the overallerrorin the derived delay can be
modeled as
2 2 2 b20.2 (5.15)a_. ----- a at.v= -_- rv_
Modeling ofother error types ismore difficultand willnot be treatedin thisreport.Since the values
of a and b are independent of q,thesesame coefficientsapply both to group delay and to phase delay.
Ifwe had not neglected the effectof the electrongyrofrequency in the ionosphere, then instead
of (5.12)above, we would have obtained
where a and b are defined as in (5.13)and (5.14),respectively.
Ifwe express the thirdterm on the right-hand side inunits ofthe contributionofthe ionosphere
at frequency u2, we obtain
T = a'/'v2 -_ b,t.,1 + _'PdV2 /Jg COS _) (5.17)
u,(u2+ ul)
For X band Apa _ 1 to 20 xl0 -I° s at the ,enith.When using S band as the other frequency in the
pair,thisthird term is_ 2 x 10-4ApdCOS_ _ 2 to 40 X10 -13 S at zenith.In the worst case of high
ionospheric electroncontent, and at low elevationangles,thiseffectcould reach 0.1 cm of totalerror
in determining the totaldelay using the simple formula (5.12)above. Notice that the effectbecomes
much more significantat lower frequencies.
In the software chain used at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the dual-frequency correctionis
performed prior to the processing step =MODEST" (Lowe, 1992). MODEST does not have the
facilityto perform thiscorrection.However, the process isdescribed here because itisimportant to
understanding the data input toMODEST. For millimeteraccuracy,or forlower observing frequencies
even at centimeter accuracy levels,a correctionfor the gyrofrequency effectisnecessary.
5.2 TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT
In the absence of the dual-frequency observation capability described above, one can improve
the model of the interferometer by modeling the ionosphere, using whatever measurements of the total
electron content are available. The model we have chosen to implement is very simple. Its formalism
is similar to that of the troposphere model, except that the ionosphere is modeled as a spherical shel]
for which the bottom is at the height hi, above the geodetic surface of the Earth, and the top of the
shell is at the height h2, above that same surface (see Figure 7). For each station the ionospheric
delay is modeled as
", = kgZ S(E)/ 2 (5.15)
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where
k = 0.let_..o {5.1g_
27r
1e is the total electron content at zenith {in electrons per meter squared xl0-iT), and g = 1(-1) for
group (phase) delay. E is the apparent geodetic elevation angle of the source, S(E) is a slant range
factor discussed below, and _ is the observing frequency in gigahertz.
The slant range factor (see Figure 7) is
_/R2 sin _ _/R _ sin _ E + 2Rhl + h_E + 2Rh: h_+ (s.2o)S(E)= h2-
UPPER EDGE OF
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LOWER EDGE OF
IONOSPHERE
h 1
EARTH'S
SURFACE
OBSERVING
STATION
EARTH CENTER
Figure 7. The geometry of the spherical ionospheric shellused for ionospheric corrections
This expressionisstrictlycorrectfor-_sphericalEarth ofradiusR, and a source at apparent elevation
angle E. The model employed uses thisexpression,with the localradius of curvature of the geoid
surface at the receivingstationR t_ken to be equal to the distance from the stationto the center of
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theEarth. The model also assumes thissame value of R can be used at the ionosphericpenetration
points,e.g.:
= R + (S.21)
This isnot strictlytrue,but isa very closeapproximation, particularlycompared tothe crude nature
of the totalelectroncontent determinations on which the model alsodepends. The totalionospheric
contributionon a given baselineis
= - (s.22)
We assume that the ionospherictotalelectroncontent, /e,isthe sum of two parts,one obtained by
some external set of measurements such as Faraday rotation or GPS techniques,and the other by
some specifiedadditiveconstant:
]', ----/e,,_,_, ÷/e add (5.23)
These external measurements, in general,are not along directionsin the ionosphere coincidentwith
the ray paths to the interferometer.Thus, for each antenna, itisnecessary to map a measurement
made along one ray path to the ray paths used by the interferometer.Many differenttechniques to
do this mapping have been suggested and tried;all of them are of dubious accuracy. In the light
of these problems, and in the anticipationthat dual-frequency observationswillbe employed for the
most accurate interferometricwork, we have implemented only a simple hour-angle mapping of the
time history of the measurements of le at a given latitudeand longitude to the point of interest.In
thismodel we allow the user to adjust the aheight",h, ofthe ionosphere,but require
hl = h - 35 km
h2 = h ÷ 70 km (5.24)
Nominally, this "height" istaken to be 350 kin. Setting thisheight to sero causes the program to
ignore the ionosphere model, as isrequired ifdual-frequency observationshave already been used to
remove the plasma effects.As in the troposphere model, these correctionscan also be incorporated
into the input data stream. Then the user isfreeto accept the passed correction,and use thismodel
as a small alterationof the previouslyinvoked model, or to remove the passed corrections.
The deficienciesof these ionosphere models for single-frequencyobservations are compounded
by the lens effectof the solar plasma. In effect,the Solar System is a sphericalplasma lens which
willcause the apparent positionsofthe radio sourcesto be shiftedfrom theiractualpositionsby an
amount which depends on the solarweather and on the Sun-Earth-source angle. Since both the solar
weather and the Sun-Earth-source angle change throughout the year,very accurate observationsover
the time scaleof a year willbe virtuallyimpossible.
Only one parameter ispresentin the ionosphere portionof the model. Again, the model islinear
in the parameter I_ add. Thus, the partialderivativewith respect to thisparameter is
cOr k f(station_) g(data type) S(E)
05 = (S.2S)
with f(2) = 1 and /(1) = -1.
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SECTION 6
MODELING THE PHASE DELAY RATE (FRINGE FREQUENCY)
The interferometer is capable of producing several data types: group delay, phase delay, and the
time rate of change of phase delay. Actually, the time rate of change of group delay is also available.
However, it is not accurate enough to be of significance for geodetic uses. The models discussed above
are directly applicable either to group delay or to phase delay. However, the model for the time rate
of change of phase delay (fringe frequency) must be either constructed separately, or its equivalent
information content obtained by forming the time difference of two phase delay values constructed
from the delay-rate measurements as shown below. We chose the latter route since then only models of
delay are needed. The two phase delay values, 1.p_(t+A), used to represent the delay-rate measurement
information content are obtained from the expression
•,d(t ± 4) = ,m(t • 4) + ± (6.1)
where r,,(t)is the model used in the delay extraction processing step,r,(t)isthe residual of the
observationsfrom that model, and ÷, isthe residualdelay rate of the data relativeto that model.
This modeling for the delay extractionstep iscovered in Thomas (1981),and isdone in analysis
steps prior to and completely separate from the modeling described in this report. The output of
those previous steps is such that the detailsof allprocessing prior to the modeling described here
are transparent to this step. Only total interferometerdelays and differencedtotalinterferometer
phase delays (thesephase delays are divided by the time intervalof the difference)are reported to
this step. One of the requirements of these previous processing steps isthat the model delay used
be accurate enough to provide a residualphase that isa linearfunction of time over the observation
intervalrequired to obtain the delay information. A linearfitto thisresidualphase yieldsthe value
of _,,the residualdelay rate.Using these two valuesof rp_,obtained by (6.1)above, the quantity,R,
isconstructed by the followingalgorithm:
This value and the group delay measurement, rod, are the two data types that normally serve as
the interferometerdata input to be explained by the model described in thisreport. The software,
however, alsohas the option to model phase delay,rp_,directly.In the limitA ---.0, thisexpression
for differencedphase delay approaches the instantaneous time rate of change of phase delay (fringe
frequency) at time t. In practice,A must be largeenough to avoid roundoff errorsthat arisefrom
taking small differencesoflargenumbers, but should alsobe small enough to allowR tobe a reasonably
close approximation to the instantaneous delay rate. A suitablecompromise appears to be A _ 2
seconds. Fortunately,/x has a wide range ofallowedvalues,and the capabilityto model interferometer
performance accuratelyisrelativelyinsensitiveto thischoice.
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SECTION 7
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS USED
In the software that has been implemented we have tried to use the constants recommended by
the IERS Standards (1992). Those that have not been previously defined in the text, but which have
an effect on the results that are obtained using the JPL software, are given below:
Symbol Value Quantity
c 299792.458
ro 2.817938 x 10-Is
RE 6378.140
wE 7.2921151467 × 10-s
/ 298.257
h2 0.609
12 0.0852
hs 0.292
13 0.0151
g 980.665
"TPPN 1
Velocity of light (km/s}
Classical radius of the electron (meters)
Equatorial radius ofthe Earth (kin)
Rotation rate of the Earth (rad/s)
Flatteningfactorofthe geoid
Verticalquadrupole Love number
Horizontal quadrupole Love number
Verticaloctupole Love number
Horizontal octupole Love number
Surface accelerationdue to gravity(cm/s2)
Post-Newtonian relativisticgamma factor
Another group ofconstants is read from the planetary ephemeris file(presentlyJPL DE200) when
MODEST isexecuted. These constants include allplanetary masses and radii;those most important
in VLBI modeling are:
AU 1.4959787066 x l0s
GA_s 1.3271243993544841 x 1011
GME 398600.4480734463
Rs 696000.0
ME/MM 81.300587
Astronomical unit (kin)
Mass of Sun (km3/s 2)
Mass of Earth (km3/s _)
Radius ofSun (km)
Earth/Moon mass ratio
7O
SECTION 8
POSSIBLE IAIPROVEMENTS TO THE CURRENT MODEL
This section lists areas in which the current model can be improved.
General Relativlty:
Second-order effects have not been carefully investigated, and could possibly contribute at
the picosecond level.
"variations of the Earth's gravitational potential must be taken into account in defining proper
lengths. This correction is estimated by Thomas (1991) to amount to 0.2 cm for a 10,000 km
baseline.
Earth Tidal Models:
In addition to the eight frequencies considered in the JPL92 model of Section 2.6.1.1.2,
short-periodvariationsof UTPM may have components significantat the mm levelthat will
emerge as data analyses are refined.
Empirical estimates of ocean loading amplitudes for severalIRIS stations (Sovers, 1994)
indicate that the best theoreticallyderived amplitudes might be in error by severalms.
Future refinements in data analyses are expected to improve the accuracy of the ocean
loading model to the mm level.
Resonance with the free core nutation may modify some of the amplitude correctionsfor
nearly diurnalfrequenciesby _I ms.
Tides cause motion of the center of mass of the solidEarth due to motion of the center of
mass of the oceans (Brosche and Wfinsch, 1993). The amplitude ofthisdisplacement can be
as large as 1 cm at the usual diurnaland semidiurnal tidalfrequencies.Its effecton VLBI
observationsmust be assessed.
The retarded tidal potentialeffectmentioned in Section 2.4.1 can be as large as several
tenths of ms. Thus, for correctmodeling at the mm level,the lighttraveltime should be
accounted for.
Source Structure:
Estimates of parameters forsimplifiedstructuralmodels might provide improved data anal-
yses via _poor man's mapping".
Earth Orientation Models:
There are short-period deficiencies in the present IAU models for the orientation of the Earth
in space that may be as large as 1 to 2 milliaxcseconds, and longer-term deficiencies of the
order of 1 milliarcsecond per year (3 cm at one Earth radius}. VLBI measurements made
during the past decade indicate the need for revisions of this order of the annual nutation
terms and the precession constant [Eubanks et al. (1985), Herring et al. (1986)]. The 18.6-
year components of the IAU nutation series are also in error, and present data spans are
just approaching durations long enough to separate them from precession. To provide an
improved nutation model, we have implemented MODEST options to use the nutation series
of Zhu et al., ZMOA 1990-2, or Kinoshita and Souchay (discussed in Section 2.6.2.1}. Any
of these constitute a provisionally improved model, especially for the annual and semiannual
nutations, until the IAU series is officially revised.
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A.ut exLua Deformation:
Gravity loading may cause variations in the position of the reference point of a large antenna
that are as large as I cm in the local vertical direction. Liewer (1986) presents evidence
that this causes systematic errors and that theirdependence on antenna orientationand
temperature may be modeled.
Antenna Alignment:
Hour angle misalignment on the order of I arc minute can cause I mm delay effectsfor DSN
HA-Dec antennas with 7-m axis offsets.
Troposphere:
New techniques forcharacterizingthe atmosphere are expected to allowmore realisticmodel-
ing of the troposphericdelay than the simple spherical-shellmodel underlying allthe results
ofSection 4. When comprehensive atmospheric data from a region surrounding each observ-
ing siteare available,present computer speeds permit estimatingthe troposphericdelay by
means of a complete ray-tracingsolution. Meanwhile, improvements in troposphericmap-
ping should be sought by modeling detailssuch asthe global,seasonal,and diurnalvariation
of the inversionlayerheight and troposphere azimuthal asymmetry.
Ionosphere:
Corrections for the gyrofrequency effectmay be ofmillimeterorder.
Thermal Effects:
Thermal expansion of the portion of an antenna above the referencepoint willinduce delay
signaturesthat are _9 ps (3 ram) peak-to-peak for a 34-m dish.
Phase Delay Rate:
Rather than modeling the delay rates as finitedifferencesof model delays,directanalytic
expressionsfor derivativesof delays could be implemented. This would eliminate questions
concerning the choiceofthe time differenceA discussedin Section6. Care must be exercised,
however, to ensure consistencybetween definitionsofmodeled and observed delay rates.
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APPENDIX A
NUTATION MODELS
The five nutation series available in MODEST are tabulated here: Table A.I gives the standard 1980
IAU series; Tables A.II, A.III, and A.IV contain the results of Zhu et al. (1990); Tables A.V, A.VI,
and A.VII contain the ZMOA 1990-2 series; Tables A.VIII and A.IX contain the Kinoshita-Souchay
series; for completeness, the old (Woolard) nutation series is given in Table A.X.
Table A.I
1980 IAU Theory of Nutation
Index Period
j (days)
1 6798.4
2 3399.2
3 1305.5
4 1095.2
5 1615.7
6 3232.9
7 6786.3
8 943.2
9 182.6
10 365.3
12 121.7
12 365.2
13 177.8
14 205.9
25 173.3
16 182.6
17 386.0
18 91.3
29 346.6
20 199.8
21 346.6
22 212.3
23 119.6
24 411.8
25 131.7
26 169.0
27 329.8
28 409.2
29 388.3
30 117.5
Argument coefficient
kil ky2 kja kj4 kj5
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 2
-2 0 2 0 1
2 0 -2 0 0
-2 0 2 0 2
1 -1 0 -1 0
0 -2 2 -2 1
2 0 -2 0 1
0 0 2 -2 2
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 -2 2
0 -1 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 1
0 2 2 -2 2
0 -I 0 0 I
-2 0 0 2 1
0 -2 2 -2 2
2 0 0 -2 1
0 1 2 -2 1
I 0 0 -1 0
2 1 0 -2 0
0 0 -2 2 1
0 1 -2 2 0
0 1 0 0 2
-I 0 0 1 i
0 1 2 -2 0
Aoy Aly
(0".0001)
-272996 -174.2
2062 0.2
46 0.0
12 0.0
-3 0.0
-3 0.0
-2 0.0
i 0.0
-13187 -1.6
1426 -3.4
-517 1.2
227 -0.5
129 0.1
48 0.0
-22 0.0
17 -0.1
-25 0.0
-16 0.1
-12 0.0
-6 0.0
-5 0.0
4 0.0
4 0.0
-4 0.0
i 0.0
1 0.0
-2 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
-1 0.0
Boy B1y
(0".0001)
92025 8.9
-895 0.5
-24 0.0
0 0.0
1 0.0
0 0.0
1 0.0
0 0.0
5736 -3.1
54 -0.2
224 -0.6
-95 0.3
-70 0.0
1 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
9 0.0
7 0.0
6 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
-2 0.0
-2 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
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Table A.I cont.
1980 IAU Theory of Nutation
Index
J
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
Period
(days)
13.7
27.6
13.6
9.1
31.8
27.1
14.8
27.7
27.4
9.6
9.1
7.1
13.8
23.9
6.9
13.6
27.0
32.0
31.7
9.5
34.8
13.2
14.2
5.6
9.6
12.8
14.8
7.1
23.9
14.7
29.8
6.9
15.4
26.9
29.5
25.6
9.1
9.4
9.8
13.7
kyl
Argument coefficient
ky_ ky3 ky4 kjs
Aoy Aly
(0".0001)
0 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 -2 0
-1 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 0
1 0 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0 1
-1 0 2 2 2
1 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 2 2
2 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 -2 2
2 0 2 0 2
0 0 2 0 0
-1 0 2 0 1
-i 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 -2 I
-1 0 2 2 I
1 1 0 -2 0
0 1 2 0 2
0 -1 2 0 2
1 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 -2 2
0 0 0 2 i
0 0 2 2 1
1 0 2 -2 1
0 0 0 -2 1
I -I 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 1
0 1 0 -2 0
1 0 -2 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
I 0 2 0 0
1 -1 2 0 2
-I -I 2 2 2
-2 0 0 0 1
-2274
712
-386
-301
-158
123
63
63
-58
-59
-51
-38
29
29
-31
26
21
16
-13
-10
-7
7
-7
-8
6
6
-6
-7
6
-5
5
-5
-4
4
-4
-3
3
-3
-3
-2
-0.2
0.1
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Boy Btj
(0".0001)
977 -0.5
-7 0.0
200 0.0
129 -0.1
-1 0.0
-53 0.0
-2 0.0
-33 0.0
32 0.0
26 0.0
27 0.0
16 0.0
-I 0.0
-12 0.0
13 0.0
-I 0.0
-10 0.0
-8 0.0
7 0.0
5 0.0
0 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
0 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
0 0.0
3 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
I 0.0
I 0.0
I 0.0
8O
Table A.I cont.
1980 IAU Theory of Nutation
Index
J
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
Period
(day )
5.5
7.2
8.9
32.6
13.8
27.8
9.2
9.3
27.3
10.1
14.6
5.8
15.9
22.5
5.6
7.3
9.1
29.3
12.8
4.7
9.6
12.7
8.7
23.8
13.1
35.0
13.6
25.4
14.2
9.5
14.2
34.7
32.8
7.1
4.8
27.3
kj.1
Argument coefficient
k_2 k_'3 k_4 k:'s
3 0
0 -I
1 1
-I 0
2 0
1 0
3 0
0 0
-I 0
1 0
-2 0
-i 0
2 0
1 1
1 0
-2 0
-I 0
1 -1
2 0
2 0
1 0
0 0
3 0
1 0
0 1
-1 -I
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 0
0 -1
1 1
I 0
2 0
0 0
0 i
2 0 2
2 2 2
2 0 2
2 -2 1
0 0 1
0 0 2
0 0 0
2 1 2
0 0 2
0 -4 0
2 2 2
2 4 2
0 -4 0
2 -2 2
2 2 1
2 4 2
4 0 2
0 -2 0
2 -2 1
2 2 2
0 2 1
4 -2 2
2 -2 2
2 -2 0
Aoy Ax_
(0".0001)
-3 0.0
-3 0.0
2 0.0
-2 0.0
2 0.0
-2 0.0
2 0.0
2 0.0
1 0.0
-1 0.0
1 0.0
-2 0.0
-1 0.0
1 0.0
-1 0.0
-1 0.0
I 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
-1 0.0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
-1 0.0
2 0 1
0 2 1
-2 0 1
2 -1 2
0 2 0
-2 -2 0
2 0 1
0 -2 1
-2 2 0
0 2 0
2 4 2
0 1 0
1 0.0
1 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
Boi Bij
(0".0001)
1 0,0
I 0,0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
0 0.0
-I 0.0
-I 0.0
0 0,0
-1 0.0
1 0,0
0 0.0
-I 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
-I 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
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Table A.II
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
Period
(days)
6798.38
3399.19
1305.48
1095.18
1615.75
3232.86
6786.32
943.23
182.62
365.26
121.75
365.22
177.84
205.89
173.31
182.63
386.00
91.31
346.64
199.84
346.60
212.32
119.61
411.78
131.67
169.00
329.79
409.23
388.27
117.54
13.66
27.55
13.63
9.13
31.81
27.09
14.77
27.67
27.44
9.56
Argument coefficient
k_l k_2 k j3 k j4 kjs
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
-2 0 2 0
2 0 -2 0
-2 0 2 0
1 -1 0 -1
0 -2 2 -2
2 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2
1 -1720618
2 20743
1 460
0 110
2 -31
0 °33
1 -15
1 7
2 -131720
14735
-5176
2161
1293
479
-218
168
-140
-158
-127
-58
-48
41
36
-43
11
9
-9
7
9
-6
-22824
7122
-3885
-3023
-1572
1238
635
633
-580
-598
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 -2 2
0 -1 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 2 2 -2 2
0 -1 0 0 1
-2 0 0 2 1
0 -1 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 1
0 1 2 -2 1
1 0 0 -1 0
2 I 0 -2 0
0 0 -2 2 I
0 I -2 2 0
0 I 0 0 2
-I 0 0 I 1
0 l 2 -2 0
0 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 I
I 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 -2 0
-I 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 0
1 0 0 0 1
-I 0 0 0 1
-I 0 2 2 2
-1743
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
-16
-35
12
-5
1
0
0
-1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
1
-4
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0
Boy BI 3
(0".00001)
920530 90
-8975 5
-243 0
1 0
14 0
0 0
8 0
-4 0
57320 -31
719 -2
2247 -7
-961 3
-699 0
5 0
-1 0
2 0
86 0
69 0
64 0
3O 0
27 0
-22 0
-20 0
-6 0
0 0
-4 0
0 0
-3 0
-4 0
0 0
9806 -5
-70 0
2011 0
1293 -1
-13 0
-535 0
-13 0
-332 0
315 0
256 0
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Table A.II cont.
Zhu et al.Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
$2
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
Period
(days)
9.12
7.10
13.78
23.94
6.86
13.61
26.98
31.96
31.66
9.54
34.85
13.17
14.19
5.64
9.61
12.81
14.80
7.09
23.86
14.73
29.80
6.85
15.39
26.88
29.53
25.62
9.11
9.37
9.81
13.75
5.49
7.24
8.91
32.61
13.81
27.78
9.18
9.34
27.33
10.08
Argument coemcient
kil ky2 kja ky4
1 0 2
0 0 2
2 0 0
1 0 2
2 0 2
0 0 2
-1 0 2
-1 0 0
1 0 0
-1 0 2
1 1 0
0 1 2
0 -I 2
1 0 2
1 0 0
2 0 2
0 0 0
0 0 2
1 0 2
0 0 0
1 -1 0
2 0 2
0 I 0
1 0 -2
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 0 2
1 -1 2
-1 -1 2
-2 0 0
3 0 2
0 -1 2
1 1 2
-I 0 2
2 0 0
1 0 0
3 0 0
0 0 2
-1 0 0
i 0 0
kj'5
0 1 -517
2 2 -386
0 0 293
-2 2 286
0 2 -311
0 0 259
0 1 205
2 1 152
-2 1 -129
2 1 -103
-2 0 -74
0 2 76
0 2 -71
2 2 -77
2 0 66
-2 2 65
2 1 -64
2 1 -66
-2 1 58
-2 1 -50
0 0 47
0 1 -53
-2 0 -44
0 0 41
1 0 -40
0 0 -34
0 0 34
0 2 -29
2 2 -29
0 1 -23
0 2 -29
2 2 -26
0 2 25
-2 1 -20
0 I 22
O 2 -20
0 0 16
1 2 16
0 2 14
-4 0 -14
Aoi Aly
(0".00001)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Boi B_y
(0".00001)
265 0
165 0
-6 0
-124 0
132 0
-5 0
-i07 0
-80 0
70 0
53 0
-I 0
-33 0
31 0
32 0
-3 0
-28 0
33 0
34 0
-30 0
28 0
-1 0
27 0
-1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
-1 0
12 0
12 0
13 0
12 0
11 0
-I0 0
11 0
-11 0
8 O
-i 0
-7 0
-6 0
-I 0
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Table A.II cont.
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
IO0
101
102
103
104
105
106
Period
(day_)
14.63
5.80
15.91
22.47
5.64
7.35
9.06
29.26
12.79
4.68
9.63
12.66
8.75
23.77
13.41
35.03
13.58
25.42
14.19
9.53
14.16
34.67
32.76
7.13
4.79
27.32
Argument coefficient
kjx k_'2 ki3 k#4 kjs
-2 0 2 2 2
-1 0 2 4 2
2 0 0 -4 0
1 1 2 -2 2
1 0 2 2 1
-2 0 2 4 2
-1 0 4 0 2
1 -1 0 -2 0
2 0 2 -2 1
2 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 1
0 0 4 -2 2
3 0 2 -2 2
1 0 2 -2 0
0 1 2 0 1
-1 -1 0 2 1
0 0 -2 0 1
0 0 2 -1 2
0 1 0 2 0
1 0 -2 -2 0
0 -1 2 0 1
1 1 0 -2 1
I 0 -2 2 0
2 0 0 2 0
0 0 2 4 2
0 1 0 1 0
Aoy Aly
(0".00001)
13 0
-15 0
-13
13
-13
-12
11
9
10
-11
-10
9
9
-7
8
7
-6
-7
-6
-6
-7
-6
-6
6
-7
5
Bos BI:
(0".00001)
-6 0
6 0
0 0 0
0 -5 0
0 7 0
0 5 0
0 -5 O.
0 0 0
0 -5 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
0 -4 0
0 -4 0
0 0 0
0 -4 0
0 -4 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 3 0
0 0 0
Table A.III
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: Out-of-Phase Terms
Index
J
Period
(days)
6798.38
182.62
365.26
13.66
Argument coefficient
k:- 1 ky2 kj3 ky4 kys
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 2 -2 2
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 2
221
-153
-55
-5
112
-61
22
-2
84
Table A.IV
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
Period
(days)
5.49
5.73
6.96
6.99
7.38
9.31
9.80
9.87
14.83
29.93
73.05
177.84
187.66
3230.13
3231.50
6164.10
4.00
4.08
4.58
4.68
4.79
5.56
5.80
5.90
6.73
6.82
6.85
6.98
7.08
7.13
7.23
7.34
7.38
7.39
8.68
8.73
8.90
9.05
9.11
9.17
Argument coefficient
k_'1 kj2 k_3 kj4 kss
3 0 2 0 I
1 -1 2 2 2
0 I 2 2 2
2 -I 2 0 2
0 0 0 4 0
-1 1 2 2 2
-1 -1 2 2 1
1 -1 0 2 0
0 0 0 2 2
I -I 0 0 1
0 3 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 1
0 0 2 -2 3
-1 -1 2 -1 2
-I 0 1 0 1
-1 1 0 1 1
3 0 2 2 2
1 0 2 4 2
4 0 2 0 2
2 0 2 2 1
0 0 2 4 1
1 1 2 2 2
-1 0 2 4 1
-1 -1 2 4 2
2 1 2 0 2
0 0 4 0 2
2 0 2 0 0
1 0 2 1 2
0 0 2 2 0
2 0 0 2 1
0 -I 2 2 1
-2 0 2 4 I
0 -2 2 2 2
0 0 0 4 I
I 0 4 -2 2
3 0 2 -2 I
1 1 2 0 1
-1 0 4 0 1
0 1 2 1 2
-3 0 0 0 1
Ao_ Boj
(o".ooool)
-5
-6
5
-5
5
6
-5
5
-5
5
-5
-9
13
13
15
7
-I
-2
-3
-2
-I
I
-3
-2
4
2
3
3
4
-1
-4
-2
-1
-2
2
2
4
2
-2
-I
2
2
-2
2
0
-2
2
0
2
-3
2
7
-2
-5
3
-4
1
1
1
1
I
-I
I
1
-2
-I
0
-1
0
1
2
I
i
i
-I
-I
-2
-I
1
1
85
Table A.IV cont.
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
Period
(days)
9.33
9.35
9.60
10.07
10.10
10.37
12.38
12.64
13.22
13.28
13.63
13.69
14.22
14.25
14.32
14.60
14.70
15.35
15.42
15.87
15.94
16.06
16.10
22.40
25.22
25.53
25.72
26.77
27.32
29.26
29.39
29.40
29.66
29.67
31.52
32.11
32.45
35.80
38.52
38.74
Argument coefficient
]cyl k_2 kj3 k_,, k j5
0 0 2 1 1
1 -1 2 0 1
-1 O 0 -2 1
1 0 0 -4 1
-1 O 0 4 1
-1 -1 0 4 0
2 1 2 -2 2
O 0 4 -2 1
1 0 2 -1 2
2 1 0 0 O
0 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 0 3
0 1 O 2 1
1 0 O 1 0
2 -i 0 0 0
-2 0 2 2 1
0 0 0 -2 2
0 1 0 -2 1
0 -1 0 2 1
2 0 0 -4 1
-2 0 0 4 1
0 -2 0 2 0
0 0 2 -4 1
1 1 2 .2 1
-1 1 2 0 2
-1 -I 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 1
I 0 -2 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
-I -I 2 0 2
-1 I 0 2 1
O O O -I 1
O 0 0 1 I
-1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 -2 2
-I O 0 2 2
-I O 2 -2 2
-I 1 2 -2 1
-I -2 0 2 O
1 0 2 -4 I
Aoi Boy
(O".O0001)
3
-4
-4
-1
-2
1
3
2
-3
-3
-1
2
2
-3
4
2
1
-3
-2
-1
1
2
-1
3
4
2
-3
3
-2
-2
-1
3
-4
-2
3
-4
3
-1
3
-4
-1
2
3
1
1
0
-1
-I
1
0
0
0
-i
0
0
-1
-I
2
1
1
-1
0
i
-1
-2
-I
2
-I
0
1
1
-2
2
2
-1
2
-I
1
0
2
86
Table A.IV cont.
Zhu et al.Theory ofNutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
Period
(days)
121.75
129.17
177.85
219.17
285.41
297.91
313.04
329.82
438.33
471.95
507.16
552.62
2266.13
6159.14
4.74
4.86
5.58
5.73
5.82
6.64
6.73
6.89
6.95
6.97
6.98
7.22
7.50
7.54
8.94
9.10
9.20
9.30
9.37
9.89
10.08
12.35
12.71
12.76
13.49
13.72
Argument coefficient
kjl }cy2 kj3 ky4 kys
Aoj Boj
(0".00001)
0 3 0 0 0
-2 -I 0 2 1
0 -2 0 0 1
2 0 0 -2 2
-2 1 2 0 1
-2 1 2 0 2
-I 0 2 -1 1
0 -1 0 0 2
1 0 0 -1 1
-2 -I 2 0 2
-2 -I 2 0 1
-3 0 2 1 2
0 0 0 0 3
-1 0 1 0 2
2 -1 2 2 2
0 -1 2 4 2
3 -i 2 0 2
1 -I 2 2 1
1 0 0 4 0
4 0 2 -2 2
2 1 2 0 1
4 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 2 I
1 0 2 1 1
2 -I 2 0 I
-1 0 2 3 2
-2 -1 2 4 2
0 -1 0 4 0
2 0 2 -1 2
1 0 2 0 -1
3 0 0 0 1
-I I 2 2 1
I 1 0 2 0
1 -1 0 2 1
-i -2 2 2 2
2 I 2 -2 I
0 2 2 0 2
2 0 2 -2 0
-2 0 4 0 2
1 1 0 1 0
3
-2
-I
-3
-I
-I
-4
4
3
1
3
2
-2
3
-i
-I
-i
-I
1
1
1
1
1
I
-I
1
-I
1
-1
1
1
1
-1
-I
-1
1
1
-I
-1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
-1
-I
-1
0
-1
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table A.IV cont.
Zhu et al. Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
13.83
14.13
14.16
14.76
14.93
15.24
15.31
16.63
23.43
23.94
25.13
25.32
25.52
25.62
25.83
27.09
27.32
28.15
29.14
29.14
31.06
32.45
34.48
37.62
38.52
38.96
43.06
43.34
90.10
96.78
134.27
156.52
164.08
187.67
193.56
235.96
Argument coef_cient
kyl k,2 ky3 k.,'4 kys
Aoy Boy
(o".ooool)
2 0 0 0 2
-1 0 2 1 2
0 1 0 2 -I
0 -2 2 0 2
2 0 -2 2 -1
-2 -1 2 2 2
-1 0 0 3 0
-2 -1 0 4 0
-1 0 4 -2 2
1 2 0 0 0
-1 1 2 0 -1
0 0 2 -1 1
1 -1 2 -2 1
1 -1 2 -2 2
2 0 0 -1 0
-1 2 0 2 0
0 -I 2 -I 2
3 0 -2 0 -1
-1 -1 2 0 1
-1 1 0 2 -I
-3 0 2 2 1
1 -2 0 0 0
-2 0 0 3 0
-3 0 0 4 0
-I 0 -2 4 -2
-I 0 -2 4 0
-1 -1 -2 4 -2
1 1 2 -4 I
0 2 2 -2 I
2 0 2 -4 2
2 1 0 -2 1
-2 0 4 -2 2
-2 2 2 0 2
0 2 0 0 1
1 -1 2 -3 2
-4 0 2 2 2
-1
1
-1
-1
1
I
-1
1
-I
-1
i
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
Table A.V
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
Period
(days)
6798.38
3399.19
1305.48
1095.18
1615.75
3232.86
6786.32
943.23
182.62
365.26
121.75
365.22
177.84
205.89
173.31
182.63
386.00
91.31
346.64
199.84
346.60
212.32
119.61
411.78
131.67
169.00
329.79
409.23
388.27
117.54
13.66
27.55
13.63
9.13
31.81
27.09
14.77
27.67
27.44
9.56
Argument coefficient
kyl kj2 k j3 k_4 kjS
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
-2 0 2 0
2 0 -2 0
-2 0 2 0
1 -1 0 -1
0 -2 2 -2
2 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2
Aoi Aly
(0".00001)
I -1720670
2 20751
1 460
0 110
2 -31
0 -33
1 -15
1 7
2 -131714
14764
-5168
2161
1291
479
-219
168
-140
-158
-128
-58
-48
41
36
-45
11
9
-9
7
I0
-6
-22756
7111
-3871
-3012
-1570
1235
636
632
-581
-596
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 -2 2
0 -1 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 i
2 0 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 I
0 2 2 -2 2
0 -1 0 0 1
-2 0 0 2 1
0 -1 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 1
0 1 2 -2 1
1 0 0 -I 0
2 1 0 -2 0
0 0 -2 2 I
0 1 -2 2 0
0 1 0 0 2
-i 0 0 1 I
0 1 2 -2 0
0 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 -2 0
-1 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 0
1 0 0 0 1
-I 0 0 0 1
-1 0 2 2 2
-1743
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
-16
-36
12
-5
1
0
0
-I
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
1
-4
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0
Boy BIj
(0".00001)
920525 90
-8977 5
-243 0
1 0
14 0
0 0
8 0
-4 0
57305 -31
732 -2
2244 -7
-960 3
-698 0
5 0
-1 0
2 0
86 0
69 0
64 0
31 0
28 0
-22 0
-20 0
-7 0
0 0
-4 0
0 0
-3 0
-4 0
0 0
9779 -5
-67 0
2006 0
1289 -1
-13 0
-533 0
-12 0
-332 0
315 0
255 0
89
Table A.V cont.
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
Period
(days)
9.12
7.10
13,78
23.94
6.86
13.61
26.98
31.96
31.66
9.54
34.85
13.17
14.19
5.64
9.61
12.81
14.80
7.09
23.86
14.73
29.80
6.85
15.39
26.88
29.53
25.62
9.11
9.37
9.81
13.75
5.49
7.24
8.91
32.61
13.81
27.78
9.18
9.34
27.33
10.08
Argument coefficient
k_'l kj2 ky3 k.74 ky 5
1 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 2 2
2 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 -2 2
2 0 2 0 2
0 0 2 0 0
-1 0 2 0 1
-1 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 -2 1
-1 0 2 2 1
-515 0
-384 0
293 0
286 0
-309 0
259 0
205 0
152 0
-129 0
-102 0
1 1 0 -2 0
0 1 2 0 2
0 -1 2 0 2
1 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 -2 2
0 0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2 1
1 0 2 -2 1
0 0 0 -2 1
1 -I 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 I
0 1 0 -2 0
1 0 -2 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 O" 0
1 0 2 0 0
1 -I 2 0 2
-1 -1 2 2 2
-2 0 0 0 1
3 0 2 0 2
0 -I 2 2 2
1 I 2 0 2
-1 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 0 I
1 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 1 2
-I 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 -4 0
-74 0
76 0
-76 0
-77 0
66 0
65 0
-64 0
-66 0
58 0
-50 0
47 0
-53 0
-44 0
41 0
-40 0
-34 0
34 0
-29 0
-29 0
-23 0
-29 0
-26 0
24 0
-20 0
21 0
-20 0
16 0
16 0
14 0
-14 0
Boj BI_"
(0".00001)
264 0
164 0
-6 0
-124 0
132 0
-5 0
-107 0
-80 0
70 0
52 0
-1 0
-33 0
33 0
32 0
-2 0
-28 0
33 0
34 0
-30 0
28 0
-1 0
26 0
-1 0
1 0
I 0
1 0
-1 0
12 0
12 0
13 0
12 0
11 0
-10 0
11 0
-11 0
8 0
-i 0
-7 0
-6 0
-I 0
9O
Table A.V cont.
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: 1980 IAU Terms
Index
J
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
IO0
101
102
103
104
105
106
Period
(days}
14.63
5.80
15.91
22.47
5.64
7.35
9.06
29.26
12.79
4.68
9.63
I2.66
8.75
23.77
13.41
35.03
13.58
25.42
14.19
9.53
14.16
34.67
32.76
7.13
4.79
27.32
Argument coe_cient
kyl ky2 ky3 ky4 kys
-2 0 2 2 2
-I 0 2 4 2
2 0 0 -4 0
1 I 2 -2 2
1 0 2 2 I
-2 0 2 4 2
-I 0 4 0 2
1 -I 0 -2 0
2 0 2 -2 1
2 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 1
0 0 4 -2 2
3 0 2 -2 2
1 0 2 -2 0
0 1 2 0 1
-i -1 0 2 1
0 0 -2 0 1
0 0 2 -I 2
0 1 0 2 0
1 0 -2 -2 0
0 -1 2 0 1
1 1 0 -2 1
1 0 -2 2 0
2 0 0 2 0
0 0 2 4 2
0 1 0 1 0
Aoy Aly
(0".00001)
13 0
-15 0
-13 0
13 0
-13 0
-12 0
11 0
9 0
10 0
-11 0
-10 0
9 0
9 0
-7 0
8 0
7 0
-6 0
-7 0
-6 0
-6 0
-7 0
-6 0
-6 0
6 0
-7 0
5 0
-6 0
6 0
0 0
-5 0
7 0
5 0
-5 0
0 0
-5 0
5 0
5 0
-4 0
-4 0
0 0
-4 0
-4 0
3 0
3 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
3 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
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Table A.VI
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
Period
(days)
5.49
5.73
6.96
6.99
7.38
9.31
9.80
9.87
14.83
29.93
73.05
187.66
3230.13
3231.50
6164.10
4.00
4.08
4.58
4.68
4.79
5.56
5.80
5.90
6.73
6.82
6.85
6.98
7.08
7.13
7.23
7.34
7.39
8.68
8.73
8.90
9.05
9.11
9.17
9.33
9.35
Argument coemcient
k:l ky2 ky3 k_4 kjs
3 0 2 0 1
I -1 2 2 2
0 1 2 2 2
2 -1 2 0 2
0 0 0 4 0
-1 1 2 2 2
-1 -1 2 2 1
1 -1 0 2 0
0 0 0 2 2
I -I 0 0 1
0 3 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 3
-1 -1 2 -1 2
-1 0 I 0 1
-1 1 0 1 1
3 0 2 2 2
1 0 2 4 2
4 0 2 0 2
2 0 2 2 1
0 0 2 4 1
1 I 2 2 2
-1 0 2 4 1
-1 -I 2 4 2
2 1 2 0 2
0 0 4 0 2
2 0 2 0 0
1 0 2 1 2
0 0 2 2 0
2 0 0 2 1
0 -1 2 2 1
.2 0 2 4 1
0 0 0 4 1
1 0 4 -2 2
3 0 2 -2 1
1 i 2 0 1
-i 0 4 0 1
0 I 2 1 2
-3 0 0 0 1
0 0 2 1 1
I -i 2 0 I
Aoj Boj
(0".00001)
-5
-6
5
-5
5
6
-5
5
-5
5
-5
13
13
-15
7
-1
-2
-3
-2
-1
1
-3
-2
4
2
3
3
4
-1
-4
-2
-2
2
2
4
2
-2
-1
3
-4
2
2
-2
2
0
-2
2
0
2
-3
2
-2
-5
3
-4
1
1
1
1
1
-I
1
1
-2
-I
0
-I
0
1
2
1
1
-1
-1
-2
-I
I
I
-1
2
92
TableA.VI cont.
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8O
Period
(days)
9.60
10.07
10.10
10.37
12.38
12.64
13.22
13.28
13.69
14.22
14.25
14.32
14.60
14.70
15.35
15.42
15.87
15.94
16.06
16.10
22.40
25.22
25.53
25.72
26.77
27.32
29.26
29.39
29.40
29.66
29.67
31.52
32.11
32.45
35.80
38.52
38.74
121.75
129.17
177.85
Argument coefficient
kjl ky2 ky3 k_'4 kj5
-I 0 0 -2 1
1 0 0 -4 1
-I 0 0 4 1
-I -I 0 4 0
2 1 2 -2 2
0 0 4 -2 1
1 0 2 -I 2
2 1 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 3
0 i 0 2 1
1 0 0 1 0
2 -1 0 0 0
-2 0 2 2 1
0 0 0 -2 2
0 1 0 -2 1
0 -1 0 2 1
2 0 0 -4 1
-2 0 0 4 1
0 -2 0 2 0
0 0 2 -4 1
1 1 2 -2 1
-1 1 2 0 2
-1 -1 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 I
1 0 -2 0 I
0 0 1 0 1
-i -i 2 0 2
-1 1 0 2 1
0 0 0 -1 1
0 0 0 1
-1 1 0 0
1 0 0 -2
-1 0 0 2
-1 0 2 -2
-1 1 2 -2
-1 -2 0 2
1 0 2 -4
0 3 0 0
-2 -1 0 2
0 -2 0 0
Aoj Boj
1o".ooool1
-4 3
-1 1
-2 1
1 0
3 -1
2 -1
-3 1
-3 0
2
2
-3
4
2
1
-3
-2
-I
1
2
-I
3
4
2
-3
3
-2
-2
-I
3
1 -4
i -2
2 3
2 -4
2 3
1 -1
0 3
1 -4
0 3
1 -2
i -I
0
-1
0
0
-1
-1
2
1
1
-1
0
1
-I
-2
-I
2
-1
0
1
1
-2
2
2
-1
2
-I
1
0
2
0
I
I
93
Table A.VI cont.
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: Additional Terms
Index
J
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
Period
(days)
219.17
285.41
297.91
313.04
329.82
438.33
471.95
507.16
552.62
2266.13
6159.14
Argument coefficient
kj'l k f2 ky3 k.7'4 k j5
ioj" Bo 3
(0".00001)
2 0 0 -2 2
-2 1 2 0 1
-2 1 2 0 2
-I 0 2 -1 1
0 -1 0 0 2
1 0 0 -1 1
-2 -1 2 0 2
-2 -1 2 0 1
-3 0 2 1 2
0 0 0 0 3
-1 0 1 0 2
-3
-1
-I
-4
4
3
2
3
2
-2
3
1
0
0
1
-1
-1
-1
0
-1
0
-1
Table A.VII
ZMOA 1990-2 Theory of Nutation: Out-of-Phase Terms
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Period
(days)
6798.38
182.62
365.26
13.66
3399.19
27.56
121.75
13.63
9.13
365.22
31.81
177.84
27.09
386.00
346.64
411.78
Argument coefficient
k jl k j2 kj3 k.'4 kj5
A_i B2_
(o",ooooi)
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 2 -2 2
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 -2 2
0 0 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 2
1 -I 2 -2 2
I 0 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2 1
-I 0 2 0 2
0 1 0 0 1
0 -1 0 0 i
I 0 0 -1 0
375
-150
82
-2
-8
-3
-6
-1
3
1
-1
2
1
1
1
-3
168
-52
-28
1
-3
3
-2
0
1
1
-1
0
0
0
0
1
94
Table A.VIII
Kinoshita-Souchay Non-rigid Earth Theory of Nutation
Index
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
Period
(days)
6798.38
3399.19
1305.48
1095.18
1615.75
3232.86
6786.32
943.23
182.62
365.26
121.75
365.22
177.84
205.89
173.31
182.63
386.00
91.31
346.64
199.84
346.60
212.32
119.61
411.78
131.67
169.00
329.79
409.23
388.27
117.54
13.66
27.56
13.63
9.13
31.81
27.09
i4.77
27.67
27.44
9.56
Argument coefficient
k.7], k_._ ky3 ky4 kjs
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 2
-2 0 2 0 1
2 0 -2 0 0
-2 0 2 0 2
1 -1 0 -1 0
0 -2 2 -2 1
2 0 -2 0 1
0 0 2 -2 2
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 -2 2
0 -1 2 -2 2
0 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 0
0 0 2 -2 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 I
0 2 2 -2 2
0 -1 0 0 1
-2 0 0 2 1
0 -I 2 -2 1
2 0 0 -2 1
0 1 2 -2 1
1 0 0 -1 0
2 1 0 -2 0
0 0 -2 2 1
0 1 -2 2 0
0 1 0 0 2
-I 0 0 I I
0 1 2 -2 0
0 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 2
1 0 0 -2 0
-I 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 0
1 0 0 0 1
-I 0 0 0 I
-I 0 2 2 2
Aoi Azi
-17199635 -17416
207281 21
4596 5
1100 0
-312 0
-327 0
-130 0
71 0
-1318678 -155
142639 -351
-51735 123
21686 -50
12851 14
4768 0
-2177 0
1670 -8
-1449 -2
-1579 7
-1211 1
-576 -I
-482 -1
402 0
355 0
-382 0
115 0
87 0
-88 0
71 0
88 0
-66 0
-227422 -24
71162 7
-38700 -37
-30078 -4
-15710 -1
12350 1
6340 1
6311 6
-5807 -6
-5951 -1
9203279
-89691
-2425
11
131
-1
69
-37
573570
5312
22459
-9571
-6900
43
-14
13
841
685
619
303
270
-220
-194
-28
1
-44
2
-32
-44
0
97765
-669
20065
12875
-123
-5333
-121
-3323
3144
2550
884
47
-1
0
0
0
0
0
-305
-13
-68
3O
-1
0
0
0
0
-4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-48
0
2
-6
0
3
0
0
0
-1
95
Table A.VIII cont.
Kinoshita-Souchay Non-rigid Earth Theory of Nutation
Index
J
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
Period
(days)
9.12
7.10
13.78
23.94
6.86
13.61
26.98
31.96
31.66
9.54
34.85
13.17
14.19
5.64
9.61
12.81
14.80
7.09
23.86
14.73
29.80
6.85
15.39
26.88
29.53
25.62
9.11
9.37
9.81
13.75
5.49
7.24
8.91
32.61
13.81
27.78
9.18
9.34
27.33
10.08
Argument coe_cient
k:u k j2 kj3 kj'4 k_s
1 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 2 2
2 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 -2 2
2 0 2 0 2
0 0 2 0 0
-I 0 2 0 1
-I 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 -2 1
-1 0 2 2 1
1 1 0 -2 0
0 1 2 0 2
0 -1 2 0 2
1 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 -2 2
0 0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2 1
1 0 2 -2 1
0 0 0 -2 1
1 -i 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 1
0 1 0 -2 0
1 0 -2 0 0
0 0 0 I 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 2 0 0
I -1 2 0 2
-1 -1 2 2 2
-2 0 0 0 1
3 0 2 0 2
0 -1 2 2 2
1 1 2 0 2
-I 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 1 2
-1 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 -4 0
-5147 -4
-3842 0
2925 0
2861 0
-3091 0
2586 0
2042 2
1516 1
-1288 -I
-1018 -I
-735 0
756 -2
-713 2
-765 0
658 0
642 0
-630 -1
-661 -1
571 1
-494 -1
471 0
-531 0
-435 0
404 0
-422 0
-338 0
334 0
-287 0
-281 0
-229 0
-288 0
-263 0
246 0
-200 0
218 0
-197 0
157 0
165 0
140 0
-133 0
2631 0
1638 -1
-60 0
-1234 1
1319 -1
-54 0
-i076 0
-801 0
695 0
521 0
-5 0
-325 0
307 0
324 0
-20 0
-277 0
327 0
334 0
-307 0
273 0
-4 0
268 0
-8 0
4 0
3 0
3 0
-Ii 0
123 0
122 0
126 0
123 0
114 0
-106 0
107 0
-114 0
85 0
-4 0
-72 0
-61 0
-4 0
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J
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
Period
(days)
14.63
5.80
15.91
22.47
5.64
7.35
9.06
29.26
12.79
4.68
9.63
12.66
8.75
23.77
13.14
35.03
13.58
25.42
14.19
9.53
14.16
34.67
32.76
7.13
4.79
27.32
66068.15
65502.23
6164.10
6159.14
3396.17
3231.50
2266.13
2190.35
2189.72
1616.43
548.04
507.16
471.89
438.33
Argument coei_cient
kjl kj2 ky3 k_4 kis
-2 0 2 2 2
-I 0 2 4 2
2 0 0 -4 0
1 1 2 -2 2
1 0 2 2 1
-2 0 2 4 2
-I 0 4 0 2
1 -1 0 -2 0
2 0 2 -2 1
2 0 2 2 2
I 0 0 2 1
0 0 4 -2 2
3 0 2 -2 2
1 0 2 -2 0
0 1 2 0 1
-1 -1 0 2 1
0 0 -2 0 1
0 0 2 -1 2
0 1 0 2 0
1 0 -2 -2 0
0 -1 2 0 I
1 1 0 -2 1
1 0 -2 2 0
2 0 0 2 0
0 0 2 4 2
0 1 0 1 0
-1 1 0 1 2
-1 0 I 0 3
-1 1 0 1 1
-1 0 1 0 2
0 2 -2 2 0
-1 0 I 0 1
0 0 0 0 3
-I 0 I 0 0
I I -2 I -I
-2 2 0 2 0
-2 -i 2 0 0
-2 -I 2 0 1
-2 I 0 2 0
-i 0 0 1 -I
139
-151
-128
128
-132
-121
115
95
101
-107
-95
91
93
-77
81
75
-68
-67
-67
-64
-65
-61
-58
59
-68
57
-52
-6
126
36
-9
-103
-22
33
-7
-22
-4
6
1
-9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-60 0
65 0
1 0
-55 0
66 0
52 0
-49 0
0 0
-54 0
47 0
49 0
-39 0
-40 0
0 0
-42 0
-39 0
36 0
31 0
-1 0
1 0
35 0
32 0
0 0
1 0
29 0
0 0
23 0
0 0
-68 0
18 0
0 0
-89 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-4 0
4 0
-8 0
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J
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
Period
(d_ys)
329.82
313.04
299.26
285.41
219.17
194.13
187.67
187.66
177.85
134.27
129.17
126.51
95.42
90.10
73.05
38.96
38.74
38.52
38.52
37.63
35.80
35.23
34.48
32.45
32.45
32.11
31.52
29.93
29.67
29.66
29.40
29.39
29.26
29.14
29.14
28.15
27.43
27.32
27.32
27.21
Argument coefficient
kjz ky2 kj3 kj4 kjs
0 -1 0 0 2
1 0 -2 1 -I
1 0 -2 1 0
-2 1 2 0 1
-2 0 0 2 -2
-2 0 0 2 2
0 2 0 0 1
0 0 -2 2 -3
0 -2 0 0 1
-2 -1 0 2 -1
-2 -1 0 2 1
1 0 2 -3 2
-2 0 -2 4 -1
0 -2 -2 2 -1
0 3 2 -2 2
-1 0 -2 4 0
-1 0 -2 4 -1
-1 -2 0 2 0
-I 0 -2 4 -2
-3 0 0 4 0
1 -1 -2 2 -I
0 0 2 -3 2
-2 0 0 3 0
1 0 -2 2 -2
1 -2 0 0 0
-1 0 0 2 2
-1 0 0 2 -2
I -1 0 0 I
1 -1 0 0 -1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 -I
-1 I 0 2 1
-1 -1 2 0 2
-1 I 0 2 -1
-1 -1 2 0 1
-3 0 2 0 1
0 1 0 I I
0 1 -2 I -2
0 0 1 0 i
0 0 I 0 0
57 0
23 0
-7 0
9 0
11
17
-9
-122
-6
-8
-13
6
-10
-8
-44
-7
47
27
-7
16
11
-20
-5
-36
8
-38
-32
51
31
-37
-33
-10
-16
-6
-6
-8
5
-9
-17
8
Bo_' Bij
-25 0
14 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
0 -8 0
0 5 0
0 -28 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 7 0
0 0 0
0 -5 0
0 -5 0
0 19 0
0 0 0
0 24 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 5 0
0 8 0
0 0 0
0 -16 0
0 0 0
0 17 0
0 -14 0
0 -27 0
0 17 0
0 20 0
0 -18 0
0 6 0
0 6 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 -15 0
0 0 0
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J
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
Period
(days)
27.09
26.77
25.72
25.62
25.53
25.33
25.22
25.13
23.43
22.40
16.63
16.10
16.06
15.94
15.87
15.42
15.35
15.31
15.24
14.93
14.83
14.77
14.70
14.60
14.57
14.32
14.25
14.22
14.16
14.13
13.83
13.72
13.72
13.69
13.49
13.28
13.28
13.22
12.76
12.71
Argument coei_cient
kyl ky2 ky3 k.74 kys
-1 2 0 2
-1 0 2 0
1 1 0 0
-1 1 -2 2
1 1 0 0
0 0 -2 1
-1 1 2 0
-1 1 2 0
1 0 -4 2
-1 -1 -2 2
-2 -1 0 4
0 0 -2 4
0 -2 0 2
-2 0 0 4
-2 0 0 4
0 -I 0 2
0 -1 0 2
-1 0 0 3
-2 -1 2 2
2 0 -2 2
0 0 0 2
0 -2 2 0
0 0 0 2
-2 0 2 2
-2 0 2 2
2 -1 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 2
0 1 0 2
-I 0 2 I
2 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
0 0 2 0
-2 0 4 0
2 1 0 0
-2 1 -2 2
-I 0 -2 1
-2 0 -2 2
0 2 2 0
0
-1
1
-2
-1
-1
2
1
.2
-I
0
-1
0
1
-1
Aoy
-8
-27
-34
7
-21
10
45
9
9
-23
12
16
21
11
11
1 -14
-I 40
0 -11
2 6
-I 8
2 -46
2 -8
-2 -13
i 21
0 -6
0 38
0 -33
1 18
-I -5
2 8
2 -8
-2 -6
0 5
3 20
2 -7
0 -28
-2 -5
-2 33
0 8
2 7
Aly
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
-14 0
19 0
0 0
-12 0
5 0
-20 0
-5 0
0 0
-12 0
0 0
9 0
0 0
-6 0
5 0
7 0
18 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2O 0
0 0
-5 0
-11 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-9 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
13 0
0 0
0 0
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201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
23O
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
Period
(days)
12.64
12.38
10.37
10.10
10.08
10.07
9.87
9.80
9.60
9.37
9.35
9.33
9.31
9.30
9.20
9.17
9.11
9.10
9.05
8.93
8.90
8.73
8.68
7.53
7.50
7.39
7.38
7.38
7.34
7.23
7.22
7.13
7.12
7.08
6.99
6.98
6.98
6.97
6.96
6.95
Argument coe_cient
kjl ky2 ky3 kj4 kis
0 0 -4 2
-2 -1 -2 2
-1 -1 0 4
-1 0 0 4
-1 -2 2 2
-1 0 0 4
1 -1 0 2
-1 -1 2 2
1 0 0 2
1 1 0 2
1 -1 2 0
0 o 2 1
-1 1 2 2
-1 1 2 2
3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 1 2 1
1 0 2 0
-1 0 4 0
-2 0 -2 I
1 1 2 0
-3 0 -2 2
-1 0 -4 2
0 -1 0 4
-2 -I 2 4
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 4
0 -2 2 2
-2 0 2 4
0 -1 2 2
-1 0 2 3
2 0 0 2
2 0 0 2
0 0 2 2
2 -I 2 0
1 0 2 1
2 -I 2 0
i 0 2 I
0 1 2 2
0 1 2 2
Aoy Aly
-1 -12 0
-2 -23 0
0 15 0
1 -18 0
2 -9 0
-1 12 0
0 48 0
1 -46 0
-1 50 0
0 -11 0
1 -41 0
I 27 0
2 56 0
1 7 0
1 7 0
-1 14 0
2 -24 0
-I I0 0
i 19 0
-2 6 0
1 36 0
-1 -12 0
-2 -19 0
0 6 0
2 -9 0
1 -13 0
0 48 0
2 -II 0
I -14 0
1 -44 0
2 8 0
1 -9 0
-I 5 0
0 41 0
2 -48 0
2 33 0
1 -6 0
I 5 0
2 54 O
1 7 0
-7 0
-10 0
0 0
9 0
0 0
6 0
1 0
24 0
27 0
0 0
22 0
-14 0
-23 0
0 0
0 0
8 0
10 0
5 0
-9 0
0 0
-18 0
-7 0
-9 0
0 0
0 0
7 0
I 0
5 0
10 0
23 0
0 0
5 0
0 0
I 0
21 0
-14 0
0 0
0 0
-16 0
0 0
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241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
26O
261
262
263
Period
{days)
6.89
6.85
6.82
6.73
6.73
6.64
5.90
5.82
5.80
5.73
5.73
6.66
5.63
5.58
5.56
5.49
4.86
4.79
4.74
4.68
4.58
4.08
4.00
Argument coefficient
kj'l k_'2 k j3 k_4 ka.5
4 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 0
0 0 4 0 2
2 1 2 0 2
2 1 2 0 1
-4 0 -2 2 -2
-I -I 2 4 2
1 0 0 4 0
-1 0 2 4 1
1 -1 2 2 2
9 0
36 0
19 0
40 0
5 0
-9 0
-17 0
8 0
-26 0
-59 0
1 -1 2 2 1
3 0 0 2 0
1 0 2 2 0
3 -1 2 0 2
1 1 2 2 2
3 0 2 0 1
0 -1 2 4 2
0 0 2 4 1
2 -I 2 2 2
2 0 2 2 1
4 0 2 0 2
1 0 2 4 2
3 0 2 2 2
-8 0
5 0
8 0
-5 0
15 0
-49 0
-7 0
-12 0
-7 0
-18 0
-26 0
-16 0
-14 0
0 0
1 0
-8 0
-17 0
0 0
0 0
7 0
0 0
13 0
25 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-6 0
25 0
0 0
6 0
0 0
10 0
11 0
7 0
0 0
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TableA.X
WoolardTheory of Nutation
Index Period
j (days)
1 6798.4
2 3399.2
3 1305.5
4 1095.2
5 1615.7
6 3232.9
7 6786.3
8 182.6
9 365.3
I0 121.7
11 365.2
12 177.8
13 205.9
14 173.3
15 182.6
16 386.0
17 91.3
18 346.6
19 199.8
20 346.6
21 212.3
22 119.6
23 411.8
24 13.7
25 27.6
26 13.6
27 9.1
28 31.8
29 27.1
30 14.8
31 27.7
32 27.4
33 9.6
34 g.1
35 7.1
Argument coefficient
kil kj2 kja k_4 kjs
0 0
0 0
-2 0
2 0
-2 0
1 -I
0 -2
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 -I
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 2
0 1
0 2
0 -I
-2 0
0 -I
2 0
0 1
1 0
0 0
I 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
-I 0
0 0
1 0
-I 0
-1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0 1
0 0 2
2 0 1
-2 0 0
2 0 2
0 -1 0
2 -2 1
2 -2 2
0 0 0
2 -2 2
2 -2 2
2 -2 1
0 -2 0
2 -2 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
2 -2 2
0 0 1
0 2 1
2 -2 1
0 -2 1
2 -2 1
0 -1 0
2 0 2
0 0 0
2 0 1
2 0 2
0 -2 0
2 0 2
0 2 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
2 2 2
2 0 1
2 2 2
Aoi AIj
(0".0001)
-172327 -173.7
2088 0.2
45 0.0
10 0.0
-3 0.0
-2 0.0
-4 0.0
-12729 -1.3
1261 -3.1
-497 1.2
214 -0.5
124 0.1
45 0.0
-21 0.0
16 -0.1
-15 0.0
-15 0.1
-10 0.0
-5 0.0
-5 0.0
4 0.0
3 0.0
-3 0.0
-2037 -0.2
675 0.I
-342 -0.4
-261 0.0
-149 0.0
114 0.0
60 0.0
58 0.0
-57 0.0
-52 0.0
-44 0.0
-32 0.0
92100 9.1
-904 0.4
-24 0.0
0 0.0
2 0.0
0 0.0
2 0.0
5522 -2.9
0 0.0
216 -0.6
-93 0.3
-66 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
8 0.0
7 0.0
5 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
-2 0.0
-2 0.0
0 0.0
884 -0.5
0 0.0
183 0.0
113 -0.1
0 0.0
-50 0.0
0 0.0
-31 0.0
3O 0.0
22 0.0
23 0.0
14 0.0
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J
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
Period
(days)
13.8
23.9
6.9
13.6
27.0
32.0
31.7
9.5
34.8
13.2
14.2
5.6
9.6
12.8
14.8
7.1
23.9
14.7
29.8
6.9
15.4
26.9
29.5
25.6
9.1
9.4
9.8
13.7
5.5
7.2
8.9
32.6
13.8
27.8
kyl
Argument coei_cient
ky_ ky3 k_4 kys
2 0 0 0 0
I 0 2 -2 2
2 0 2 0 2
0 0 2 0 0
-1 0 2 0 1
-1 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 -2 1
-1 0 2 2 1
1 1 0 -2 0
0 1 2 0 2
0 -1 2 0 2
1 0 2 2 2
1 0 0 2 0
2 0 2 -2 2
0 0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2 1
l 0 2 -2 1
0 0 0 -2 1
1 -1 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 1
0 1 0 -2 0
1 0 -2 0 0
0 0 0 I 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 2 0 0
1 -1 2 0 2
-I -1 2 2 2
-2 0 0 0 1
3 0 2 0 2
0 -I 2 2 2
1 I 2 0 2
-I 0 2 -2 1
2 0 0 0 1
I 0 0 0 2
28 0.0
26 0.0
-26 0.0
25 0.0
19 0.0
14 0.0
-13 0.0
-9 0.0
-7 0.0
7 0.0
-6 0.0
-6 0.0
6 0.0
6 0.0
-6 0.0
-5 0.0
5 0.0
-5 0.0
4 0.0
-4 0.0
-4 0.0
4 0.0
-4 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
-3 0.0
-2 0.0
-2 0.0
-2 0.0
-2 0.0
2 0.0
-2 0.0
2 0.0
-2 0.0
Bo_ BIj
(0".0001)
0 0.0
-11 0.0
II 0.0
0 0.0
-I0 0.0
-7 0.0
7 0.0
5 0.0
0 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
0 0.0
-2 0.0
3 0.0
3 0.0
-3 0.0
3 0.0
0 0.0
2 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF "MODEST" PARAMETERS
For the convenience of users of MODEST, Table B.I identifies the names of adjustable parameters in
the code with the notation of this document. Brief definitions and either references to equations (in
parentheses) or sections (no parentheses) are also given.
Table B.I
Glossary of MODEST Parameters
Parameter
Fop
A
Z
÷ep
Y
Z
9
h, l
¢
"_PPN
6
d
K
$
MODEST name
RSPINAX aaaaaaaa
LONCTUD aaaaaaaa
POLPROJ aaaaaaaa
DRSP/DT aaaaaaaa
DLON/DT aaaaaaaa
DPOL/DT aaaaaaaa
X aaaaaaaa
Y aaaaaaaa
Z aaaaaaaa
DX/DT aaaaaaaa
DY/DT aaaaaaaa
DZ/DT aaaaaaaa
AXISOFF aaaaaaaa
*LOVE # aaaaaaaa
TIDEPHZ aaaaaaaa
OLAMgCccaaaaaaaa
OLAMgSccaaaaaaaa
ATHOLOADaaaaaaaa
GEI_ REL GAMMA FACTOR
RIGHT ASCE_.sssssssssaus
DECLINATI01_ ssssssssssss
DRASCEN/DT ssssssssssss
DDECLIN/DT ssssssssssss
FLUX RATIO ssssssssssss
SEPARATIOI_ ssssssssssss
ORIE_TATI01: ssssssssssss
Definition
Cylindrical
station
coordinates
Time ratesof
change of
stationcoordinates
Cartesian
station
coordinates
Time ratesof
change of
stationcoordinates
Antenna offset
Love numbers
Tide lag
Ocean loading
amplitudes
Loading factor
PPN gamma
Source RA
Source declination
Time rates of change
of RA, declination
Source
structure
parameters
Reference
(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.36)
(2m)
(2.as)
(2.39)
(2.4o)
{2.41)
(2.39)
{2.4o)
(2.41)
(2.199)
(2.49) to (2.51)
(2.46)
(2.74)
(2.80)
(2.16)
(2.227)
(2.227)
(2.91)
(2.92)
(2.93)
to
(2.97)
aaaaaaaa station name
ssssssssssss source name
cc component name (alphanumeric)
8 geometric direction (U, N, W)
* VorH
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Table B.I cont.
Glossary of MODEST Parameters
Parameter
el,2
UT1 - UTC
PLS
PPL
Aoy
A,y
A2j.sy
Boj
B,j
B2],3j
MODEST name
POLE MOTION
UT1 MINUS UTC
t POLE RATE
UT1-UTC RATE
UT1 TIDAL AMPLITUDE cnnn
_'POL TIDAL AMPLITUDE cnnn
$ AXIS TWEAK OFFSET
$ AXIS TWEAK RATE
LUNI-SOLAR PRECESSION
PLANETARY PRECESSION
NUTATION ANPLTDPSI cJJj
NUTATIONAMPLTD PSITcjJJ
NUTATION AMPLTD PSIA
NUTATION AMPLTD EPS cjJj
NUTATION AMPLTDEPSTcjjJ
NUTATION AMPLTDEPSA
Definition
Pole position
UT1 - UTC
Time ratesof
change of UTPM
Tidal terms
in UTPM
Perturbation
coefficients
Precession
constants
Nutation
amplitudes
Reference
(2.101-102)
2.6.1
(2.111)
(2.114)
(2.106)
(2.166)
(2.156)
(2.156)
(2.128)to
(2.133)
XorY
$ X,Y, or Z
c
JJJ
component: S. C for sine,cosine
nutation seriesterm number
tidalseriesterm number
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Table B.I cont.
Glossary of MODEST Parameters
Parameter
'rc_
_'c3
_'c5
_'c6
PZd,_
PZ.°,
PZ_ct
Aar_
Bd,g
P
To
/re _d
MODEST name
C EPOCH aaaaaaaa
CRATE aaaaaaaa
DCKAT/DTaaaaaaaa
F OFFSETaaaaaaaa
F DRIFT aaaaaaaa
C EPOS/Xaaaaaaaa
DRYZTROPaaaaaaaa
WETZTROPaaaaaaaa
DDTBP/DTaaaaaaaa
DYTRP/DTaaaaaaaa
DRYZMAPAaaaaaaaa
DRYZMAPBaaaaaaaa
DRYMAPSGaaaaaaaa
SURFTEKPaaaaaaaa
Z TECADDaaaaaaaa
Definition
Coefficients
in clock
model for
delay and
delay rate
S/X clock offset
Dry zenith delay
Wet zenith delay
Zenith delay
time rates
Chao map
parameters
Lanyi map
parameter
CfA map surface
temperature
Zenith electron
content
Reference
(3.1)
(3.1)
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(4.3)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.4)
(4.7) to
(4.11)
(4.30)
(4.36)
(5.23)
aaaaaaaa station name
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